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“R.A.F. PERSONNEL KILLED ON OMAHA BEACH ON D-DAY” 

by Leslie G Dobinson 

 

The D-Day Story That Never Made The Headlines 

 

Omaha Beach, the “American” landing beach in Normandy, stretches 8km between 

Colleville-sur-Mer and Vierville-sur-Mer.   The RAF Mobile units of No. 21 Base Defence 

Sector of the Second Tactical Air Force, who came ashore there on D-day, included a GCI 

(Ground Control Interception) mobile Radar Unit whose role was to locate hostile aircraft and 

to direct fighter aircraft of the Second Tactical Air Force to intercept and engage them; it 

being 2
nd

 TAF’s role to provide air cover for the Normandy invasion beaches. 

As an 80-year old ex-RAF Corporal Wireless Mechanic from WW2 who landed on Omaha 

Beach during the 1944 Normandy landings, whilst serving with a Mobile Signals Servicing 

Unit (MSSU) whose function was to provide technical support to the mobile signals and radar 

units that landed on Omaha Beach on D-day and thereafter, I was privileged to be the only 

British Normandy veteran to attend the ceremony that was conducted by Presidents Bush and 

Chirac at the Normandy American Cemetery on 6
th

 June 2004, the 60
th

 Anniversary of D-day. 

 

In the VIP enclosure I took the opportunity to talk to American veterans and a number of 

Three and Four-Star Generals, and with Senators and Congressmen.  I was astonished to find 

that none of these VIP’s had any idea that British Forces personnel had participated directly in 

the D-day landings on Omaha Beach to provide the necessary advanced cross-channel 

communication and ground controlled radar interception units, in support of the American 

Forces, who lacked these facilities. 

 

Since the RAF Mobile Radar Unit that landed there that day (15082 G.C.I.) sustained serious 

and fatal casualties, some of whom were students with me at RAF Signals Schools during our 

technical training, I felt obliged to see that their sacrifice should no longer go unrecorded.  To 

this end I liaised with the Mayor of Vierville-sur-Mer (Omaha Beach) for local school 

children to regularly visit these RAF graves, in the Bayeux Commonwealth Cemetery, and I 

returned home to seek relevant reports and publications, with such little success that I decided 

to donate a Memorial Shield, in their honour, to my local Air Training Corps Squadron. 

 

Initially, I found only one record that was directly related, and covered the events in graphic 

detail. The text of this is included below.  This is due to a fellow RAF Corporal, Eric John 

Heathcote, who survived to pass on a hand-written account to his son David.  Luckily, in 

2003, David submitted this testimony to the BBC’s “ww2peopleswar” archive, under ID: 

A1947567, for which David Heathcote holds the copyright and has agreed to its wider use. 

Since the search facility for this archive was no longer functional there was a danger of this 

valuable report being lost. I thus consigned it to a friendlier archive with tacit agreement for  

some very minor editing, from my own experience there, which leaves its essence unchanged.  

 

With support from the Mayor of Vieville-sur-Mer, the French Embassy and direct contact 

with the US State Department I received Presidential invitations to attend both the French and 

the American commemoration ceremonies for the 65
th

 Anniversary in 2009, where I was 

privileged to converse with Presidents Obama and Sarkozy and their wives, and with Prince 

Charles. Unsurprisingly, all were woefully ignorant of the RAF’s involvement in Omaha 

Beach operations.  However, I met the D-day R.N. Flotilla Commander Jimmy Greene, whose 

mission coincided with mine, and resulted in my meeting Peter Best through whom the eye-

witness testimonies that follow have emerged.  I also contributed to Volume 4 of “2ndTAF”. 
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CORPORAL ERIC HEATHCOTE   -   D-DAY ON OMAHA BEACH 
 

Edited Report on the Landing in France of 21BD Sector on D-day, 6 June 1944 

 

The first Echelon of 21 B.D. Sector embarked in five LCT’s (Landing Craft, Tanks) on June 2nd 

1944, at Portland, where they remained in harbour until Sunday, June 4th 1944. At approx 0400 

hrs the armada left port and set sail for Poole. Before reaching there the whole fleet turned 

around and was back in port again by 0700 hrs, where it remained until 0430 hrs the following 

morning. At this time the armada set sail for France. The rendezvous off the coast of Normandy 

was reached soon after dawn on 6th June 1944. The sea voyage was completely without any 

enemy interference; no enemy aircraft having been seen during the whole voyage. The sea was 

rough, with a strong south-westerly wind blowing. 
 

A first attempt at landing was made at 1130 hrs on 6th June 1944. The convoy moved towards 

the beach with the engines of all vehicles running, ready to disembark when the ramps were 

lowered. But, as the convoy approached, it was clear that the beach was still under machine gun 

fire as well as heavy shelling. It was obviously inappropriate to land non-combatant vehicles at 

that time, so we withdrew. 
 

During this time heavy shelling of the cliffs was being carried out by the Royal Navy to try to 

silence the shore batteries that were concentrating their fire upon the beaches. Despite this, at 

1700 hrs, the convoy was directed to the beach at St Laurent, having been ordered to land there 

whatever the outcome. This was about one mile west of Colleville-sur-Mer, which had been our 

intended landfall. 
 

As we drew close to the shore, we saw that this, too, was under heavy fire from 88 mm guns 

that were zeroed in on the beach and were consistently shelling the American vehicles that were 

lined up there. These were unable to get away as both exits from this beach were blocked. 

Nevertheless, it was considered timely for 21 B.D. Sector to land there. Most of the vehicles 

disembarked in over 4ft of water but many suddenly became totally submerged in encountering 

hidden shell holes. In all 27 vehicles disembarked, but only 8 were driven off the beach, others 

to be salvaged in various states of disrepair. 
 

LCT 649 dropped its ramp on a sandbank, in 4 ft of water, but considerably further out to sea 

than the other landing craft. In driving ashore the vehicles were soon submerged in 6ft of 

water, their occupants needing to scramble onto the tops of the vehicles to avoid being drowned. 

All the vehicles from this craft were lost except one; this one never disembarked due to a 

failure to start. The skipper refused to countenance any delay. With such a considerable 

distance to swim there was great difficulty in saving the men from this craft; but we eventually 

got them all safely ashore without loss of life. 
 

Very soon after the vehicles were landed, they came under further shellfire from an 88mm gun 

and a number of them were destroyed as it was impossible to move them off the beach with 

both exits being completely blocked. This beach was more or less deserted, except for the 

crews of the American vehicles that were jammed on the beach, and for the many American 

dead and wounded who had been lying there since the first assault. We learned later that, in 

view of the fact that the emergency Medical Services were almost completely wiped out, and the 

fact that the beach was still under heavy shell fire, it had been decided to postpone the landing 

of the elaborate beach marshalling organization that was intended to handle the disembarkation 

of the “follow-up” RAF units. 
 

Our whole unit came under heavy shelling on the beach and we soon made our way to the top of 

the beach, where we dug foxholes in the shingle for shelter, and remained there until the 
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situation could be reviewed and a place found for the Unit to be moved to; the front line being 

only about a mile inland. 
 

Our wounded Padre, Squadron Leader Harding, gallantly reconnoitred the little village of Les 

Moulins, which is situated at the westerly end of that beach. He came back and reported that 

this village was not under fire and afforded some cover. Squadron Leader Trollope then went 

over the beach and ordered everybody to move to this western end of the beach, the men at 

this time being very scattered in craft-loads. For the next two hours, all personnel who were not 

wounded, were employed at the exit of the beach either in helping to recover vehicles from the 

sea, with a bulldozer that had now arrived, or with carrying both our own and American wounded 

off the beach. Whilst mostly under fire, our Medical Officer, Flight Lieutenant Ryecroft, aided 

by the Padre, was continuously employed rendering emergency medical aid to the wounded under 

the worst possible conditions, from the time of landing until late the following afternoon; by 

which time all the wounded had received further treatment at the American Forward Aid Post 

that overlooked the next beach. All of our serious cases were evacuated to U.K. that night by 

LCT, except Wing Commander Anderson, who stayed until the following day to have his arm X-

rayed and to see what was to happen to the Unit. 
 

When these tasks at the beachhead were completed, the unit moved up the road to the small 

hamlet of Les Moulins. Some of the treated wounded were taken to a courtyard of a house in 

this village, the rest being taken to a convenient crater on the beach, above high water mark, 

where we made them as comfortable as possible for the night. The rest of the unit spent the 

night lying on the edge of the road at the entrance to the village, which was situated between 

two thickly wooded hills. In most places there was a low wall at the side of the road. This 

rendered some shelter from the sniping that continued throughout the night from the hills on 

both sides. The cliffs were full of snipers who had access to underground passages, like rabbit 

warrens, honeycombing the whole area. 
 

Soon after dark six Junkers JU88’s, the only enemy aircraft so far seen or heard, came over 

and dropped some bombs on the beach. One of these aircraft was shot down by the Royal Navy. 

At intervals throughout the night we were disturbed by shelling from the 88mm guns, that burst 

just above us. 
 

At 0500 hrs S/Ldr Trollope went up the road to see if it was possible to move the Unit farther 

inland, as we were obviously in a very dangerous position and our remaining vehicles were blocking 

the road should further transport be disembarked. It appeared from S/Ldr Trollope’s 

reconnoitre that it might be possible to move a mile or so up the road. In fact, F/Lt Efinberger, 

who had been sent up this road to find a position to park the Unit, came back to report that the 

road was now under cross machine-gun fire. He had been fired at a number of times; on one 

occasion having his steel helmet knocked off. From our later experience it is likely this was 

‘friendly’ fire by the Americans, who frequently mistook our R.A.F. blue uniforms for the enemy’s 

field grey; so we stayed where we were. Actually, nothing else was disembarked on this beach, 

after us, until late the following afternoon. 
 

At about 1100 hrs the 88 mm guns opened up on the beach with greater determination, so the 

Unit, after a further reconnaissance, moved up the road about ¾ mile and, as Transit Area No. 3 

was still not taken, we pulled into a field. This field was full of American snipers, who were firing 

over our heads at random into the wooded hillside. There was also a certain amount of return 

fire from enemy snipers, but nobody was seen to be hit. At approx. 1400 hrs, Major Kolakos, the 

US Intelligence Office of 49th A.A. Brigade, contacted us in the field and told us that Gen. 

Timberlake suggested that the unit pull into Transit Area No. 2, at the top of the hill, and 

adjacent to his headquarters. This was the first official contact of any sort that had been made 
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with the Americans since landing. We moved out of this field almost immediately. We passed 

through the village of St Laurent (where terrific rifle fire was taking place) and settled in 

Transit Area No. 2 for the night. This place was pretty crowded but we managed to find room to 

dig foxholes to sleep in. It was an extremely noisy position, as there was cross shell fire going on 

overhead between the Navy and the 88 mm guns that were still shelling both beaches. 
 

The Military position during the whole of this period was extremely precarious, the bridgehead 

reported not to be anywhere more than 2 to 3 miles deep. W/Cdr Anderson, who had been 

wounded in the wrist, and S/Ldr Trollope contacted Gen. Timberlake in the evening and the 

position was reviewed. It was decided to move out next morning, June 8th, to a nearby field so 

that we could examine our equipment to see if it was possible to get any of it operational. By 

that time S/Ldr Best and the other technical officers (who had worked unceasingly salvaging 

equipment of all sorts from the beaches, ranging from complete vehicles, down to small items of 

serviceable equipment from derelict vehicles) considered that it would be possible for the GCI 

Radar Unit to set up and become operational if a site was selected, our intended site still being 

in the hands of the enemy. S/Ldr Trollope again saw Gen. Timberlake, and a site was chosen that 

overlooked the cliff at Pointe-du-Hoc. The convoy moved there through Vierville-sur-Mer in the 

afternoon, and our Radar equipment was set up ready to become operational on the following 

night. The 83Group HQ part of our convoy having been established in Vierville-sur-Mer 
 

By the afternoon of the 9th, the military position in this sector had improved to such an extent, 

the bridgehead now being 7 to 8 miles deep, that a signal was received, ordering G.C.I. 15082 to 

prepare to move tp another location. The work of packing up was started immediately, hence the 

Unit did not operate on the night of 9th June as planned. We moved to the new site on June 

10th, where we set up and became operational that night, to claim one enemy aircraft destroyed 

and one aircraft damaged. 
 

Up to and including 9th June there were large numbers of snipers in all the area surrounding St 

Laurent, with sniping continuing almost incessantly day and night. There was also a terrific 

barrage at intervals every night, from heavy and light AA, when enemy aircraft were over the 

area. The snipers were firmly established, some in underground tunnels, others in thick woods 

surrounding the village. It was found that some of these were secured in trees, by the aid of 

nets, and firing smokeless ammunition making them almost impossible to find until they gave 

themselves up when their ammunition had run out. 
 

Of the total of 47 casualties that our Unit suffered 1 officer and 9 other ranks were killed; 1 

was reported missing; and 5 officers and 31 other ranks were wounded (one of whom 

subsequently died). 
 
Biographical Note: Corporal Eric Heathcote, Royal Air Force No. 1264340, was born in Wembley, 
London, in July, 1920 and died in April, 1990. 

 

EYE-WITNESS TESTIMONIES FROM GCI AND OTHER PERSONNEL 

 
 Here are some reflections from members of 15082GCI and associated MSU’s who survived D-day but most of 
whom, sadly, have since joined their comrades who didn't. 
 

Firstly, I refer later (on Page 55) to a Wireless Operator who, during the course of my service visit to his unit at St 
Pièrre Église, graphically described events on Omaha Beach on D-day.  It transpires that a Driver on this unit was 
a survivor of a Special Tactical Company who had consequently been seconded to this MSU, whose 
communications antenna I repaired. It’s likely that 85 Group’s initial cross-Channel HF transmissions to SHAEF, 
through this MSU, were relayed via RAF seaborne Tenders, located mid-English Channel, until the higher 
powered SWAB-8 transmitter units were set up in anticipation of the re-location of SHAEF to France. 
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From information that has since come into my possession this MSU’s route from Omaha Beach to finally arrive at 
St Pièrre Église, corresponds exactly with that followed by my own unit from St Père du Mont, this being 
Carentan, Ste Mère Église, Volognes etc.  The unit also seems to have been associated with the one I serviced 
at St Lô, and to the unit that returned to us in Brussels from the Ardennes, around Christmas 1945, having 
escaped the Battle of the Bulge. This evidence leads me to believe this MSU’s driver was AC Ratcliffe. The 
following extracts are edited from a draft of his testimony which recently came to me. 
 

 “ Earlier, in March 1944, eight of us were told to report to the Adjutant; we were informed that we 

were to travel to Inverury, in Scotland.  We wondered why just eight of us were sent there.  On 

arriving at the said establishment, we found to our surprise, that it was a training camp for 

Commando units.  We were to be given intensive assault training and, believe me they really gave us 

the works.  I never realised just how unfit I was and I was glad when it was finished.  There, a month 

was long time.  We then moved to Troon in Ayrshire where we did Ianding, for 2 weeks arriving off 

and on L.C.T,’s in various depths of water.  It was then we realised that we had training with Sten 

guns and hand grenades.  We were practising for the invasion, which gave much discussion and food 

for thought.  

 

We then returned to Gerrards Cross to do a few jobs.  One particularly interesting job was at the 

Denham Film Studios who were into camouflage in a big way, with various and amazing items as well 

as very ingenious models.  

 

Just a few days into May, once again, I was called into the adjutant’s office where we were told to go 

to a depot, somewhere near London, but I forget where.  We were loaded with a variety of items; some 

were loaded with radio equipment, some with very Iong drums of heavy cable, which must have 

weighed 3 tonnes apiece.   I was loaded with line poles from floor to roof apart from a bed space, of 

which all vehicles of the Unit were allocated by the C.O. Group Captain McQueen. We had to report 

to the Armoury to collect our Sten Guns and 'Ammo‘ and nine magazines. We journeyed to ‘Old 

Sarum’ to have our vehicules waterproofed. That’s when we realised it wouldn’t  be long before the 

invasion.  We were then encamped somewhere in the New Forest for 2 weeks.  You couldn’t write any 

letters or get out of this so-called camp.  

 

On the evening of June 4th, we were told to move out of the camp. I guessed that the time must have 

been about 21.30 – 22.30 Hrs.  We picked up an army chap of the 16th Air Formation Signals who 

was a King's Corporal, with a Military Medal, who was to travel with me, Bill Pilling and his oppo 

another Signals bod.  Embarked as light was fading.  I could just make out the Isle of Wight on our 

left.  It was very wet and rainy and blowing like the devil. Once on the Channel it was getting very 

rough and very stormy.  Vehicles shifting about - it made some of the lads seasick, including the 

sailors.  Suddenly we were told we were returning back to the land: I think it was Gosport.  We sailed 

about the same time on the evening of June 5th, 1944.  Still rough and stormy.  L.C.T. really thumping 

about.  I haven't mentioned the names of the others.  I shall have to rely upon my memory.  Bill 

Pilling, two Sandersons, Dad Sanderson from Blackburn, Curly Sanderson rom Manchester, A 

Sullivan from Brighton, Tubby Rowberry George Forshaw.  Sea running very rough; tried to sleep on 

top of the load, but did this unsuccessfully.  I managed to get a little in the cab.  A lot of apprehensive 

talk, some silly jokes from Dad Sanderson, but very funny all the same.  Underneath all the joking was 

a lot of serious thinking, nerves, apprehension, not to say some of what would lie ahead. 

 

The Commander of the L.C.T. called us together and told us that we go to a beach under the name of 

OMAHA, and that we would be landing in the American sector at H2 hours.  Had a couple of scares 

that there were some E--boats about and possibly a submarine  The sea was till running high and 

some of the lads were still feeling seasick, and would be good to be ashore.  As it turned out, there 

would be a change of mind later.  We had been at sea for 9 hours or so.  As it was getting towards 

dawn we could hear lots of aircraft again, having previously heard a large number during the night.  

An hour later, we could hear a lot of either bombing or heavy gun fire.  As it got lighter, we couls see 

nothing but ships and boats of all sizes; battleships, destroyers, LST's, LCT's, LCI's, and hundreds of 

them.  What an incredible sight. 
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As we came in sight cf Omaha beach, the noise was tremendous. We could see the American lads in 

LCI’s and LCTS going ashore. The scene was terrible. We could see there must have been a lot of 

trouble on the beach. There was heavy shelling and mortar fire, plus very heavy machine gun firing. 

The Commander of our LCT told us that we were to delay going ashore as there was quite some 

trouble for us getting ashore with the Yanky infantry through Jerry shelling and mortar fire, very 

heavily at all sea craft that were trying to get in.  Now everybody aboard our own LCT were getting 

more than a little anxious now.  We had had several new misses already as we had been under fire for 

a few hours. We had been very close to an American battleship for most of the time, I think it was the 

noise of its guns that was so deafening.  Also, there was a couple of LCR’s (Rocket ships) close by that 

kept up an unholy noise. 

 

I think the time was getting on for about 11.00-11.30 (probably later). We had been hanging about for 

several hours now, when we were told that we had to go now, or we would miss the tide and have to be 

dropped too far out.  I happened to be the first one in line that was to go ashore. As we got nearer to 

the beach, we could see the mayhem. There were bodies everywhere in the sea, in burning LCT’s and 

LCIS. We were dropped about 100 yards from the shore.  

 

As I came off the LCT the sea filled my cab almost to the top of the steering wheel.  The Corporal CPL 

with me said "Don’t you dare take your ‘so and so’ foot off that ‘so and so’ accelerator."  My mind 

was in quite a whirl during the run in.  The mortaring and shelling was getting heavy again.  The 

Corporal CPL said he could see and hear shrapnel and bullets hitting all around.  With my load of 

line poles, I was concerned that we might lose traction, and float, so being a sitting duck.  Eventually, 

we arrived on the beach at last.  The beach master was going potty signalling to come on, so I did 

through a large lake of water that was on the beach, which was either an old shell hole or a hole left 

by a mine as there was a lot of debris and bodies scattered about.   My 2 front wheels of the lorry went 

in and stopped very abruptly.   As I was trying to get out, an ambulance came in front of me he 

unfortunately hit a mine and blew up, also taking some others at the same time.  I never realised just 

how deep the beach was.   I reckon ii must have been between 400-600 yards deep.  

 

There was utter carnage all around.  I didn’t know where the other lads were; I didn’t know if they’d 

even got off the LCT.   The noise was terrible, very smoky and smelly.  The Corporal said he could see 

a large Yanky recce vehicle up near the bluffs to his left and suggested we make for it.  I can’t 

remember having said anything all the time from leaving the LCT. We managed to get to the recce 

vehicle but he said I was swearing and shouting all the time, and that none of the Germans had no 

mothers and fathers….  We dug in, in between the recce vehicle and my Crossiey.   Somebody must 

have been looking out for us as we all survived the landings.  Bill Pilling was dug in about 30 yards 

away. We were at various parts of the beach, but had managed to get up under the bluffs. Most had 

lost their vehicles during the mortar fire and shelling as the morning went on.   Only mine and Bill’s 

were serviceable, but both had received plenty of shrapnel attention.  Several times during that 

morning we went out to get the wounded under these bluffs for attention by the medics. 

 

 Things had quietened down for a while, but there was still plenty of activity about.   It seemed to be 

bad a bit further along the beach, about 690 yards or so.  We could see more LCT‘s trying to get 

ashore.  They were getting a hell of a beating.  We could see that they were in battle dress, so we knew 

that it was the RAF Special Signals Unit that we were to join at the same map reference that we were 

given.   It was 15082 GCI Unit. We had been with them for a couple of days before we sailed, so we 

knew all of them. There was nothing we could do to help them. We could see them trying to get off the 

beach with their vehicles, but were getting heavily mortared and machine gunned.   We knew they 

were getting casualties and losing vehicles; that’s how it went on for most of the day.  Grateful that 

our lads had survived without any really serious injuries or wounds. Most of us had a few cuts and 

bruises.   I had something stuck in my face, a cut on my arm plus a bloody nose and very sore eyes. 

Most had very similar cuts etc.    

 

15082 were not so fortunate. They lost 8 killed and several wounded, some seriously.   I think most of 

313 STC lads were resigned that we wouldn’t survive the day.   We were mostly in a state of shock 

during the first few hours. We didn’t get off the beach until about 10:00 hours when the Padre got ps 

off to a concentration area on top of the beach.   That is where the American Cemetery is now, at 
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St.Laurent sur Mer. Having got to the concentration area, we found we only had 3 of our vehicles than 

were able to get there. 

 

We were constantly under attack (this relates to D-day itself) for most of the day, but the Americans 

were much worse than we were.  For the majority of them, there was nowhere to go.  We were under 

the bluffs, with some sort of protection, apart from the threat of Jerry lobbing down his Potato 

Mashers (Grenades) at us.  The Americans were getting slaughtered by the hundreds, possibly 

thousands.  I suppose it is one thing that will remain with me for the rest of my life. The shouts for the 

medics that seemed to go on forever, the wounded screaming, bodies everywhere, limbs scattered all 

around us, total and utter carnage.  Jerry was having a field day.  The first half of the day he had 

complete control of Omaha Beach, from his position on top of the bluffs, and from his bunkers. They 

must’ve been firing from open sights; he could hardly miss. We heard later if they couldn’t get Jerry 

off his perch by that evening, they wouldn’t be sending in any more troops. What a thought!  But with 

tremendous courage and a lot of sacrifice, here we are. We have such a lot to thank the Americans for, 

I salute them all.   

 

During all that was happening during the day, the RAF Padre was walking about the whole of the 

time, comforting the wounded and giving the last rites to the wounded and the dead, to both RAF and 

Americans.  I heard later that he had received the Military Cross (the Padre).  Also our own Medic 

received the Military Medal. 

 

We had settled down for the night, RAF personnel and the Americans altogether. The Americans had 

managed to get a few half tracks and tanks ashore. They were all very concentrated;  blokes with 

vehicles were sleeping under their wagons, others were lying beside the half tracks or in hastily dug 

slit trenches. I don’t know what time it was, but sometime in the very early hours, Jerry decided to give 

us a call by way of the Luftwaffe who started bombing and straffing.  The noise was incredible, not 

only from Jerry but from all the half tracks, machine guns and anti-aircraft guns that the Yanks had 

got ashore.  All the boats at sea were joining in as well.  The amount of shrapnel that was falling was 

unbelievable.  It just showered down.  Some spectacle after crawling out from under my lorry, Dick 

Sullivan called me to the back of my truck to show me that a cannon shell was embedded in the iron 

stay of my tailboard.  

 

The first thing in the morning was to bury our dead. Not a very pleasant job. The worst of the wounded 

had been taken to the casualty clearing station. The rest of that day was spent trying to sort things out.  

Our unit had lost six out of eight vehicles.  15082 GCI had only one signals van and one recce vehicle.  

News had reached us that two of our lads had been taken prisoner by the Americans because, like us, 

they were wearing gas impregnated Air Force blue, plus all the muck and dust that the uniforms had 

picked up during the fighting on the beach. They were thought to be Germans infiltrating. One was 

Tubby Dyer and the other was Titch  ? - I forget his surname. Apparently they were sent back to 

England.  After that episode the eight of us with other members of 15082 were sent to the Yanky H.Q. 

where we were kitted out with American uniforms i.e. shirts, vests, jackets, pigskin boots and blankets. 

We were also supplied with full cases of their compacts, cigarettes, chocolate, etc. They were very 

generous towards us, especially when they knew what our job was, that the unit was calling in 

airstrikes to cover their infantry.   

 

The shelling was still a problem, but no way near on the same scale as it had been. Progress was quite 

slow in our Sector.  Jerry had now brought in his Panzers, and was giving the Yanks a hard time of it, 

until our (Typhoon Fighter Bombers) got to work.  By now both units were kept very busy, in fact there 

didn’t seem to be enough hours in the day. I was detailed to a Signals Officer, a certain Flying Officer 

Pine.  I was to be his personal driver.  Where he went, I went.  We worked with the forward American 

infantry, calling in the Typhoons,  Spitfires and sometimes American Thunderbolt Fighter Bombers to 

bomb and rocket the German Armour where you could see the Panzers and Tiger Tanks no more than 

300-400 metres away.  It was quite an experience, especially when the Typhoons got to work.  They 

were absolutely devastating.  That is how things went for us during that episode most days of the 

campaign, once we got through Isigney, Carantan.   St.Lô was a problem for the Yanks in that sector, 

but we pushed on up through Caratan and over the Mederat.  The floods through Ste Mère Église,  

Monterberg, Valognes, then on to St Pièrre Eglise.  That was our main base [A mile or so from 
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309MSSU] where we operated from until Cherbourg was taken.  We then moved to Toqueville, where 

our headquarters were situated in the local Chateau.  That was only the second time we could have a 

bath, as water had been strictly rationed, whereas we could use the American mobile baths unit.  That 

episode of the war with the Americans ended after the breakthrough from St Lô. I was to be associated 

with them later during the European campaign, such as the Ardennes campaign. The Normandy 

campaign was some initiation for Lads that had never seen action before. To be thrown in the deep 

end.  I suppose there were many more incidents that happened during those months with the Yanks, 

but are too numerous to put down now.  One thing I will say is how well the Americans looked after 

us.  They were absolutely great, generous to a fault.” 

 

Please note that I am not aware whether, or where, this draft was ever published; and my 

editing of the extracts prior to OCR scanning has been confined to changing the order of the 

paragraphs for sequential clarity, but the text is otherwise untouched.  My thanks, albeit 

indirectly, to Archie Ratcliffe or his surviving relatives, whom I would hope not to have 

denied me the opportunity of seeing his narrative receive the wider recognition it deserves. 
 
 

EXPERIENCES OF A RCAF FLIGHT SERGEANT WITH 15082GCI 

 
I was 23 when I joined the RCAF in the spring of 1941. Having been flying light aircraft since 1936 I had offered my services 
for training as a pilot but, when I failed to meet the stringent eyesight requirements, I admitted that I had been interested 
making radios in college. The Recruiting Officer then offered me the opportunity of training for the Radio Direction Finding 
(RDF) Section of the RCAF. 

 
I was then send to the University of Toronto for an intensive cramming course in radio technology which culminated in my 
passing all of the exams and emerging in the Autumn as a Leading Aircraftsman. Whereupon I found myself posted to 
England for further training at the RAF Signals School at Cranwell. Here I was introduced to the highly secret mysteries of 
RDF, which was to become known as RADAR, said to be an acronym for RAdio Direction And Ranging. 

 
Further training was then undertaken in ground radar and the operation of CH (Chain Home) and CHL (Chain Home Low) 
equipment to qualify fully as a radar mechanic. My first posting was to a CHL site at Lisnaskea in Northern Ireland until the 
spring of 1942, which I was to find boring since the equipment never broke down. Having now been promoted to Corporal I 
was then moved to a new CHL Station at Aberleri close to Borth, in Wales. Here we provided cover against incoming enemy 
aircrafts flying between Liverpool and Birkenhead. Perhaps it is more significant that it was here that I met a young Scottish 
WAAF whom I subsequently married! 

 
In early to mid 1943 the threat to Liverpool was decreasing and an opportunity came to join the Combined Operations 
section of the RAF when, as a Sergeant, I joined the newly created 15082 Mobile GCI Radar Unit. With the unit finally 
worked up operationally, we underwent intensive battle training at a coastal Combined Operations training establishment in 
the Scottish Highlands. 

 
In 1944 the Americans had neither the technical equipment nor the trained personnel to maintain and operate the 
sophisticated radar for control of the skies over the landing beaches. It was therefore decided that the Royal Air Force Mobile 
Ground Control Interception units of the 2nd Tactical Air Force would accompany invasion troops during the initial landings in 
France to direct 2nd TAF Fighters to intercept and destroy identified hostile targets. It was decreed that 15082 Mobile 
Ground Control Installation would be attached to the first American assault troops on what historians would later identify as 
“Bloody Omaha”. 

 
It was, after all, the largest amphibious attack operation ever undertaken, the Allies having landed about 160,000 troops in 
Normandy that day. Allied aircraft flew a total of 15,000 sorties. 900 gliders and 6,000 vessels were involved. Of the latter, 
1,200 were combat ships and 4,000 were landing ships of all kinds. Thousands of merchant vessels provided stand-by. Total 
allied casualties were estimated to be 10,000, of which 2,500 were killed and the rest either missing or wounded. German 
casualties have been estimated as high as 9,000. 

 
Several weeks earlier, during one of our briefing sessions, I was told that I would be driving the lead truck off LCT649, the 
first LCT to land. With this in mind, since my knowledge of trucks was minimal, I had assigned the lead MT Fitter to ride with 
me. If anything happened to my truck I wanted someone there who knew a lot more about internal combustion engines than I 
did. About two or three days before D-Day, the CO advised me that a “Boffin” (Scientist), Flight Lieutenant “Ned” Hitchcock, a 
tall thin New Zealander from 60 Group, would be riding with me it having been decreed that a top level Radar specialist 
should be with the unit. 
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I was not happy. Instead of having a knowledgeable mechanic, I was saddled with a “brain” who had no Combined 
Operations experience, knew nothing about wet landings and probably would have to be babied until I could get rid of him. 
My dream of having the Lead Fitter with me, in the event of an emergency, evaporated. I needn’t have worried, for Ned was 
to do more than his fair share when the time came. During final briefing in Portland we were advised that there had been no 
change to our LCT leading the other four onto the beach at 0900 hours on D-Day.  

 
After a false start from Gosport, due to the postponement of D-day for 24 hours, our four LCT’s braved the rough weather to 
rendez-vous on schedule in sight of Omaha Beach. A navy patrol craft, tossing about in the rough sea, came alongside, 
asked for our identification code number, and shouted “In you go then”. As we got closer it was evident that the beach was in 
a shambles. No control had been established, cleared areas had not been identified and exit routes were not marked. We 
were to learn later that the beach-master and his troops hadn’t even been landed. The beach was littered with debris, burned 
out vehicles and bodies. Anyone still alive was attempting to take cover behind or under whatever wreckage existed. The sky 
was lit up with shell bursts and the noise was eardrum shattering. It would have been impossible for us to go operational 
under such conditions, so we were ordered back to sea to stand by while naval guns pounded the shore. 

 
By mid afternoon, not having heard otherwise, and since no other landings had taken place, we concluded that we probably 
would not be going ashore until the next day. However, around 4.00pm our coxswain advised us that the Senior Royal Air 
Force Officer, “Officer Commanding Troops”, had ordered us in. We headed for the beach. It was now low tide and beach 
obstacles laid by the Germans were fully exposed.  

 
On approaching shore, it became clear that the whole landing area was still a disaster, not just the beach itself. Some 
vehicles were stranded on sand bars; others simply sank from sight as they drove off the ramp of the LCT’s. Those that were 
landed on sand bars dropped into shell craters several feet in the water as they moved forward. Others bogged down closer 
to the shore and, as the tide rose, were also submerged. When our 3-ton Bedford vehicle, housing a Diesel/Electric 
Generator unit for supplying a Type 11 Radar aerial array, left the landing craft it descended into water that was only two or 
three feet deep as we moved away from the landing craft. However, instead of the haul to the beach becoming easier, we 
too, had landed on a sand bar and the water became deeper as we proceeded, eventually flooding our engine even though 
being fully waterproofed.  

 
All the time there was shelling and we could see the carnage on the beach. It was then we saw on the beach a lorry with a 
winch, maybe a Diamond T. Ned suggested he should wade ashore to pull out the cable from the winch to attach to the truck 
and have it towed in. Assuming that I would land without getting too wet, he gave me his camera, an official Leica, with which 
he had been taking pictures of anything of interest to 60 Group. The tide was now coming in fast and within a few minutes, 
the cab having filled with water, I forced the door open, still loaded with much of my equipment and the Boffin’s camera.  

 
Although Ned had returned with the winch cable and had succeeded to attach it to our tow chain, by then the tide was rising 
so quickly that the water had come into the cab and had submerged the steering wheel. I had no alternative but to leave the 
lorry and swim for it. This was extremely difficult as I am not a great swimmer but am convinced that my life was saved by my 
gas mask case that combined with the buoyancy aid to provide extra flotation. Nevertheless I was at the absolute limit of my 
strength when I found myself within my depth and was able to stand. My exhaustion was due to the weight of the equipment I 
was carrying, including the precious Leica, combined with my sodden uniform. The tide had also swept me some 600 yards 
East of the original landing place. It was to be two days before I caught up with Ned again. 

 
Upon struggling up the beach, that was being fired upon mainly with 88mm shells, mortars and single rifle fire, I don’t recall 
hearing or sensing any machine gun fire. The only member of my crew that I could see was a young Radar Operator, his left 
arm blown off, lying dead on the beach. A few days earlier he had told me that he was planning to open a jewellery store 
when he got back to Civvy Street. I dodged from one wrecked vehicle to another, working my way off the beach and over 
loose shingle into the lee of an overlapping earth shelf that provided some cover. The 8 or 9 men there were from the US 
Navy, US Engineers and US Rangers but mostly they were infantrymen. I looked back and couldn’t believe that, just a few 
minutes earlier, I had been in the middle of all that chaos. There were shattered trucks, debris of all sorts, German tank 
obstacles, and bodies – so many bodies! The whole front was being pounded by 88mm guns, heavy artillery and other 
assorted weaponry. I had lost all passage of time, even what day it was. Luckily, I had sustained no injuries.  

 
Farther down the beach, a moving bulldozer appeared to be pushing some wreckage aside in an attempt to create an exit. 
The operator took a hit and tumbled off. Another combat engineer climbed up, moved the bulldozer a few feet and also took 
a hit. The bulldozer stopped. In glancing around at the assorted group of American Rangers and sailors that had hunkered 
down around me I noted that there didn’t seem to be any NCO’s or officers. In answer to the obvious question, I was told that 
rank insignia had been removed on board ship as information had been received that German snipers were picking off 
anyone who appeared to be in command. Nobody had told me about this rather disturbing problem and so, with all my 
stripes and golden crowns shining out for all to see, and whether I liked it or not, I was apparently in charge.  

 
When a bullet bounced off a rock an inch or so from my right elbow, I scoured around the equipment and debris close at 
hand for a jacket to camouflage myself enough to hopefully confuse enemy snipers. An 88mm shell burst just behind us, 
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spraying shrapnel in all directions. I jumped to my feet, grabbed a carbine lying nearby (my sten gun was lost in my struggle 
ashore), shouted “Let’s get out of here”, scrambled across the loose shingle, over the embankment, across some grass, and 
tumbled into a German slit trench that ran parallel to the beach, my rag tag group following close behind. 

 
There was now considerable machine gun fire seemingly to be coming from farther to the west and, after a few minutes, 
having rallied my reluctant army, we climbed out of the trench, and zig zagged across gently rising terrain into another 
trench. It seemed that the Germans had built several connecting trenches between their gun emplacements and other strong 
points. As we stumbled into the second trench, firing indiscriminately at anything ahead of us, several German soldiers 
evacuated the far end, firing shots as they disappeared over the top. After a few minutes to get our breath, we climbed out of 
our second trench, zig-zagged a few more yards, attracting some small arms fire for our trouble, and slid into a third one. To 
our surprise, there were several more American Rangers in this trench, with their Lieutenant. In the course of our scurrying 
we had somehow lost four members and had mysteriously gained a medic from somewhere, as well as a Navy Petty Officer. 
As it was now quite dark and we had no place to go anyhow, the lieutenant suggested that we take a breather and settle 
down for the night. 

 
Before doing so I took the precaution of sending a couple of the Rangers to explore our trench and they returned to advise 
that at the eastern end they had found a terrified French mother and her two children cowering in a corner. I immediately 
went forward, attempted in my broken French to calm them down, gave them some K Rations, that I had salvaged, to munch 
on and assured them that I would post a soldier to protect them. I’m not too sure whether they understood me or not but the 
children stopped whimpering when they found chocolate in the rations. I detailed one of the sailors, who, as luck would have 
it, had spent some time in France, to stay with them. I had no idea of where she had come from; nor any idea of what 
became or her or the children, as all three of them had gone by morning. 

 
Sometime later we heard American voices nearby and the scout, who had been reconnoitring our trench to the West, 
returned to say he had come across several more Rangers there, and an American Captain. He said that the captain had 
received a signal to the effect that consideration was being given to abandoning the beach and suggested that we remain 
where we were until dawn; at which time, together with his men, we would attempt a break-out, either to make contact with 
the British on the eastern flank, or with the Americans, to the west on Utah Beach. We settled down where we were and, 
despite still being soaked, I dropped into an exhausted sleep.  

 
Somebody shook my shoulders at what seemed a moment or two later, saying that it was almost daylight, and that the 
Captain, with his men had come to join us. I struggled awake and gathered together our group, which now numbered some 
twenty or so assorted personnel. The US Captain, who obviously knew much more than I did about such matters, detailed us 
into three platoons; one under the command of the Lieutenant, one under the Petty Officer and the third, despite my 
arguments over the paucity of my military knowledge, under me. Our task was to try and clear an orchard of snipers and 
other enemy resistance. Gradually, through fierce fighting and following the tactics directed by the Captain, we were able to 
advance through the orchard. It was during this advance that I stumbled across the lorries from 15082GCI, that were 
advancing into a field on the other side of this orchard. I was mightily relieved to see them. 

 
It was only during the night of D+1, when I had a chance to talk with the other members of 15082 about their experiences, 
that I became aware of the serious casualties that my unit had suffered. These included our Main Control Officer, Flt Lt 
‘Hoppy’ Highfield, whom I saw hit, and now learnt that he had subsequently died. Hoppy had acquired his nickname through 
a disability and it is a sign of his expertise that he should ever have been commissioned for Combined Operations service. 
Corporal Middleton was killed whilst driving a Jeep up and down the beach ferrying wounded to ‘safety’, as were ten other 
personnel. Amongst the 36 who were wounded was our Commanding Officer, Wing Commander Trollope and our Padre, 
with another who was reported as missing. 

 
Fortunately we had an excellent Corporal who was in charge of catering called Tommy Spears and from somewhere, and 
with what equipment I have no idea, Tommy managed to cook a hot meal for us that night. D+2 was the first night that we 
actually slept in tents. I really don’t remember l leaving the assorted party of American servicemen with whom I had fought 
the Germans for the two previous days, nor have I any idea what happened to them; for, once the tents were erected, we 
had a huge amount of work to keep us occupied. 

 
Although the Type 15 aerial array was basically intact there was still a lot of damage caused by shrapnel, water and other 
damage to repair. In spite of our drastically reduced resources, with the injured mostly having been shipped back to UK, I 
was fortunate in still having two very good Corporal Radar technicians. The concentrated mental effort that was needed to 
restore the equipment to operational condition with the least possible delay took our minds off what had gone on in the 
immediate past. 

 
Reflecting later, I was struck by the feeling of desperate isolation, solitude and vulnerability I had experienced, during the two 
days I had been separated from the mutual support of my comrades. This sense of isolation was one of the worst parts of 
those two days. This was made even worse when the American Captain, on D+1, relayed the news that the overall 
Commander of the Omaha Beach operation, General Bradley, was considering that they may have to abandon the landings 
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due to the casualties and set backs which the Omaha Beach operation was suffering. He was aware that survival was 
paramount but so many men had lost their rations, water, ammunition and weapons, and the fact that they were still being 
constantly shelled, made it a desperate predicament.  

 
Our intended first operational site, close to St Pere du Mont, was originally selected before D-Day as a potentially good 
location for radar surveillance offering necessary prospect of uninterrupted vistas. However, as with all radar sites the exact 
spot to set up is very much for the Operations Officer or Technical Officer who, in our case, a Polish Officer called 
Effenberger. However, events had conspired to deny us this location as it was still in enemy hands; so, at the behest of an 
American General, our CO had agreed that we should use whatever equipment was to hand to become operational that 
night on the Point-du-Hoc, at which time we succeeded in directing the downing of two enemy aircraft. For, basically, we 
were tasked with closely following the advance of the front line to give ground interception cover against incoming enemy 
aircraft by guiding Allied fighter aircraft to their precise co-ordinates and altitude. Accordingly, following the arrival of 
replacement equipment on D+4 [depicted in an earlier posting on this thread] we moved off to our intended St Pere du Mont 
location to follow the advance of the battlefront and, through some mix-up, eventually to enter the suburbs of Paris ahead of 
the liberating forces, having gained the reputation of being one of the most successful GCI units in the RAF. 

 
[Biographical note by Les Dobinson: Somewhat to his relief, being an admitted outspoken ‘Colonial’ who didn’t always see 
eye to eye with his C.O., whom he described as a ‘Regular” RAF Officer, he left 15082GCI around November 1944 and was 
posted back to UK. He was seconded to the RN to operate Naval ground radar installations in various parts of Scotland, 
during which time he met and married his WAAF wife.   Here, he didn’t like the ‘class distinction’ that prevailed in the RN and 
was glad to be demobbed for return to Canada in November 1945. Now well into his 90’s, he’s now living his retirement in 
British Columbia following a long and successful high-ranking career with Toronto Metropolitan Police. My researches reveal 
his award of the French Croix de Guerre!] 

 
 
 Experiences of 15082 GCI Chief Technical Officer Sdn Ldr (later Grp Capt) Norman Best MC 

 
On D minus 11 Flight Lieutenant Hitchcock  and I were called away from our comparatively peaceful contemplation of the 
back end of a G.C.I. panel at Headquarters 60 Group, to be told that on D-day we should be needed to go over the landing 
beaches. T.R.E. [RAF Telecommunications Research Establishment] had built extensive new Centimetre Mobile gear to 
operate with the Invasion Forces, and a Type 25 (AMES 15082) was already waiting to go over with the first wave. I was to 
be Technical Adviser of G.C.I. equipment, and Hitchcock on Electrical Engineering matters. 

 
The convoy was forming at Camp D.2. in the American Marshalling Area near Poole, and on D minus 10, slightly out of 
breath, we reported there to Wing Commander Anderson who was the Senior Controller and Commanding Officer of the 
party. There were about 150 of us all told, among some 2,000 American invasion troops, and we had been brought in from 
various formations such as Fighter Command, 60 Group, the old 83 Group of T.A.F. and so on. Our principal task, it 
appeared, would be to give night cover to the American beach heads, with Mosquitoes coming out from England by way of 
the F.D.T. [Fighter Direction Tender] pool in mid-channel as described elsewhere. 

 
Down at Portsmouth there was another formation similar to ours, No.24 B.D.S. with 15083 waiting to go over and do the 
same for the British beach heads about 25 miles from ours. They too were under an 85 Group Controller C.O., and included 
quite a few T.R.E. enthusiasts who had donned uniforms with Honorary Commissions, to see their job through. 

 
It was now D minus 9, although we did not know it then, of course, and we spent our long working days checking 
waterproofing, building up spares, getting to know our new colleagues and learning the American language. The Yanks were 
very decent to us, and a pretty good waiting time was had by all. Once we managed to get a trip to 60 Group where we 
swanked around the Mess in our then still rather glamorous blue battle dress, and got the WAAF officers to make us 
detachable rank badges for our epaulettes. Officers did not wear rings for the actual landing -- it would have been inviting the 
too detailed attention of snipers, so something had to be carried which could easily be slipped on and off. 

 
We got a thorough briefing in this waiting period, too. Maps were issued, and every detail of the job explained, including the 
precise spot on which we were to land, and the operational site we were to make for -- provided the Hun had been driven 
out. 

 
On D minus 4, a Thursday afternoon, the whole camp received movement orders. We were not told where we were going or 
why, but we guessed. Excitement was intense, and there was an unmistakable feeling that this was “it”. 
Friday at dawn the trek started, and from three o’clock in the morning troops and lorries, transports and tanks, rumbled away 
from Camp D.2. The Radar contingent, small by comparison with the rest, went away in three convoys, the first with 
Hitchcock at about 1000 hours and the last with Wing Commander Anderson and myself bringing up the rear with our Jeep 
at 1500. At the gate, American police gave us local maps and route forms, and told us to make for Portland, about thirty 
miles away. 
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We had to travel very slowly on account of the waterproofing of our vehicles, and even so, after fifteen miles a halt of one full 
hour was called to allow the engine to cool off. At Portland we scattered on to the beach and got a warm meal with an issue 
of “candies”, gum, and periodicals. It was a fine sunny evening, the bay was full of craft, among which we picked out several 
small American L.C.T’s carrying Part I and Part II of our unit, already sea-borne, and further out, in deep water, another of 
our old friends the Fighter Direction Tender. 

 
The organisation was magnificent, and had been all along. Every move went to timetable and fitted in with every other move. 
Meals were issued just where and when they were needed; M-T and Waterproofing experts were now moving systematically 
along vetting every vehicle, and mobile tankers followed them filling up with P.O.L. [Petrol, Oil and Lubricants].  

 
We, the third and final convoy of No. 21 B.D.S. had been allotted to a British L.C.T., and at nine o’clock we started running 
aboard. We finished at eleven. It was still light, there had been no hitches apart from a spot of obstinacy from the T.21 Ops 
vehicle – soon overcome with persuasion and a mobile crane, and we were very soon out in deep water, one more 
indistinguishable microcosm in the vastness of the invasion fleet. Five L.C.T’s were used altogether to take the 15082 
convoy plus the first echelon of 21 B.D.S. Types11, 15 and 21 were in different craft. Our L.C.T. had a crew of six, two 
officers and four ratings, British and Australian. The skipper was Australian. They were all good types. 

 
It seemed as though it must be the last few hours of D minus 1 now, but luck was not wholly with us, and before dawn the 
weather turned. Sailing was postponed, and for two days we stood out in the harbour rolling about, gossiping, dozing, 
reading, and denying the existence of such weaknesses as mal-de-mer. There were no sleeping quarters on the L.C.T., but 
there was a tiny mess and a galley. We fed all right, but slept in, on, or under our vehicles. 

 
At 0300 hours on Monday, 5th June, the real start was made -- D minus 1. Twenty-four hours later we sighted the French 
coast. It was June 6th 1944 and the trip had been as uneventful as a cross-channel run any night of peace time. No attack 
had been made upon us from the sea or from the air. It was a tense and exciting moment. All around, as far as the eye could 
reach, were ships. The sea was alive with the tiny crawling things, like an army of soldier ants following their pre-determined 
and inviolable path. Quiet behind, a quiet night - but ahead of us was the battle. 

 
Our beach was Omaha Red, and it was already being fiercely contested. German troops were in the low hills surrounding it, 
and German mortar shells were dropping in well directed patterns along the fringe of the sea. British and American 
Paratroops and Gliders had gone in some hours earlier and were already fighting for the roads and strategic points behind 
the German lines - at St. Mère Eglise, for instance, where they seized the road junction and stopped enemy supplies and 
reinforcements getting down to the beaches. Our air bombardment had been going on for twenty-four hours non stop. 
Several warships and monitors were pitching shells over us into the enemy lines, and the whole coastline seemed ablaze. 
But the Hun was hitting back. The beach was already littered with dead and wounded and the wrecked vehicles of our 
advanced Beach Engineering Party. It was going to be no walk over. 

 
There were two American patrol boats strolling up and down inshore watching all this. Traffic cops afloat, with the 
unmistakable air of traffic cops, and they were controlling the shipping. We had had “landing tickets” issued to us on the 
other side; necessary documents no doubt -- no modern war can be fought without documents-- but the prospect of lining up 
somewhere and solemnly handing over tickets permitting us to invade in that holocaust was grimly funny, and gave rise to 
some ribaldry. 

 
Nine o’clock, the first low tide was our zero hour, but as we drew in we were met with concentrated machine gun fire, and the 
patrol boats signalled us back. The beach was still in enemy hands, and we were to stand off about a mile until matters 
improved. 

 
At five o’clock in the evening we tried again, and this time, with three other craft carrying small tanks and armoured cars, we 
made it. No one else did. Mortar and shell fire became more intense than ever, and not for another thirty-six hours, when the 
neighbouring beaches had linked up with us and cleared the Hun right out did anything else come ashore on Omaha Red. 

 
The offloading went smoothly and according to plan. Down the ramp with engine racing, in low gear, a slight thump on the 
sea bottom and the steady seemingly interminable grind through three feet of water for some forty or fifty yards to dry land. 
The crane went off first, with a Corporal, an L.A.C. and the Wing Commander. I went next with the Lieutenant AFS in the 
Jeep and the rest of the convoy followed. We drove standing up remembering, as we had been taught, not to touch any 
controls except for the steering wheel. The beach obstacles, mostly concrete posts with mines fastened on top, were all 
exposed by the low tide and were easily avoided, the sea bottom was fairly level, we just prayed hard about the mortar shells 
and snipers, and eventually by the grace of those supernatural powers that watch over mobile Radar Gear, the entire Type 
15 G.C.I. set up arrived safely on the beach, aerial transmitter, two diesels, crane, R-T [receiver and transmitter 
communication units], one Jeep and four Crossleys. 
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The Types 11 and 21 had not fared so well. One of their vessels had dropped its ramp on a concealed sandbank and after 
running out a few yards the vehicles had dropped, one after the other into eight or nine feet of water. The men clambered out 
and swam ashore, but it was hopeless at that time to try and get the vehicles out. We pulled out two the next day with the 
bulldozer, but lost the rest. The Type 11 aerial vehicle had to be blown up, as it became a danger to navigation. The Type 13 
aerial vehicle went into a very deep hole and was never seen again. 

 
But the Type 15 was ashore, and so were we. Whether we were any better off or were going to be of the slightest use to 
anybody was a very moot point. Further landings had already been abandoned and the beach was being carefully and 
systematically plastered square by square by the Hun. He fired accurately and he fired with intelligence. As soon as he had 
hit a vehicle and set it ablaze he left it. He was not going to waste his time doing the job twice over. The beach was not a 
healthy place – not by any means, and our immediate concern was to get off it and into the shelter of the little ravine that led 
away through the cliffs inland. 

 
This was more easily agreed upon than done. The ravine was the only way out of the beach, and I freely admit to a 
sensation worse than the orthodox “sinking in the pit of the stomach” when we went up to investigate and found it blocked by 
a solid barrier of earth some five or six feet high. 

 
The very first landing party of battle troops, the Beach Engineering Party, had been supposed to clear this obstacle with a 
bulldozer, but on account of the unexpectedly heavy opposition they had been wiped out almost to a man with their task 
unfinished. 

 
What few other landings had been made beside ours now filled the beach. We were in line and good order right in front of 
the ravine blocked by the earth barrier, and American vehicles, many of them blazing, blocked us on both sides. No one 
could get away until we did, and the tide was coming in. When it was fully up, only a few yards of shingle would remain dry, 
and the Germans were still shelling. 

 
We were trapped on Omaha Red in as helpless and desperate a position as any writer of imitation war thrillers could have 
imagined. Also we were suffering casualties. Our Wing Commander had been hit in the arm and leg, and others had been 
killed or wounded. 

 
Some of us copied the Americans and dug foxholes. Some of us (myself included) thought that moving about upright was as 
safe as lying down static, and with our M.O. and one M.N.O. who did the most gallant work that day (ours were the only 
medicos on the beach – the others had been wiped out and reserves had not been able to land) we began to organise what 
comfort we could for the wounded and to get some co-operation from our American neighbours on a way out. 

 
After half an hour – a lifetime of nightmare it seemed – we did at last find a working bulldozer with a driver, and got him up to 
the ravine. Here he bit into our earth barrier as nonchalantly as only a bulldozer can, and in a matter of minutes we were free 
and on the move. We got our vehicles off and up the valley into the quiet and comparative safety of a deserted village. Here 
we made an emergency casualty clearing station, and for the rest of the evening and most of the night went backwards and 
forwards to the beach collecting wounded. We ourselves had lost 12 men dead and 40 seriously injured. The Americans had 
suffered terribly and the beach, as night drew on, was strewn with dead so thick that it was impossible to move a vehicle 
without crushing bodies. I think four thousand troops landed altogether on Omaha Red, and that over half became 
casualties. 

 
After a few hours sleep (we were dive bombed in our village about midnight by ten German planes – two of them were shot 
down by Ack Ack on the boats) we were about again at first light, and went back to the beach. No further landings were 
being made, although there were plenty of craft standing out at sea getting ready to come in. Some of our shelling and 
sniping was still going on, but we did a bit of salvaging and with the aid of our friend the bulldozer managed to pull out two 
diesel vehicles of the submerged type 11. One of ours had been hit – indeed all our vehicles had been more or less 
damaged on the beach, and standby diesels seemed very desirable additions to our convoy. We also salvaged the Type 14 
aerial vehicle which had stuck in the sands and suffered from sea water damage. 

 
The front line was said to be half a mile ahead of us, but some of the American troops unbottled from the beachhead, had 
now fought their way round to the West until they had linked up with our neighbouring beachhead. This positively ended our 
isolation and made us all feel a good deal better. 

 
In the afternoon our convoy lined up and we left our village making East where, by the other beachhead, a transit camp had 
been formed and the landings were going well to schedule, complete with tickets, permission to invade and all. 

 
We met an American General there, who had the Radar outlook all right. He wanted us to get on the air right away and 
showed us a flat field on the cliff overlooking the beachhead where we could set up. Our proper site, some six or seven miles 
inland, was still in German hands. 
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It was now the evening of D + 1 and that night we slept like logs. Our wounded had been cleared and taken back to England, 
we had the main part of convoy, safe but battered, a couple of spare diesels (waterlogged) and a site. 50 yards away one of 
the first emergency runways on what had been enemy territary, was being constructed. 

 
D + 2 saw us lining up. No one knew whether our field was mined or not, so we found out ourselves by the childishly simple 
method of getting into a 3-ton GP vehicle and driving it furiously backwards and forwards over the field. The theory was that 
if we did find a mine it would blow the back of the vehicle off but not hurt us in the driving cab. This theory does not appear 
quite so tenable now as it did in the excitement of the moment, and 21 STU are not advised to take it into their curriculum. 
After amusing the onlookers in this way for several minutes our intrepid driver declared the field safe, and we ran the 
vehicles in. It was not a good site operationally and I do not think any of us expected real results there. It served very well as 
a test site, however, and gave us a chance to take stock, line up, check and mend. The gear and the vehicles were full of 
shrapnel holes, but with bits of wire, bootlaces and the usual impediment of friggery we got it going. Every now and again a 
party would break off and go down to our beach salvaging the more scientific pieces of makeshift from the wrecks there. 

 
At 2200 on D + 3 we were on the air, and about the same time we heard from 9th USAAF that our proper site had been 
cleared and that we could move in. 

 
S/Ldr. Trollope had taken our command of 21 BDS when Wing Commander Andrews got hit on landing, and with him I went 
out to Cricqueville where after talking to the 9th USAAF people we made a recce of our new site. The British and American 
fighting areas had met and merged, shelling and sniping around the beaches had ceased and the invasion was well and truly 
in hand. We had lost our RT but a replacement arrived on D + 4 and by lunch time of the same day our convoy was once 
more being lined up for duty. By nightfall we were on the air. Before morning we had shot down two Huns – the first GCI 
controlled interception from the American beach head. 

 
After that, life became routine again – we might almost have been on some remote mobile site in England, except for the 
embarrassing welcome of the villagers every time we stirred out, and the novelty of American neighbours and American 
rations. On D + 7 new centimetre gear arrived from England to replace the Types11and 21 which had got drowned, and by D 
+ 9 we were able to report that all was working according to the original plan and timetable. The Hun broke and melted 
almost before our eyes. 72 Wing arrived. The long trek began across Normandy – France – Germany, following an already 
beaten foe. But that is another story. 

 
Reminicences of Acting Sqdn Ldr G C Harding MC (Our Padre) 

 
I put this uniform on with some apprehension.  Padres in the RAF had no 

preliminary training.  I had to make my way to Cranwell, the old training centre 
of RAF Aircrew, and I wondered what I should do if anyone attempted to salute 
me on the way because I had no idea how to respond.  I needn’t have worried; 

nobody did. 
 

Cranwell was an enormous camp of 15,000 people and I gradually got used to 
local ways.  The first night I sat down in the mess and thought I was treated 

rather rudely because nobody attempted to talk to me.  It wasn’t till later that I 
realised they were all junior officers who were not allowed to address me unless I 
first addressed them.  When I did they were all extremely friendly.  But all these 

things came gradually.  I somehow stumbled my way onto a parade and took 
Morning Prayers and nearly fell over stumbling off again much to the innocent 

merriment of the troops concerned.  But one lives and learns. 
 
I was not allowed to stay there long.  After a fortnight I was whisked away to 

Whitley Bay on the mouth of the Tyne which was an Aircrew reception station.  
The Aircrew had been sent to train in Canada, then they came back in batches 

and then we had a feverish 10 days activity sending them off to their appropriate 
destinations.  In between there was very little to do except to fill in all the forms 
saying that there was a nil return.  But we had our moments.  We took an 

organised expedition to Swann Hunter’s shipyard on the Tyne which was quite a 
revelation; and another to the famous Newcastle Brewery.  I’d not realised till 

then how extremely clean and aseptic beer has to be.  It is a very reassuring 
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kind of realisation.  I shared an office there with a very charming Dominican 

colleague in the Roman Catholic Church, and I was always amused that when we 
met in the office together, I had called at the sick bay to find out if any of my 

friends had fallen ill, while he as regularly went to the guardroom to find out how 
many of his flock had been confined for the night. 

 
I was not allowed to remain long at Whitley Bay.  I only distinguished myself 
there, I think, by inadvertently charging into a WAAF medical inspection and 

rushing out again as fast as possible.  I’d never seen before or since such a 
number of little white bottoms on view. 

 
I was next posted down to Calshott on the tip of Southampton water.  It was one 
of the most delightful places I have ever come across.  A delightful situation, 

Henry VIII’s old castle on Calshott Spit, a nice little railway to take one down 
there, manned by a driver who earned his full wages as railway driver because 

the little light railway crossed the main road.  And down on the spit there was a 
hive of activity; the Royal Garrison Artillery defending the fort, the Navy training 
some of its personnel to use light landing craft, and the RAF was busy fitting out 

Air Sea Rescue launches, which left us regularly for other destinations.  The story 
went that one commander ran his craft ashore at Bournemouth because he 

couldn’t find the way to Poole harbour.  That may be apocryphal. 
 
Just once in a while we had to land the flying boat which was in difficulties and 

this meant clearing most of the estuary of all its other activities and this was not 
popular. 

 
I had a charming Senior Officer Administration, who made great friends and 
found me a tiny cottage on the edge of the perimeter, where I had a happy time 

living with my wife for a few months on the edge of the Solent.  Every now and 
then one of my people got into the guardroom and I went down to him and told 

him what a rogue the young fellow was and how he really ought to be drummed 
out of the service etc etc., to receive the gratifying reply. “Oh Padre, you don’t 
understand these things at all!  Now give him a really heavy ticking off and then 

let him go.  That’ll be quite enough.” 
 

So the offender got a good deal less than, I suspect, he deserved. 
 

The CO was rather more formidable.  He was the oldest Group Captain in the 
service.  He’d been a Cambridge mathematician of repute.  In his retirement he’d 
acquired a hotel in the Scilly Isles and was reputed to be a fairly wealthy man.  

He should have risen much higher in the service but his temperament was 
against him.  The best story told about him was when he was a Squadron Leader 

commanding the flying boat base at Calshott at the end of the war and received 
a message from the C in C Portsmouth to say that he was coming to inspect the 
station on such and such a date.  Whereupon the Squadron Leader sent back a 

message to say he was coming to inspect the 1st Light Cruiser Sqn on the 
following day.  I think this rather blighted his career.  There was certainly, by all 

accounts, an unholy row.  He was reputed also to be an expert on organs and 
acquired a decidedly ramshackle affair which he played with gusto in our chapel.  
When I finally took leave of him he was busily making sails for his model yacht.  

A man of parts who was somehow of other under used. 
 

Life at Calshott was very pleasant and I did what I could with my duties in the 
chapel.  On my way down from the north to Calshott, I got the train at Waterloo 
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with no less a person than C B Fry whom I recognised from his photographs who 

was dressed as a Commander RNR.  He was a compulsive talker and I had a 
fascinating conversation about Sussex cricket, his life with Ranjit Singi, his work 

for young males on the Hamble and so on.  Unfortunately he also expressed 
extremely nasty views which shocked the remaining members of the 

compartment.  One lady begged him to stop, saying he was giving her a 
headache.  Unfortunately the train chose to break down.  It was a Saturday Bank 
Holiday afternoon, somewhere between Micheldever and Winchester and this 

prolonged the journey by about an hour and a half before we were finally 
shunted into Southampton. 

 
Later on I asked him over to preach not entirely to the pleasure of the Group 
Captain.  He didn’t talk in public as well as he talked in private but at least his 

coming was an event.  Unfortunately so many of our young congregation had 
never really heard of C B Fry and Sussex cricket. 

 
I also had, talking of cricket, an entertaining visit from A E R Gilligan, who was 
some sort of welfare officer, who descended on me one day and we had 

wonderful reminiscences of the days when I used to sit on the edge of the Hove 
county ground.  He also told me a lot about the other side of C B Fry who was, to 

put it mildly, at times mentally extremely unwell. 
 
I was next attached away from this relatively idyllic existence to be told that I 

was going to join the invasion of France.  I was summoned to a meeting at 
Uxbridge with my immediate superior old Bill Wilkie, who died not so long ago, 

and he said he’d chosen me to go with a small RAF Radar unit which had been 
lent to the Americans because the American unit had not been able to get over 
from America.  I was to go with them, land on Omaha beach on D Day itself at 

11 o’clock in the morning by which time the beach would have been completely 
cleared, and our instructions were to drive 11 miles inland, set up all our 

apparatus – things called half cheeses which were located on the backs of trucks 
– and got ready to cover the beach after nightfall from the attacks of German 
bombers. 

 
Well, it didn’t happen to work out quite like that.  In the meantime I joined my 

unit which was lost in a field somewhere in Hampshire not far from Christchurch 
and got to know them as well as I could – a very likeable crowd indeed.  And we 

were then hastily sent to a very secret American camp in a wood on an estate 
not very far away. 
 

That also was a very interesting experience.  We were living with the American 
1st Division and the Texas Rangers who were due to make the 1st assault on the 

beach, about seven o’clock in the morning.  And they were frankly apprehensive 
because they knew perfectly well that a German division had been moved into 
the area and was likely to oppose the landing. 

 
We never quite got used to the American way of life.  They breakfasted earlier 

than we ever used to and their last meal was about half past six in the evening 
after which we felt a little hungry until we went round to the cooking porters, 
made friends as everybody else did with the black cooks, and got supplies more 

or less as we required. 
 

But it was my first introduction to the American way of thinking and this is not at 
all easy.  For example, one afternoon we had an ENSA concert, or the equivalent 
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on the American side, and a friend and I decided we would go and listen to this 

thing.  To our horror we sat for two hours in our stalls watching the 
entertainments.  Everybody around us was convulsed with laughter and falling 

over themselves with amusement, and we laughed twice in two hours.  We 
simply could not see anything else to laugh at.  American humour depends on 

overstatement, English humour on understatement and I doubt if the twain will 
ever meet, but it was an instructive experience. 
 

We also had a certain amount of messages given out early in the morning on the 
tannoy.  We made friends with the American officer who did this thing.  We 

imitated him a little, pulled his leg in a way that no Englishman would have 
resented for one half minute.  The poor man at the end of two or three minutes 
of this he was almost in tears and begging us to stop.  He couldn’t understand 

that we were merely joking with him.  He thought we were seriously criticising 
what he was doing.  Again it was an interesting experience. 

 
By far the most moving experience was the joint service in one of their little halls 
at Whitsuntide where not for the first time I was very glad to throw overboard 

any problems of bringing together the churches.  One of the American officers 
brought his violin with him and played some simple tunes, and we had a short 

service followed by a communion service in which almost everybody joined. 
 
A few days later we were packed up again in our lorries making our way to 

Portland Harbour where we had to embark on landing craft.  It was interesting to 
see the racial diversity of the Americans.  The crew of the landing craft were 

nearly all solid Swedes, the more volatile Italians were not considered suitable 
for this kind of work.  We packed our way in and started to make our way for 
France.  We set off on the Saturday and I was lucky in finding a bunk and being 

able to retire to bed.  When I got up early the next morning, on a sea which I 
suppose was to be considered slight, but which was upsetting me, I noticed to 

my surprise we were heading westwards back past the Isle of Wight on our 
return to Portland Harbour.  Apparently the invasion had been cancelled and we 
were told later it had, we hoped only been postponed.  Back in harbour it 

happened to be Trinity Sunday, our ships were all together so I had an 
impromptu service on one of them and told my congregation that we should 

undoubtedly feel extremely frightened, this was entirely normal and nothing to 
be ashamed about, that we just had to keep our heads.  I hoped that what I was 

saying was the truth.  I had, of course, no means of knowing at all but my 
remarks went down quite well and next evening we sailed again.  This time next 
morning the sea was still unpleasantly high and I’ve never woken up to a 

stranger spectacle: here we were, I should guess about two miles or three miles 
off Omaha beach in the weirdest and strangest collection of ships that I’ve ever 

hoped to see.  A few regular warships, the rest were every conceivable kind of 
auxiliary vessel, large landing craft, small landing craft, the lot: sitting there 
completely unmolested from the air apparently out of range of the guns on the 

French coast just waiting for our change to go in and land.  It was certainly a 
sight which I shall never forget.  It was of course a miracle of a naval operation 

that everyone arrived apparently at the right place at the right time.  And so we 
sat down to wait.  The RAF officer commanding my unit had suffered very, very 
badly indeed from seasickness and asked me if I would mind taking his place on 

the first truck out while he would retire to the forth or fifth.  I was quite prepared 
to do this, but of course it was long past 11 o’clock.  As we were to know later, 

the American forces had an appalling time on Omaha Beach.  The first wave of 
Americans 1st Division lost something like 90% casualties, and the ones that 
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came after did not do very much better.  The Texas Rangers performed prodigies 

of valour scaling the cliffs over on our right to silence the heavy guns only to find 
later that they were not actually manned.  That was why we had not been 

molested at sea.   
 

We were finally landed I suppose about half past six in the evening.  We were 
fully prepared for this.  One of the minor incidents which amused me and my 
fellows was we’d all been issue with American condoms, or French letters in 

order to preserve our watches and other valuables and I took the opportunity to 
seal a box of communion wafers in one of these things which served me well 

later on.  It caused enormous amusement to my officer friends.  So we went in.  
We were landed a fairly long way from the short in fairly deep water.  We touch 
down and went ahead.  The exhaust pipe protruded through the roof and 

somehow the engine kept going.  Suddenly we went down into a deep hole – a 
covered shell hole – and had to get out as fast as we could.  I got out and found 

I could stand on the bottom with the water just up to my chin, while my driver 
who was rather shorter than myself took my hand and he swam and I waded 
ashore together.  I never think the English Channel is a good place to bath in the 

best of time but early in June it is still extremely cold and I felt extraordinarily 
cross. 

 
The reason why the Americans had had such a bad time was almost immediately 
apparent.  The under water defences had been pierced in only two places on our 

stretch of the beach.  We landed opposite the cliff which now contains the 
enormous American cemetery.  We made our way through these gaps in the wire 

– the wires were still very much in evidence – and collected on the beach 
wondering what we were supposed to do next.  We certainly had no opportunity 
of proceeding eight miles inland.  I managed to change my clothes and put on 

something dry before we were then picked up by an 88 millimetre firing from 
somewhere over the cliffs guided I presume by some spotter in a hole in the cliff 

face.  In quarter of an hour we had lost all of our extremely valuable radar 
equipment and were not left with even a radio set to communicate our troubles 
to the people still at sea.  So we then had to do our best.  Just along the high 

water line was a long line of American wounded who managed to creep up above 
the high water line.  Those who had not been able to do so had presumably been 

washed away by the tide.   
 

We had with us a young very capable MO who had been plucked away from his 
honeymoon 3 days after his marriage to come and join us, and a very hard 
working medical orderly and they gave me one or two things to play with like a 

tourniquet and one or two little tubes of morphine to inject.  Well we were 
plagued by that 80 88 millimetre.  In fact in the end we had 25% casualties.  We 

rushed up and down the beach one way or the other but we couldn’t get out of 
the range of the beastly thing.  I thought we really had had it, I was giving 
myself up to an early grave and I must admit that most of my remarks on the 

previous Sunday to the congregation now felt rather thin.  But it came to me 
very strongly indeed, almost as though a voice spoke in my ear that we must off 

that beach at all costs and take refuge under the shadow of the cliffs.  So I went 
forward, found a suitable site in the 3rd house up on the left where there was an 
open courtyard.  The few Germans ran away and apparently hid themselves in 

the house next door.  This proved to be no trouble to us.  And I then waved 
forward everybody I knew to get off that blasted beach – I use the word in its 

proper sense – as fast as we could.  Technically I think I committed mutiny, 
though technically I think I made the proper choice.  But somehow we got off the 
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beach and got our wounded off too.  And our Medical Officer and his orderly 

worked right on through the night tirelessly patching up our wounded and 
American wounded.  I simply don’t know how they did it.  I was of extremely 

little use.  There were a number of people obviously in pain and making a great 
deal of fuss on the beach.  I went to them and comforted them and then found 

that they were the people who survived whereas the people who were actually 
dying around me were the people who were not making any sound at all.  A 
second time round I’d have known better what to do, but with no previous 

experience I don’t think I can be blamed for doing the wrong thing.   
 

Somehow or other we got off the beach – an American bomber did come over us 
overnight and drop a few bombs and fortunately didn’t succeed in hitting 
anybody.  And then rather like St Paul on a famous occasion we prayed for the 

dawn.  Well when dawn came there wasn’t much relief; the night before an 
American Colonel and his Aide had come past our post complimenting us on what 

we were doing.  I asked him whether we had much chance of surviving the night.  
He said he thought we would be alright as they were holding the enemy a 
quarter of a mile up, at the crossroads.  It did not sound extremely reassuring 

but it was at any rate the best news we had. 
 

Luckily we found a small American truck full of medical supplies that had got 
stranded in a ditch and we got a lot of valuable stuff for the use of our doctor.  
But it wasn’t until about 11 o’clock the next morning that a full medical team 

arrived and took over.  Unfortunately through lack of communication the people 
at sea had no idea what was really going on at our end of the beach.  It was a 

short experience, my own short experience of real warfare.  I’ve no desire 
whatever to repeat it.  In our recent Falklands battle I shared to the full the 
emotions of the people who went ashore.  The night before we landed I must 

admit I spent a few hours of extraordinary disquiet and dismay and I wasn’t so 
afraid of being killed or even dangerously wounded.  I was afraid of showing 

fear.  What would have happened if my nerve had broken and I tried to run 
away?  Of course in practice I needn’t have worried because there was nowhere 
to run to.  I certainly had no intention of dashing back into the English Channel, 

and as I said before the only thing to do on an invasion beach is to go forward 
and get as close to the enemy as you possibly can.  I say that with the benefit of 

hindsight. 
 

We then moved next to a convenient field at the top of the cliff.  We had of 
course lost all our possessions; this was my first experience of lying on the hard, 
hard ground – a situation which I never really got used to.  At least you’re not 

interfered with.  And as American and British forces had now joined up on the 
American left, the doctor decided to borrow a motorbike and give me a lift on the 

back.  So we went over to the British sector to try and find a few essentials like a 
prayer book for me and some badly needed medical supplies for him.  It wasn’t a 
very good motorcycle.  The roads were full of nasty holes and I must admit it 

was something of a nightmare ride in which I hung on for dear life.  But we were 
warmly welcomed by our British friends.  I found I was the first RAF padre to get 

onto the shore of France beating my colleague Bishop Stanley Betts, as he later 
became, by half a day.  He very kindly supplied me with what I needed and 
somehow we managed to get back again.  And our radar equipment was still of 

course of no use but we too got another section of our unit to join us and life 
began in earnest.  I never ceased to be surprised by the skill of people who 

watch a small radar screen in the middle of the night and steer an English night 
fighter to a German bomber.  It was rather illuminating to find that by far the 
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best people at it were the people who’d been trained on the stock exchange 

because they never look back, they cut their losses immediately. If the German 
bombers got past they didn’t worry about it, that was the task of the man behind 

them. They forgot all about it and concentrated entirely on watching for the next 
arrival. I’ve often found something of a parable in that. It is silly to look over 

your shoulder or to look back. Gradually as time went on we took up positions 
round the American sector. The Americans charged up toward Cherbourg 
attempting to take the port as quickly as possible and we followed them there. 

Finally as the only English C of E padre in the Cherbourg peninsula I found I had 
17 little outposts to visit, most of which had bathing facilities and it was 

enormous fun to take a bed roll with me, have a nice hot …………. END OF SIDE 
ONE. 
 

……….. had a very moving quality of their own.  It taught me several lessons.  It 
took me right out of the ordinary parish situation where most of the time one is 

dealing with very kind good natured women and so very rarely has much of an 
encounter with a man.  Now I was dealing, apart from the occasional nurse, 
almost extremely with men and it was an extremely liberating, extremely 

interesting experience.  I revised my values considerably.  I never worried about 
what form a church service would take.  If I erected a table in the middle of the 

field and laid out the wafers on the paten and the wind blew the wafers away, 
what did it matter?  I just went to gather them up and continued as before.  The 
small units welcomed a church service.  There was no compulsion of course 

about church parades in these circumstances and I don’t know what one was 
giving, but one was certainly receiving a lot.   

 
Apart from that life now became fairly uneventful as the war swept on and left us 
behind.  We made one spirited attempt to be included.  Our advance party 

rushed to Paris and set up its unit somewhere.  They claimed afterwards they’d 
been kissed by these 300 French women.  They were sort that I missed that 

particular episode.  We followed them up later but we had disaster on the way as 
the oil had entirely leaked out of some vital part of the mechanism of our truck.  
We had to be rescued and towed to a small roadside American repair unit where 

we walked up to the first white people we saw only to discover that they were in 
fact German prisoners.  The entire unit was black and I’ve never had a warmer 

welcome or a more refreshing reception.  There was no trouble that they would 
not take for us.  I realised for the first time the quite extraordinary outstanding 

qualities of some of the inhabitants of the southern states of America.   
 
Then with something else to travel by, we made our way to Paris and I did one 

thing which I suppose I shouldn’t have done. I persuaded our Signals Officer and 
his car to make a small journey to the south of Paris to find an old friend of my 

wife’s who was married to a French Avocat at Melun.  We tracked them to 3 
separated addresses in the town only to find they’d been dispossessed on each 
occasion by the occupying Germans, and discovered they’d finally taken refuge 

at the famous chateau of Vaux Le Vicomte. So we turned up there and knocked 
lightly at the front door in our rather stained travel clothes only to be told by the 

butler that they were in fact living in an outbuilding on the edge of a main 
building. They were of course very glad to see us and said they’d had a very 
trying and difficult time but somehow they’d managed to survive. We had more 

of their eggs than we should have done but as I brought 400 cigarettes with me I 
felt that we had at least done something for them. After that we were recalled to 

England and disbanded as we were no further use to anybody. And our base 
defence had no BDS - which most people imagined stood for Bomb Disposal 
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Squad and were inclined to enquire rather acidly why we were not disposing of 

bombs - was finally forgotten and given up and I was posted temporarily to the 
home base of our overseas Air Force at Thorney Island from which I made 

periodical trips to Brussels on the beer run to help out our colleagues in Belgium 
and Holland. I thought myself that they were extraordinarily well supplied on the 

cellars which the Germans had already taken over particularly in Brussels but it 
was nice to fraternise. I was soon summoned out of this retirement to go to 
another radar unit which was in Holland in a tiny place called Erp where we were 

settled in a small village. My particular billet was with two very old and very 
charming Dutch farm labourer and his wife with whom of course I had no real 

way of communicating except by signs although I persuaded my wife to send 
over the Dutch English dictionary from home. But at least when Christmas came 
we could sing O Come all ye Faithful in our respective languages and this at least 

they enjoyed. I don’t think I distinguished myself much there. I went to visit our 
Army liaison unit which was co-operating with the Army - which thought the time 

had come to have a sort of battle. Unfortunately when I got there fog had 
descended and there was nothing much to do except enjoy a pleasant game of 
battleships. Then on my way home my car ran into the back of a British tank 

which was retiring, slightly maimed, from this non battle. I then had to travel to 
the top of the tank feeling decidedly chilly into the neighbouring town of 

Helmond, knocked up the town mayor at 2am and demand a bed and was nearly 
arrested as a spy the next morning as I made my way to the telephone exchange 
and asked to be put through to my unit and rescued. It was one of the coldest 

winters that Holland has ever had.   
 

Erp was in fact 4 feet, I believe, above sea level and I must admit that the cold 
was, I suppose, a bit too much to me. I went down with cystitis, a bug in my 
bladder. I had to be taken to hospital to Brussels and flew ignominiously home to 

an RAF hospital outside Swindon, where I was treated with the new wonder drug 
penicillin which meant a series of 6 injections a day for 18 days. I would have 

endured this more happily if a medical friend in the next bed had not assured me 
that to his knowledge it had been proved that penicillin had no effect whatsoever 
on the bug I from which I was suffering. In the end they took pity on me and set 

me off on a week’s sick leave with my wife. When I got back, thank God, the bug 
had gone. But they would not post me overseas again just yet. So I found myself 

at Fighter Command Bentley priory ?above? Stanmore from which the Battle of 
Britain had been more or less fought, although I think the chief credit goes to the 

Operations HQ at Uxbridge of number 11 Group. I enjoyed my time there 
although, once again, one seemed to be very remote from war. But I arrived 
there in time for the war in Europe to come to an end and one of my happiest 

recollections is taking my part in the victory parade of something like 4000 
personnel which also coincided with the farewell to the AOC in C. I used the 

service for victory at sea to which I’d added land and air from the formal 
thanksgiving in the back of the old prayer book, a few suitable prayers and other 
prayers from that. I’m rather afraid that modern theologians who don’t like 

thanksgiving services would not have approved entirely, but we all felt such utter 
relief and thankfulness it wouldn’t have mattered very much what anybody would 

have said. But in its way it was a really great occasion.  
 
As the war in the Far East came to an end not very long after, I was not shifted 

again and left to play out time till my own turn came to be demobbed. Life 
frankly became rather boring because so many people came and went there was 

no continuity of ministry that really mattered. 
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Life of course was full of small pastoral opportunities, from counselling the 

bereaved to trying to do something about personnel who had misbehaved 
themselves or started a baby at the wrong moment. It was pathetic to see that 

the girls that got caught were so often innocent, nice girls who badly needed 
companionship while the hard baked little so and sos who knew what precautions 

to take got away with it again and again. That’s just life all over. And so that was 
my goodbye to the RAF. I often wondered afterwards whether my very short 
experience of war, for which I was surprisingly awarded a military cross, I’m still 

not certain whether it  was given for what I did not do in the air or failed to 
achieve on land. I felt that my wading in the English Channel really deserved a 

naval decoration rather that a military one. I did my best to refuse the gift for 
which I got very angry remonstrances. But I still maintain it is utterly foolish to 
award anybody an award for courage when he only does it just once. How was I 

to know that I should ever have proved to have shown the slightest courage 
again? Somebody told me at the time I walked up and down the beach as calmly 

as if I were walking up and down an aisle in a church, but that was simply due to 
the fact that I’m constitutionally lazy and entirely refuse to be hurried, least of all 
by the enemy. I don’t think it was right and I still don’t think so. I got my 

beautiful cross in the end by post because the poor King was now a great many 
months behind in his awards and I was very disappointed that I never actually 

went to Buck House.  
 
I wondered sometimes whether I should feel any later repercussions for this very 

short episode in my life which seemed so extremely odd - it really didn’t seem to 
belong to me. A little bit of something curious which had been slipped in without 

my really appreciating that it happened. It only had one repercussion on one 
occasion about  years later when I watched some film of the landings on the 
French coast and I found to my relief that I could watch it without stirring up any 

particular feelings at all. Now when I went to bed and was just dozing off to sleep 
in my old fashioned rectory which had a chimney and a fireplace, just as I was 

dozing off a shell came down the chimney, exploded in the fireplace. I jumped 2 
inches and then had to laugh out loud for nearly five minutes because it was all 
so funny. But it wasn’t at the time. 

 
 

Source: Royal Air Force Chaplaincy Services February 2007 
 

 
 

Testimony of Flight-Lieutenant E.H. ‘Ned’ Hitchcock Electrical Engineer Officer, RNZAF 

 
The following account by Hitchcock himself is extracted from RADAR: a Wartime Miracle, 

Latham & Stobbs, pgs. 141 to 147.  
 

RAF Radar on Omaha Beach 

 

Not many people know that an RAF radar unit landed on D-Day, in the midst of bloody 

Omaha Beach! However, a US Navy photograph with the caption ‘Underwater Obstacles on 

Omaha Beach’ shows a beach studded with heavy timber tri-poles. On the horizon there is a 

dense mass of shipping. The sea between is empty. To the left appears a grounded LST, to the 

right a tank deep in the sand. In the foreground is the heavy barbed-wire defence. 
 

A military historian studying this photograph might be puzzled by the presence, centre stage, 

of British vehicles. Two burnt-out wrecks are Thorneycroft three-tonners, and immediately 
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behind is the shape, so familiar to radar staff, of an Austin three-tonner housing a 20kVA 

diesel generator. Why should such vehicles be in the midst of ‘Bloody Omaha’ on D-Day 

itself – the beach where so many American soldiers gave their lives storming Fortress 

Europe? 

 

About five o’clock on the afternoon of that day I had rather similar thoughts. The beginning 

of the wet landing had been easy. Truck after truck of our radar convoy had plunged down the 

ramp from our LCT and roared shoreward. But alas, the water, instead of shallowing, steadily 

grew deeper. About the time it reached our waists, the truck in front stalled. Ours immediately 

followed suit, engine noise ceased, and all around pounded the relentless sea, already tearing 

at the canvas sides that protected the diesel generator. 
 

Far in the grey distance lay the beach. We could see the occasional shellburst. There seemed 

to be very little American activity; it all seemed to be suspended – and little promise of 

welcome. We could see no other vehicles rushing ashore. It was all rather isolated and lonely. 
 

[Passages follow about how Hitchcock’s arrival in Liverpool from New Zealand in 1940 until 

shortly before D-Day.] 
 

We Join the Offensive 

 

Late in May 1944, I was working at Group one morning when a colleague put his head round 

the door. 

‘Want to go in with the invasion, Hitch?’ 

‘Sure,’ said I. 

Next day: ‘Get your kit - we’re going!’ 

We learned that two mobile radar units had been assigned to go in with the invasion, and that 

a number of specialists in various aspects were to be attached, for the initial period, to assist 

with setting up complex technical equipment in battle conditions. Norman Best was to be GCI 

specialist, and I was to be electrical engineer specialist. And fate decreed that we were to join 

the unit allotted to the Americans and scheduled to land on what was to be known as the 

infamous Omaha Beach. 
 

Camp D2 

 

We joined Radar Unit 15082 – already ensconced among some thousands of American troops. 

Strict discipline – no short cuts across the open grass, everything camouflaged. The 

Americans were friendly, helpful and efficient. More deadly serious equipment was issued – 

an American assault respirator, worn on the chest in a waterproof bag (destined to be a 

lifesaver!); supplies to make us completely independent for forty-eight hours (including three 

condoms!), and maps of the landing area showing fortifications and machine-gun sites. Our 

briefing explained that we were to land at H-Hour plus five (about full tide) on Sector Dog-

Red, entering by a cleared lane, and that a beachmaster would direct us to our exit. 
 

We set sail twice 

 

In the late afternoon of 4 June we set sail for France from Portland. Our slow fleet would take 

all night to cross the Channel and arrive at dawn on 5 June. But next morning I awoke to find 

land close on our right – we must have turned back! What could have happened? Was it all 

off? 

 

We spent the day pottering about in a borrowed dinghy, rowing around among the ships. 

Later, of course, we learned of the critical decision to postpone the landings for a day to 
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minimise the effect of expected bad weather. That afternoon, we set off again, and woke to 

grey skies and a barely visible French coast. 
 

We Go in to Land 

 

At about 0900 hours our LCT suddenly set off from the middle of the invasion fleet – straight 

in – ours leading, the other four following. The recce party was third. A patrol craft tossing 

about in the rough seas came close by: ‘What wave are you?’ I didn’t hear the reply, but the 

patrol seemed satisfied: ‘In you go!’ 
 

As we neared the beach we could see clearly that it was not yet captured. The men ashore 

were taking cover from enemy fire; there was a vehicle burning; as we watched, an explosion 

blew a figure high in the air. 
 

Aboard our vessel was a US observer, who had experience at Pantellaria. He, we heard, had 

assessed the situation and concluded that the last thing needed ashore at this stage was a 

collection of technicians armed with radar aerials. Rather relieved, we turned seaward, 

presuming we could land next day. 
 

We stood off while naval guns pounded the shore. We saw the Vierville clock tower 

destroyed (we later learned it was suspected of housing German artillery observers). 

Mercifully, we knew nothing of the desperate battle by the American infantry to gain a 

foothold (this was the sector eastward of us, where the Americans had been carried by strong 

tidal currents). Nor did we know of General Bradley’s debating whether the Omaha landing 

should be abandoned. 
 

About four o’clock in the afternoon we were concluding that it would be useless to land now 

– no chance of working that night. Then, suddenly, in we went! It was now low tide, so we 

could be landed below the beach obstacles which the Army engineers had not yet been able to 

clear, because of enemy fire. Then followed the debacle. 
 

The Debacle 

 

The unplanned landing at low tide instead of high tide had disastrous results. Some vehicles 

were landed on sandbars and stalled as they drove into deeper water. Others sank in patches of 

soft sand on the long run up the beach and were immersed as the tide rose. Those reaching the 

shoreline found that the wire and earth barriers had not yet been breached and there was no 

way off the exposed beach. They became sitting targets for enemy shellfire, and shrapnel-

punctured diesel oil drums fed the flames. 
 

On our LCT [sic], the ramp splashed down as the vessel grounded; the vehicles roared down 

the ramp; the water rose steadily around our waists; the engine gave up; and we sat – thinking 

the thoughts with which I began this tale. 
 

Suddenly, past us there surged a Thorneycroft – great bow wave, cab high above water – and 

leaning out, a grinning face under a tin hat, hand-signalling to us what might have been 

charitably interpreted as a V-sign. Just the irrepressible humour needed to jerk us back to 

practicality! 
 

I waded ashore to where our rescue Diamond-T crane waited, and managed to drag a cable 

back and grope under water to hook up. By the time it became clear that the surging sea had 

embedded the wheels too deep for retrieval to be possible, the water had risen to cab-top 

level. There was no way ashore except a swim in full kit, made possible by two factors – 

nightly keep-fit runs back at 60 Group, and that assault respirator, giving buoyancy! 
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The crane crew had already one man wounded, and after I staggered exhausted up the beach 

between two obstacles, I could see nothing and no one – no beachmaster, no medics – just 

dead and wounded, and abandoned vehicles. 
 

After a brief rest, leaning against one of the vehicles, it seemed to me best to get busy; the 

urgent task was to save what equipment we could. Flames threatened an undamaged truck. I 

managed to pull out a wounded GI from his doubtful shelter underneath it, and drove my first 

ever heavy transport clear of the flames. 
 

Then a bulldozer suddenly appeared and cleared away the barriers, and there was a way off 

the beach, and our group seemed to come together again, rescuing what vehicles could be 

driven up to a field in the narrow valley and collecting wounded for evacuation. We had 

suffered heavy casualties – ten dead and forty wounded. The Americans had suffered horrific 

casualties, and the beaches were strewn with their dead. 
 

In the midst of all this, some of us found a place to sleep, under a hedge in the grounds of a 

seaside villa. I managed to borrow a blanket, and I don’t recall discomfort from wet clothes. 

There was a wry compensation in that the only air attack on our location came from a lone 

JU88 flying very low to avoid the hail of fire from the assembled shipping. (This uncontrolled 

ack-ack fire was to make the nightfighter task more difficult.) 
 

D-Day Plus One 

 

Up at dawn, some sodden biscuits, and off to rescue our Type 14 transmitter, caught in soft 

sand and then by the tide. A dead American leaned against the wheel, seaweed draped over 

all. We requested help from a bulldozer which was busy rescuing other bulldozers. Shelling 

started, and the engineers removing the beach obstacles took cover. The LST was shelled. The 

bulldozer arrived, extracted the Type 14 like a cork from a bottle, and towed it, still sinking 

into sand, past the LST wreck. Then came sniper fire from the bluffs, and the driver prudently 

abandoned the tow: he was too good a target. (We soon learned that walking briskly from 

cover to cover baffled the snipers – don’t stand still!) 
 

It appeared that further landings had been abandoned. Had it all been a failure? Were we just 

a few stranded on an enemy shore? Then came relief – American tanks advancing from the 

next sector (misnamed ‘Easy Beach’). Then a little later came one of those indelible moments 

in the memory – a group of men crowded around a radio vehicle listening to the BBC news – 

to be told that the invasion had been successful and that men and materials were pouring 

ashore at the other beaches. 
 

We carried on collecting our battered remnants and started the task of putting together what 

we could to become operational. Later, we moved to camp a site nearby. 
 

D-Day Plus Two and Later 

 

The American commander said that we’d better get out that RAF blue – it was too much like 

German field grey, and he couldn’t guarantee that his men might not mistake us for the 

enemy! And miraculously – in the middle of an invasion – our American allies produced from 

nowhere a miscellany of assorted khaki and we were instantly transformed into Americans – 

gum-chewing and all! 
 

A suitable operational site having been selected and tested for mines by careful backing of the 

Crossleys, some replacement gear arrived and we were on the air! On the night of D-Day plus 

one, ONE and a half enemy aircraft were shot down – the first GCI-controlled interception 
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from the American beachhead. 
 

Within a week, I was hitching a return lift on an American LST from Utah Beach back to 

Portland.” 

 
 Canadian F/Sgt's parting shot? 

 
Although material from the memoires of other 15082GCI personnel may become available, that which 
follows here represents the closing extract from the Canadian Flight Sergeant’s extensive journal …  
the italics are my own. Les Dobinson. 
  
 
SOMETHING OF A HISTORY 

It has occurred to me that a short history of Unit G15082 should be recorded before it vanishes 
entirely from my memory. For some time after the formation of the unit and up until “D” Day, June 

6th, 1944, I carried a small notebook and recorded most of the salient facts pertaining to postings, 
development and training but it was lost, together with the rest of my gear before I even got off the 

Normandy beaches. 

As a result, many highlights of early crew activities have dimmed, probably because the number of 
training courses, ranging all the way from learning how to lead truck convoys to making assault 

landings from LCT’s, never stopped and our priorities were therefore otherwise occupied. Nor was 
there anything recorded about G15082 from “D” Day until its disbandment early the following year. 

Much did occur, but the circumstances surrounding such occurrences were of a nature that suggested 
the postponement of any written word until a less hectic time. Perhaps this is it. Some things will be 

easy to remember. Many are hard to forget. 

G15082 was formed as a Ground Control Interception unit in August, 1943 at Renscombe Down near 
Swanage in Dorset. It was to be equipped with the latest in radar gear including height-finding 

apparatus, and was created primarily for the control of night fighters in forward fighting areas. The 
unit was mobile, with heavy equipment mounted on Crosley trucks and smaller apparatus on 

Bedfords. Operational status, following arrival at a designated site, was expected to be two hours. 

Personnel were a part of a name posting, all volunteers from the Royal Air Force but under the 
command of Combined Operations. 

During the initial shaping-up stages there were the usual roll calls, parades, roaring of W.O.’s and 
general complaining about all and sundry. Within eight days of our arrival we had been “crewed up” 

and were busy at various chores. Some members were learning how to drive lorries, others how to 
march all over again. 

Our initiation to preliminary battle courses was carried out at Rencombe Down. The flabby individuals 

who now formed the thirty member G15082, fresh from the comparative luxury of a static Radar 
station in the Home Chain, met the challenge head on and went into training with gung ho 

enthusiasm. 
For the benefit of those airmen who are still enjoying the comfort of private billets, a short 

dissertation on a battle course as it now exists, might be advantageous. 

During the first world war, the daddy of all modern battle courses was born. They weren’t much as 
battle courses go, were called Diseys for some obscure reason now long forgotten, and were 

composed almost entirely of drill. Early in the 1939-45 hostilities it was decided by the people who 
make such decisions, that something more than drill would be required and the present-day battle 

courses are the result.  

The initial stages are comparatively easy and are mainly hardening-up exercises, physical training, 
drill, contact games and cross-country running. After three days the trainees are exposed to simulated 

battle conditions with live shell fire, machine-gun bursts, exploding mines and mock attacks. All ranks 
must satisfactorily complete the initial course before being exposed to further training. Section leaders 

are required to lead their men in full battle kit including rifles, Stens or sub-machine guns through all 
training phases. 

The Renscombe Assault Course, which commences at the end of the second week, is considered to be 

one of the easier ones since the participants are technical blokes and not commandos. It commences 
with a full-out run of forty yards over hurdles, along fifteen feet of six inch planks suspended several 

feet in the air, under a barbed wire fence erected eighteen inches off the ground and staked in a 
random diamond pattern, and finally through a ten foot tunnel with sides and roof of barbed wire and 

a sectional opening of two feet. Upon reaching the far end of the tunnel, the trainees run up a ramp, 
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grab ropes hanging from a scaffold and swing out over a seven foot ditch to a platform fifteen feet in 

the air from which the only exit is via two cables, one above the other. The bottom one is for walking, 

the top for holding. Under the cables is a pool of water into which zealous instructors keep hurling 
thunder flashes and gleefully create other distractions. The cables terminate eight feet above the 

ground and a hundred feet from the platform. Exhausted trainees drop from the cables at the far end 
onto the welcome ground. 

Section leaders are marked on the performance of their men and any member not successfully 

completing the course within the required time will repeat it each day until he does. The required time 
can to be anything determined by the lead instructor and would appear to depend upon the state of 

his liver on the day concerned. The majority of recruits make it the first time and their documents can 
then reflect the successful completion of the Combined Operations Battle Course. A more difficult one 

must be taken by all senior noncoms and officers at a later date during advanced training at a 

Commando School. 
Following the Battle Course and the processing of necessary paper work in the setting up of G15082, 

we moved to Durnfort where the technical staff completed a short but intensive course on the then 
latest mobile radar gear. Non-tech personnel, including a couple of driver mechanics,an MT Fitter 

Group 1, and the RT operators were kept busy at physical training and forced marches. Technicians 
were not popular persons at Durnfort. 

Technical training as provided at this establishment was something of a surprise. It appeared as if my 

purely radar background was a thing of the past. Two years on static stations had taught me to never 
interfere in anything that wasn’t purely radar. Several tines I had incurred the wrath of GPO’s or other 

types by playing around with their “gear” and once I was threatened with a court marshal for 
“tampering with a diesel.” I had learned the hard way that I was a radio man only, albeit a highly 

specialized one, and therefore not authorized to service other equipment. Any apparatus outside of 

my jurisdiction required the expertise of another kind of specialist. Duties were so closely regulated 
that, should a fire break out on the station, it was best to simply disappear. There were General 

Duties firemen to take care of emergencies such as that. I sometimes thought that the whole Air 
Force was run by a union. 

Once crewed up however, all this nonsense stopped. During an early briefing, a Squadron Technical 
Officer said, “A mobile Radar Technician has to be able to fix anything, and anything includes radar, 

radio telephony, diesel engines, generators, telephones, direction-finding gear, lorries, automobiles, 

flat tyres, cooking stoves and canvas tarpaulins”.  
I was all for this approach, but it took several months for me to gain enough confidence to tear 

telephone relays out by the fistful or rewire complicated distribution panels. All ranks gradually 
acquired the philosophy that the most essential thing to be remembered by a crew member was that 

the gear must be kept operational at all times, that being “on the air” and ready to control a fighter 

was our only reason for existence. Any modifications necessary, working when too sick to crawl and 
twenty-four hour days were not only encouraged, but demanded. In order to ensure flexibility, every 

crew member received some basic training in a specialty other than his own. 
Our Durnfort course lasted four weeks, after which we moved to Chigwell near London for the final 

stages of our technical training and to collect our new gear. After working with broken down and 

patched up equipment for so long, our new lorries, 
transmitters, receivers, test equipment and operational 

vans were a joy to behold. Everything was brand new, 
untouched by human hands except those of the 

manufacturer and it was all ours. We would be setting it up 
from scratch and would be taking …….. – 

                                                          EPILOGUE 

1989 NOTE 

 
That was the last entry in my journals. I have no idea as to 

why I didn’t finish the sentence, nor what I was going to 

say. It is conceivable that a signal had been received with 
my repatriation orders back to Canada, and, if so, no 

sentence was important enough to finish, or I may just 
have said “To Hell with it all.”  In any case, not completing 

the history was a mistake. Too many years have passed 

now for accurate recall, although an awakened interest 
may result in an attempt to summarize G15082’s activities 

at a later date.  It won’t be easy. 
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Commanding officers and technical officers came and went with unbelievable regularity, and 

continuity was only maintained through the few original crew who remained intact from the start. 
 

Members who were wounded or died were replaced by new ones and the originals who were still on 
strength upon decommissioning were scattered to the four winds. Forty-four years later I have 

personal knowledge of but one. 

 
G15082, a Combined Operations Night Fighter Control Unit, landed on Omaha Beach on “D” Day, June 
6th, 1944 while attached to the 9th US Army Air Force. As armies moved forward, so also did G15082 

and it was operational in many forward positions, including Longchamp Race Track in Paris two 

days before the Allies retook it from the Germans!   [The above Photo bears testimony of Cpl 
Stan Mallett’s AWOL presence there.] 
 
 
 
 

 
 

THE SIX GRAVES IN ROW B OF BAYEUX COMMONWEALTH MILITARY CEMETERY 

B.1. Corporal DAY   B.3. Flight Sergeant HAINE  B.6. L.A.C. PARR 

B.12 L.A.C. NEWSON  B.14 Flight Lieutenant HIGHFIELD  B.18 A.C.1. ROUTLEDGE 

 
L.A.C’s CROFTS, FANCOURT, FINCH & McNAUGHT, FROM 15082 GCI SUPPORT UNITS, HAVE 
NO KNOWN GRAVES BUT ARE COMMEMORATED ON THE RAF MEMORIAL AT RUNNYMEDE 

 

SUPPLEMENT TO THE LONDON GAZETTE, 14 NOVEMBER, 1944 
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Gazette Issue 36793 Pages 6 & 7 

Air Ministry 14th November, .1944. 

The KING has been graciously pleased to approve the following awards: — 
 

Military Cross. 
Squadron Leader Frederick Joseph TROLLOPE(68965), R.A.F.V.R. 

Squadron Leader Trollope took command of his unit when the commanding officer 

became a casualty after landing on the beaches of Normandy on " D " day. His courage 

and devotion to duty in organising the many parties of his unit on the beach, which was 

under intense fire, and arranging the safe conduct of men and vehicles as well 'as 

organising the evacuation of the wounded, were of a high order. In addition to this work, 

Squadron Leader Trollope carried out his normal duties throughout the night and was 

mainly responsible for the successful operation of his unit under great difficulties. All his 

duties involved continual movement over the beaches and reconnaissance into enemy 

territory under fire. He displayed great leadership and courage.  

  

The Reverend Geoffrey Clarence HARDING (140848), R.A.F.V.R. 

This chaplain landed with a unit on the beaches of Normandy on "D" day. The beach was 

under intense bombardment and was strewn with dead and wounded. Mr. Harding 

worked for 36 hours, most of the time under direct fire, giving help to the wounded and 

burying the dead. He set an inspiring example and was responsible for saving many lives. 

During the evening of " D " day he walked along a road, which was under fire, into a 

village in enemy hands. He entered a house in which were many snipers and obtained 

water which he took back to the wounded. His gallantry and disregard for his own safety 

were worthy of high praise. 

  

Acting Squadron Leader Norman BEST (75523), R.A.F.V.R. 

Squadron Leader Best was in charge of some equipment, vehicles, and men during the 

initial landings in Normandy on " D " day. Some of the vehicles and men fell into traps in 

the water. Although the beach and disembarkation point were under heavy shell fire and 

small arms fire, this officer's work in salvaging vehicles and equipment and ferrying them 

to a place of cover was carried out with great courage and disregard of his own safety. 

Squadron Leader Best also helped other units in a similar predicament. Whilst under fire 

he set a fine example to all. 

  

Flight Lieutenant Richard Noel RYCROFT, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P. (116496), R.A.F.V.R. 

Flight Lieutenant Rycroft was the only medical officer on one of the beaches of Normandy 

on " D " day. Owing to the intense bombardment, it was not possible for him or any 

member of his, unit to move off the beach for 6 hours. He worked for 48 hours tending 

casualties among the personnel of his unit and also aided some 75 American wounded. 

He was himself slightly wounded but his efforts on behalf of others were untiring. He set 

an example of great courage, devotion to duty and was responsible for saving many 

lives. 
Military Medal. 

978501 Flight Sergeant Reuben ECKERSALL, R.A.F.V.R.  

This airman's gallantry under fire whilst convoying men and vehicles on and over the 

beaches of Normandy on " D " day was of a'high order. He went forward under fire with 

an officer and made a reconnaissance with the object of finding a safe area for men and 

equipment. He gave sound advice to his men and his supervision of the ferrying of 

valuable equipment 'was highly praiseworthy. 
 
1550961 Leading Aircraftman John Young McGregor Sayers REID, R.A.F.V.R. 

This medical orderly displayed great courage on the beaches of Normandy on " D " day. 

Whilst the beaches were under intense fire, for many hours he attended to some 100 

wounded. This involved moving many times across the whole beach. Without his aid the 

medical officer would have been unable to achieve the excellent results which he did. 
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In addition to the aforementioned decorations, gallantry awards were made to other 

members of 15082 GCI; these being an M.B.E., and a Croix de Guerre.  The latter being 

awarded to their Canadian “Chiefie” Flt Sgt Muir Adair, whose anonymous testimonies 

can be recognised above, and whose citation, as below, appears in the British "Public 

Records Office Air 2/9645 (British)" 

 
"As a member of the Royal Canadian Air Force, Flight Sergeant Muir Adair was in charge 

from D Day until the liberation of Paris of the major part of the men and equipment of 

15082GCI (Ground Control Interception) and was, at all times, at the front of the battle. 

His unit was responsible for the ultimate destruction of over fifty enemy aircraft. His skill 

and devotion to duty, his coolness and judgment in the face of many difficult situations, 

was a fine example to all those who worked with him" 

 
FOOTNOTE: It seems typical of this 94-year old gentleman man that mention of his own bravery 
award for this fine, but sometimes seemingly outspoken Flight Sergeant, is hidden in those three 
words (Croix de Geurre); the only reference to which was buried in his email to Les Dobinson some 
time ago, which is append here verbatim: 
 

 
“I am not the least bit surprised about your high ranking “friends” being unaware of our involvement 

at Omaha. There is nothing in the official RCAF history about us and my Canadian military record 
shows no postings to Combined Ops nor my involvement in Europe.  So much for the war-time 

secrecy involved in the use of radar.  
 

The only official mention I have found is a British "Public Records Office Air 2/9645 (British)" entry re 

the Croix de Guerre - France, that was awarded to me.  And they would be further surprised if they 
were told that G15082 went operational in Paris at Longchamps Race Course two days before it fell.  

 
One of my techs [Stan Mallett, whilst AWOL - LGD] tells a story that he met an incoming US convoy 

on August 25th and offered, with a grin on his face, to guide a US Captain in the lead Jeep around all 
the street barricades. His offer wasn't accepted.” 

 

 
 
Make-up and role of GCI that landed on Juno (Canadian Beach) on D-day [by LGD] 
 

The secrecy surrounding RDF (Radio Direction Finding), later to become Radar was 

extremely high. Even the notebooks used by Radar Mechanics and Operators during their 

technical training at No1 Signals School, Cranwell, were kept under lock and key at the end 

of classes. 

  

Initially GCI’s were set up as A.M.E.S. (Air Ministry Experimental Stations) utilising the 

services of civilian Air Ministry Senior Scientific Officers, a number of whom were then 

given short-service commissions as Flight Lieutenants for active service.  These units were to 

perform operations other than the detection of hostile aircraft, e.g. detection and surveillance 

of naval surface vessels (E-boats).   

 

An AMES site that I was responsible for during my service in post-war Germany, provided 

multichannel voice communications in the centi-metric waveband, to replace the German 

deci-metic equipment on stand-by in case of failure of landline telephone communications 

between Air HQ (Ops) BAFO and RAF (ex-Luftwaffe) airfield at Celle. 

 

The precise make-up of 15082 GCI that landed on Omaha Beach on D-day has been difficult 

to determine; but, comparing it with 15081 GCI of 85 Group that landed on Juno Beach that 

same day, 15082 seems to have been much larger. 
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15081 GCI is known to have been equipped with four radar units, namely, one height finder, 

one general search radar, one more for surface shipping watch and another that was set to the 

German radar frequency. After its initial role for air interception it was deployed on elevated 

sites along the Belgian coast (the roof of Blankenberghe Casino) for surface vessel 

surveillance for the Royal Navy; and eventually atop the Westkapelle lighthouse, where I was 

briefly involved (see Page 65). 
 
Landing List for LCT’s Transporting 85 Group 15081GCI on D-day 
 Landing under the control of 9 Canadian Brigade. 
 
 
Serial 1730 is an LCT4 landing on the order of the Force Commander. 

 
  1 Jeep with 3 crew from 85 Group Ground Controlled Interception. Reconnaissance party 

   
  1 Signals Type 405 from 85 Group Ground Controlled Interception, ‘A’ Echelon. 
  1 Winch Lorry from 85 Group Ground Controlled Interception, ‘A’ Echelon. 
  1 Signals Type 409 from 85 Group Ground Controlled Interception, ‘A’ Echelon. 
  1 Signals Type 457A or 458 from 85 Group Ground Controlled Interception, ‘A’ Echelon. 
  1 3 ton lorry from 85 Group Ground Controlled Interception, ‘A’ Echelon. Carries spares and AI Beacon. 
  28 men from 85 Group Ground Controlled Interception, ‘A’ Echelon. 
   
  1 Signals Type 100 from Mobile Signals Unit Type ‘P’. 85 Group GCI. 
  1 Signals Type 150 from Mobile Signals Unit Type ‘P’. 85 Group GCI. 
  6 men from Mobile Signals Unit Type ‘P’. 85 Group GCI. 
   
  2 Signals Type 306 from Mobile Signals Unit Type ‘B’. 85 Group GCI. 
  4 men from Mobile Signals Unit Type ‘B’. 85 Group GCI. 
   
  1 Signals Type 398A from Mobile Signals Unit Type ‘T’. 85 Group GCI. 
  1 Signals Type 346 from Mobile Signals Unit Type ‘T’. 85 Group GCI.           [Totalling 41 personnel, 12 vehicles] 
 
 
 
Serial 1731 is an LCT4 landing on the order of the Force Commander. 

 
  1 Signals Type 462 from Radar Unit Type 21. 85 Group GCI.   
  2 Signals Type 456 from Radar Unit Type 21. 85 Group GCI.   
  1 Signals Type 432 from Radar Unit Type 21. 85 Group GCI.   
  1 Signals Type 461 from Radar Unit Type 21. 85 Group GCI. 
  7 men from Radar Unit Type 21. 85 Group GCI.   
   
  1 Signals Type 105 from Mobile Signals Unit Type ‘Q’. 85 Group GCI. 
  2 men from Mobile Signals Unit Type ‘Q’. 85 Group GCI. 
   
  1 Winch Lorry from Mobile Signals Unit Type ‘A’. 85 Group GCI. 
  1 Signals Type 100 from Mobile Signals Unit Type ‘A’. 85 Group GCI. 
  1 Signals Type 150 from Mobile Signals Unit Type ‘A’. 85 Group GCI. 
  22 men from Mobile Signals Unit Type ‘A’. 85 Group GCI. 
   
  1 Signals Type 456 from Radar Unit Type 11. 85 Group GCI. 
  1 Signals Type 432 from Radar Unit Type 11. 85 Group GCI. 
  1 Signals Type 433A from Radar Unit Type 11. 85 Group GCI. 
  4 men from Radar Unit Type 11. 85 Group GCI.                                            [Totalling 36 personnel; 12 vehicles] 
 

SCOPE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
 

It will be noticed that the foregoing narrative makes reference to various “Types” of Radar Unit, Types 
14, 15, 11 & 21; and a range of types of Mobile Signals Units, Types A, B, G, P, Q, T, etc., also 
MSSU’s. The precise composition, manning and operational function of such units may be revealed by 
the securing of the relevant Operational Record Books for the units themselves, probably from the 
Public Records Office, at Kew. 
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My Response to 2nd TAF Vol.4 Authors’ Request for Information 
When the authors of Volume 4 of “2

nd
 TACTICAL AIR FORCE”, Christopher Shores and 

Chris Thomas, approached me for information on life within its mobile units leading up to 

and beyond the Normandy landings, I provided them with a lengthy, but abridged and edited, 

discourse for the relevant period.  This was extracted from an account of my early life that I 

had written for younger generations of my family, and was further drastically edited by the 

authors for inclusion in Volume 4. 

The text that I supplied is included here unabridged as perhaps light relief from the 

foregoing first hand testimonies that has been gathered since then from fellow RAF personnel 

who were directly involved in the events of D-day on Omaha Beach.  It is hoped that the 

marshalling of this disparate collection into one document will fulfil my initial aim of 

securing for these unsung heroes the recognition they have to now been denied. 

I told them that although I had been studying, and qualified in, aircrew related subjects in 

the ATC from 1938 for nearly five years prior to my enlistment, my RAF aircrew medical, in 

late 1942, revealed a colour vision defect that debarred me from further flying training.  At 

that time entry for technical ground trades was restricted but the Air Crew Selection Board 

gave me dispensation to train as an RDF/Wireless Mechanic, with the prospect of eventual 

training for the newly introduced aircrew appointment of Radio Navigator for Night Fighters 

where colour deficiency was then not an impediment.  

The extract covers my time with the 2
nd

 TAF.  This commenced after I had completed basic 

training and had spent six months at Birmingham Technical College studying radio 

engineering theory, followed by four months spent at Bolton Technical College to study the 

range of airborne and ground station transmitting and receiving equipment then current in 

service. For some unexplained reason my colour deficiency having also now debarred me 

from training for RDF (Radar) equipment. Along with the rest of my entry at RAF Radio 

School I initially found myself posted to Blackpool, ostensibly for service in the Far East 

Command. 

 

         UPDATE OF TEXT FIRST SUBMITTED FOR VOL. 4 OF 2
nd 
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ON ACTIVE SERVICE 

When my leave was ended I reported at the appointed time on 9
th

 February 1944 to the No.5 

PDC, in Blackpool, and was allocated a temporary billet on the South Shore that was 

overseen by a typically taciturn Blackpool boarding house landlady.  There being no specific 

duties to perform the contingent of which I was part, and comprised a mixture of ground crew 

Trades, many of whom were RDF (Radar) or Wireless Operators or RDF/Wireless 

Mechanics, was required to report for a daily morning parade in the street adjacent to Burtons 

Men’s Outfitters, above which the classrooms for the highly intensive RAF Air Crew 

Wireless Operators’ course were still located.  My sympathy for the nervous looking trainees 

who mounted the stairs, each sporting the white flash in their caps signifying Air Crew 

Trainee, was based upon the accounts of both my elder brother and another of my ATC 

comrades from their early first hand experiences as (failed) trainee air crew entrants. 

The standard five words a minute, in Morse Code, that most of us attained in the ATC to 

qualify for RAF Air Crew training were achieved by the exchange of signals in plain 

language.  Thus, any missing or mistaken characters were easily corrected from the syntax of 

the message.  However, final qualification as a Wireless Operator required proficiency in 

Morse transmission and reception at a rate of twenty-five words a minute.  Furthermore, since 

all wireless communications were encrypted into five-character blocks, this format was used 

throughout the training period.  Not only did this preclude obvious mistakes from being 

detected, for ‘inspirational’ correction, but any such errors could lead to call signs, map 

references, the location and timing of rendez-vous to be fatally flawed when the message was 

deciphered.  Accuracy in both transmission and reception were thus of over-riding 

importance.  The psychological pressure from spending hours on end with headphones 

clamped to their heads copying down mixed blocks of meaninglessly random Morse 

characters and numerals, at ever increasing speeds, led a proportion of trainees to develop 

what was swiftly to become colloquially known as “Burtonitis”.  No stigma therefore attached 

itself to those sensible enough to recognise its onset and to request a reversion to training for a 

less demanding occupation. 

After attending two or three of these early morning parades, always being dismissed to be 

left to our own devices, we were ordered to hand in half of our clothing to the RAF Clothing 

Stores to be replaced by tropical kit, contained in a ‘Not Wanted on Voyage’ kitbag.  The 

following morning a seemingly random selection of twenty, or so, of us were marched off to a 

marshalling area where we were each handed a package of sandwiches before being marched 

to board a camouflaged RAF 40-seater Coach, leaving the rest of my signals school comrades 

behind.  We were soon rumbling down the A5, in the general direction of London.  In the 

early hours of 12
th

 February 1944 we entered the gates of RAF Chigwell.  Descending from 

the coach in the prevailing darkness at a side door of an aircraft hangar we were instructed to 

find ourselves a bed inside and to be on parade at 07.30.  If anybody wanted to relieve 

themselves during the night a row of buckets stood beside the door, these being disposed of 

by a fatigue squad the following morning.  On entry we were faced with closely-spaced rows 

of three-tiered steel bunks, most of which were already occupied, the hangar being lit by three 

blue lights suspended high up from the hangar roof.  The depressingly austere hangar was 

unheated, no provision was made for the stowage of kit, and we were to find that its 

preservation from being pilfered required continual vigilance.  Fortunately, we were only 

housed there for two nights before being allocated to traditional RAF huts.  Since there was 

already a queue outside the only telephone box I postponed calling home. 

Having established ourselves in our hut I found that the range of trades embraced by our 

contingent comprised several Drivers, a couple of Cooks, three Motor Transport Mechanics, 

two Despatch Riders, a dozen Wireless Operators, three Radar Operators, a Cobbler, and a 

Tin Smith, as well as several General Duties personnel.  Most of these were LAC’s or AC1’s 
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over a wide age range drawn from various locations, with a couple of Corporals included.  I 

appeared to be the only one straight from a training school.  On that first parade we were 

instructed to report to Stores to hand in our tropical kit (which had obviously been issued as a 

security ‘smoke screen’) and to be issued with Khaki battledress, carrying RAF insignia, to 

which I needed to sew my Signals arm badge.  Ominously, we were also issued with two sets 

of khaki denim uniforms and camouflage netting for our steel helmets and, unusually, we 

were then assembled to be addressed by the Station Commander. 

He informed us that we were now part of the 2
nd

 Tactical Air Force and that Chigwell was 

the RAF’s Battle Training and Field Survival School where various types of Mobile Signals 

and Radar Units were in the process of being formed and trained, for eventual deployment to 

various existing, or prospective(!) theatres of war.  On completion of training our various 

trades would be combined to form newly planned mobile units.  Alternatively, individuals 

would be posted to join existing mobile units, already serving in the field, to fill any shortages 

in their establishments.  We should therefore prepare ourselves for the hardship of living in 

small units, under canvas.  We were to learn that Commissioned Officers received a daily 

‘hard-lying’ monetary allowance for this to compensate for the absence of Officers’ Mess 

comforts, although they were only two to a tent and provided with folding camp beds and 

portable wash stands.  We ‘erks’ received nothing! 

The next month was not only spent in small arms and intensive bayonet training, vigorous 

unarmed combat and anti-gas protection but in the construction of improvised ovens for field 

cookery, using oil drums and mud.  This extended to basic mess tin cookery, living off the 

land, the erection and siting of a variety of tents, and the siting, digging and maintenance of 

field latrines.  Great emphasis was also placed in maintaining physical fitness for, as we were 

soon to find out, Chigwell sported an extensive Assault Course.  We were to be introduced to 

this repetitively, by degrees, until we were eventually able to handle the complete course 

within a prescribed qualifying time.  Eventually we did this clad in gas masks, steel helmets, 

back packs, carrying rifles, under live machine gun fire from the instructors. 

The assault course started with a nine-inch high horizontal matrix of barbed wire hidden in 

long grass, which we had to step through, followed by a similar matrix eighteen inches clear 

of the ground, which we had to crawl beneath being encouraged by the machine gun fire 

aimed just above it.  This was followed by a crawl beneath a suffocating tarpaulin-covered 

area onto which thunder-flashes (almost akin to stun grenades) were occasionally tossed and 

beneath which we were required to split into two section before tackling a concertina-barrier 

of barbed wire.  This required the leading pair to fall onto it with only their rifles as protection 

allowing the squad to race through the suppressed wire.  A twelve-foot high wall was then 

negotiated, requiring two men to be hoisted to lie along the top to help the rest over.  The ten-

yard-long wooden beams, over a mass of razor wire, needed then to be negotiated at speed 

before sprawling to enter the claustrophobic twenty-five-yard long twisting tunnel, into which 

the instructors could send the deafening thunder-flashes through angled tubes, from above.  

Another hazard of the dreaded tunnel was the presence of two forks part of the way through.  

One of these had a blind ending and the other had a sack-covered exit that emerged twelve 

feet above a sheer drop onto a narrow ledge on a river bank.  Having been unfortunate enough 

to choose one of these false exits, the difficulty of communicating the need for those 

following to back up requires to be experienced only once, never to be forgotten.  On 

emerging from the darkness of the tunnel, and descended by a make-shift rope ladder, we 

were faced with a monkey swing over the river, whose opposite bank was higher than the 

take-off side.  This, inevitably, was mud-covered.  Shaking with exertion we were then 

needed to score with five rounds on a Firing Range before returning to traverse the river on a 

single horizontal fixed rope fifteen feet above the water.  Fixing bayonets on the run we 

attacked hanging dummies before negotiating a vertical Scrambling Net and a one hundred 

yard dash to the finish.  Luckily, we were introduced to the course by degrees and, although 
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warned to expect some false trails in the tunnel, we were not given any idea of their nature or 

location. 

On the last day of our course US General Carl Spatz visited the unit to observe the range of 

our activities which, unfortunately, didn’t include the assault course.  Apparently, his visit 

was to assess the prospective value of some of his own men participating in similar training.  

However, during his being entertained in the permanent staff’s Officers Mess it seems the 

merits of the Assault Course were discussed.  In the meantime our intake had decided to meet 

in the local pub for a celebratory drink.  Some of those in another hut had already left, with 

others to follow later.  Those in my hut had shined the boots and cleaned the buttons of our 

well-pressed regulatory ‘best blue’ uniforms for proceeding out of camp.  Imagine our 

consternation at being stopped at the Guard Room and ordered to parade outside the Officers’ 

Mess to be inspected by the American General who, having inspected us, complimented us on 

a smart turnout.  Our consternation was proved well founded when he added that he hadn’t 

seen anyone perform on the Assault Course and had been told that we were the ‘crack guys’ at 

this.  Since he wasn’t asking for us to wear the gas masks we were carrying, or to collect rifles 

from the armoury, he would use his stop watch to check our time to set as a target for his own 

GI’s to improve upon.   

Needless to say we never got our celebratory drink.  Instead, we spent the rest of the 

evening restoring our boots and best uniforms to their previous parade ground condition.  On 

the plus side we were lucky that no Instructors were available to entertain the General with 

their customary fireworks and we consoled ourselves by congratulating one of our less-than-

crestfallen comrades who had contrived to drag his feet on the monkey swing to smother the 

General and entourage with a generous spattering of mud. 

Next morning we read the Deployment List with some interest.  Two or three, including 

myself, were posted to existing Mobile Units with the remainder being temporarily retained at 

Chigwell to await delivery of communications vehicles and transportation to carry the 

camping paraphernalia for kitting out to form new mobile units.  My own posting was to 

complete the Wireless Mechanic complement of 309 Mobile Signals Servicing Unit whose 

present encampment was temporarily within the confines of the dispersals area of RAF 

Church Fenton, in Yorkshire.  With security at a maximum, and no further entitlement to end-

of-course home leave, I did however manage to drop off the train to spend an hour or so with 

parents on the London-bound stretch of my journey.  Here I caught a train to Peterborough 

then, via Spalding, Sleaford and Lincoln, finally to leave the train at nightfall at Church 

Fenton, just East of Doncaster. 

There I was to find that my Unit’s tented encampment was beyond the aircraft dispersals 

area.  But before proceeding there the Corporal of the Guard directed me to the Stores to 

collect four grey blankets and a horse-hair-filled bolster.  With this further burden added to 

my full kit I was glad of a lift to the dispersal area where, after checking in at 309 MSSU’s 

Guard tent, I was allotted a vacant bed space in an eight-man sized ridge tent.  This was just 

high enough at the ridge for me to stand upright.  The grass within was covered by an overall 

ground sheet and the sidewalls were a generous two-feet high.  To insulate my bedding from 

direct contact with the ground, for warmth, my bed space had a ‘bed’ in place that had been 

fabricated from three plano-convex planks, cut from the outside of trees with bark attached, 

and nailed to three cross members with the outer edges of the side planks higher than the 

middle plank to form a cradle-like shape to hold the tapered straw-filled mattress.   

This was my introduction to the genius for improvisation that my comrades exercised to 

minimise their discomfort, as was the installation of electric lighting, using telegraph cable.  

At night a deep galvanised steel bowl would be filled with water and placed on the paraffin 

Valor stove in the middle of the tent to provide hot washing/shaving water next morning.  

Early rising was encouraged by the first up enjoying the luxury of clean water before pouring 
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a measure of Dettol into it to disinfect the water in readiness for the next user.  By the time the 

unlucky sixth occupant’s turn came around the water was practically a ten per cent Dettol 

solution, thick with suds, but well sterilised!   

The less attractive alternative was a visit to the exposed hessian-screened ablutions area that 

was situated next to the similarly screened latrine.  Here a deep pit had its four sides protected 

by horizontally mounted telegraph poles that acted as seats for the people in process using the 

facility.  Toilet paper was housed in a weatherproof box and a heap of earth and a shovel were 

provided for each user to cover their deposits.  The weatherworn appearance of the tents and 

equipment bore witness to the four months that had passed since the unit was initially formed.  

I learnt that its first location had been in a fir tree forest clearing, in Wales, from whence came 

the timber for the beds and the latrines. 

Having briefly acknowledged the four other occupants of my tent I quickly got my head 

down, copying their practice of placing my ground sheet-cum-gas cape beneath the straw 

mattress and lacing the eyelets at the tapered foot to prevent the blankets from coming apart.  

I gathered from this that nobody was required to ‘make up’ their beds in the morning.  Being 

next to the entrance, I was surprised next morning to be wakened by the man I’d seen in the 

Guard tent.  He said he needed my mug to serve me from the Dixie of tea he was carrying 

from tent to tent.  Breakfast was taken in a large marquee, seated on forms at collapsible 

tables.  It comprised porridge, fried sausages and tomatoes ladled into our mess tins by the 

Corporal cook and accompanied by toast.   

The cooking range was another example of the Unit’s combined aptitude for improvisation.  

It comprised a ten-foot by three-foot sheet of inch thick tank armour plating, with five two-

foot by eighteen inch rectangular holes flame-cut into it to accommodate five cooking Dixies.  

This was placed over a shallow two-foot wide trench with a vertical flue pipe erected at the 

far end, this being sealed to the plate with dried mud.  A perforated ‘flash plate’ was located 

in the trench at the ‘business’ end, onto which a steady trickle of engine oil was being 

discharged from an oil drum.  On top of the oil drum was a water container from which water 

was also dripping with regularity onto the pre-heated flash plate.  This combination resulted 

in the vaporised water oil mixture producing a roaring orange flame for the full length of the 

trench to heat the Dixies.  The toast for breakfast had been produced by casting the sliced 

bread onto the extremely hot armoured sheet. 

I was soon to become acquainted with the delicacy of the water/oil adjustment when called 

upon to serve as Duty Watch in the Guard tent, where the field telephone to the outside world 

was installed.  Needless to say, the flash plate was initially preheated by pouring a quart of 

unleaded petrol onto it and tossing in a match.  The resultant explosion not only heated the 

plate in readiness to receive the fuel but also had the effect of clearing the flue pipe of soot! 

Just before breakfast was finished the Squadron Leader commanding the unit stuck his head 

in the marquee entrance looking for the new arrival, and ‘asking’ me to look into his tent 

when I’d finished eating.  Whereupon he offered me a seat and asked which units I had served 

with.  When I replied that I had arrived at Chigwell straight from Signals School he asked, 

“But you’re an AC1 aren’t you?”  I replied that that was how I had passed out.  “You must be 

some form of genius, then, for that’s almost unheard of.”  “Not quite”, I said, “I was just 

lucky in having an excellent Instructor and an extra month in one-on-one study, having 

missed my final trade test board through tonsillitis”.  “OK, I’ll take your word for it.  Perhaps 

I should explain the role to be served by the 2
nd

 TAF and of an MSSU, in particular.  You will 

have noticed that we’re very much larger than the run-of-the-mill mobile units, with a 

complement of about forty personnel”.  He then went on to explain the operation that I now 

combine with information I was to glean later.   

In common with other mobile signals units 309MSSU had been living under canvas in UK 

since its establishment several months previously.  In addition to the vigorous training at the 
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RAF Battle Training School, in Essex, that we had already undertaken, the unit was shortly to 

move elsewhere to undergo further Combined Operations battle training in conjunction with 

Army and Royal Navy personnel.  Those unable to drive would be given driving instruction to 

RAF MT Driver Class B standard. 

The CO went on to explain that a Mobile Signals Unit (MSU) generally comprised three or 

four Wireless Operators equipped with a Jeep, a 3-ton Bedford truck to transport fuel 

supplies, petrol/electric generator, tents, blankets, cooking equipment, food rations, kit bags, 

etc., and a 15cwt Bedford “boxed” van that contained the radio transmitter or receiver, as 

appropriate, and the requisite aerial mast components for erection. The nature, facilities and 

function of the mobile units varied.  Some provided point-to-point communications whilst 

others were used for radio location, the plotting and control of aircraft, or for listening in on 

and the positional plotting of enemy transmissions, by radio triangulation.  The varied roles 

were reflected in the wide range of equipment used. 

Mobile Radar Units, Ground Control Interception Units (GCI’s) were larger, with their 

large rotating aerial arrays, on 3-ton Austin chasses, visual display mobile control rooms 

similarly mounted, larger diesel/electric generator vehicles and a more numerous operational 

manning.  Support vehicles to carry the more extensive ‘domestic’ equipment were increased 

accordingly.  Certain types of MSU were also positioned within field telephone proximity for 

communication support. 

With qualified radio/radar engineering resources in short supply their permanent inclusion 

within the assets of such small units could not be justified.  Thus, responsibility for the 

servicing, maintenance and repair of this wide range of operational equipment rested with a 

strategically sited Mobile Signals Servicing Unit, of which there was generally only one to 

cover a whole theatre of operations.  To fulfil this multi-purpose role the unit was manned by 

thirty Wireless and Radar Mechanics ranging in rank from a Warrant Officer, two Flight 

Sergeants and Sergeants, and five Corporals down to LAC’s and AC 1’s (I noted there were 

no AC 2’s!).  The C.O., himself, was a Squadron Leader (Signals), supported by two Flight 

Lieutenants with a Flying Officer as Adjutant.  There were a number of support trades, 

including a Corporal Cook, a Corporal Electrician, a Corporal MT Fitter, MT Mechanics, MT 

Drivers, a Despatch Rider, a Nursing Orderly and two or three General Duties personnel. 

As well as three large Workshop vehicles, on 3 or 5-ton chasses, five or six 3-ton Bedford, 

Crossley or Thorneycroft soft-topped trucks, for transporting ‘domestic’ equipment, two large 

diesel-generator vehicles and a couple of Jeeps, the unit was provided with eight smaller 

Mobile Workshops mounted on 15cwt Bedford chasses.  The latter were used by either 

individuals or a two-man team of Wireless/Radar Mechanics for service call-outs to MSU’s in 

event of an equipment breakdown, hence the need for driver qualifications, and training in 

map reading. 

At that time, following their formation, the units were dispersed around the country with the 

rapid re-establishment of operational readiness being the objective, following the receipt of a 

signal to relocate.  Now that I had arrived to complete their technical complement, the unit 

only needed the return of the Nursing Orderly from a specialist training course before 

departing to the West coast of Scotland to start the two-week Combined Operations course. 

During the first week of this, we were really put through our paces across an Assault Course 

that put the one at Chigwell to shame.  The Army Instructors, who lived in a well-heated 

wooden hut above the beach, took great delight at being given the opportunity of having RAF 

‘Brylcreem’ boys at their mercy.  So that, just after turning in after a gruelling day’s route 

marching, bayonet drill or unarmed combat we would be called out to be driven to exhaustion 

over the rough terrain.  However, our cooking people and MT personnel were lucky in being 

excused this gruelling regime.  The MT people were engaged in taking instruction in the 
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methods of waterproofing the engine of the various types of vehicle with which we were 

equipped. 

Having first removed the fan belt, the waterproofing was carried out using sheets of canvas 

to enclose the sparking plugs, ignition components and oil sump, the canvas being secured to 

the engine block and sealed using Bostik adhesive.  The air filter was removed from the 

carburettor and replaced by an air inlet pipe that was extended and secured at a high level.  

The same treatment was given to the exhaust system.  This was a prelude to the vehicles 

surviving their being driven through the surf at a depth where the engine was totally 

immersed.  Since the engines’ survival without fan cooling was limited the waterproofing was 

carried out in two stages, the final stage being applied just prior to embarkation, and removed 

as soon as possible after landing.  The cooks needed to be available to provide us with some 

sort of meal at any hour.  However, our Officers were shown no privileges. 

 

The second week was almost a repeat of the first except for added misery brought by the 

arrival of the Royal Navy, whose LCT’s (flat-bottomed Landing Craft (Tanks) appeared from 

their HQ farther up the coast.  At first we waded through the sea to walk up the dropped ramp 

of an LCT to be taken to sea for an hour.  On our return to the sandy beach the ramp was 

dropped and we were required to storm ashore, cross the rough terrain beneath a very low 

level of tracer, fired by the Army instructors, then on to tackle the assault course and bayonet 

targets, completing the exercise by firing ten rounds on the firing range.    

These amphibious operations were to be repeated at night time.  Eventually we were 

provided with ready-waterproofed vehicles that were backed up the LCT ramp from concrete 

‘hards’ and, after a trip to sea, we drove them down the ramp and through the surf up the 

beach.  For this we were directed, through specific signals from a Beach Marshal, to follow a 

predetermined pattern so that, in the event of an engine stalling (or more likely being hit by 

enemy fire) the landing of the following vehicles was not impeded.  Every vehicle had a 

hooked towing cable permanently shackled to the front to enable a bulldozer to drag it away 

in such an eventuality. 

To say that these were the coldest two weeks I have ever experienced is a gross 

understatement.  We had the consolation of being told by our Army and Navy tormentors that 

we really deserved the Combined Operations badges we were awarded at the end of the 

course. 
 
However, we were disappointed that the award did not attract the monetary reward 

that the Army and Naval personnel received.  Later on we were even more disappointed at 

being instructed to remove these painfully-acquired badges as the Germans seemed to have 

attached an unwelcome distinction (death) to captured RAF personnel who were so adorned. 

Thus, it was with great relief that we broke camp, loaded our vehicles and set off, once 

again in convoy, making for the map reference we had been given as our destination.  This 

turned out to be a field on the outskirts of Chesham, in Buckinghamshire, that was to be our 

last UK resting place.  The site was accessed from a housing estate, situated at the end of a 

cul-de-sac.  No time was lost before a fatigue party set about digging the latrine pit and setting 

the hessian screening in place.  Meanwhile the Corporal cook supervised the unloading of the 

heavy armour plate and flue pipe, and its installation in the allotted location, whilst the rest of 

us erected the mess marquee and tents, complete with the restored electric lighting and Valor 

stoves for the morning hot water and tea arrangements that we had so missed in Scotland.  

The Corporal Electrician, with his assistant LAC Hindle, set up the Diesel Generator vehicle 

and connected up the lighting circuits. 

LAC ‘Pop’ Hindle, whom I previously met during my technical training, was in his mid-

forties.  He was one of those ‘old sweat’ electricians who had re-mustered to trainee Wireless 

Mechanic and was in my intake for the Ab Initio radio course in Birmingham, the previous 

year.  Unfortunately, after two months, he found the course too hard to cope with and had 
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ceased training to return to his unit.  In pre-war civilian life Pop had trained as a concert 

pianist in Poland, under Paderewski, and had once entertained us briefly in the gymnasium of 

Birmingham Technical College, where a rather battered old upright piano resided.  He was 

now one of the other five occupants with whom I shared a tent.  Another, was a reclusive chap 

from the Outer Hebrides who spent most of his ‘leisure‘ hours reading Gaelic poetry.   

 

Two more bed spaces were occupied by Radar Mechanics from the Royal Canadian Air 

Force, one of whom was a Corporal who made great play of the fact that his Pay Book 

officially recorded his civilian occupation as a ‘bootlegger’!  The remaining bed space was 

occupied by Corporal Payne.  He was a WOM (Wireless Operator Mechanic) who had joined 

pre-war as a career Boy Entrant and was alone in his experience of dealing with the 

maintenance and repair of Type X machines.  This was so ‘top secret’ that one looked over 

both shoulders before even uttering “Type X”.  He was a bit of a loner and must have been on 

the lookout for someone to support him in this task. 

 

Within a few days of our arrival in Chesham, I found myself on my way back to RAF 

Chigwell.  This time, however, not for further battle and survival training but for a five-day 

course elsewhere on the site in the cloistered surroundings where instruction was given on the 

enigmatic Type X encryption machine. Enigmatic is perhaps the best description; for its 

design closely resembled that of the now infamous Enigma machine, which was recently on 

display at Bletchley Park but, throughout the war was used extensively by the Germans for 

encryption of military signals.  Since detailed disclosure is probably still subject to the 

Official Secrets Act suffice it to say that, although much larger and technically refined, its 

basic appearance and its functional design closely embodied the principles of what we now 

know as its original German counterpart.  The tedium of diagnostic testing to distinguish 

between electrical and mechanical faults and the resultant fine mechanical adjustment of 

electrical relay contacts, are now probably replaced by fairly basic computer programming, as 

would be the encryption process.  But, at that time, this was the basis of the five-day course.  

Being left alone one afternoon it occurred to me that setting discs and plug board to a known 

sequence and typing the numerals in sequence followed by “The quick brown fox…..” 

sentence that utilises the full alphabet, and noting the encrypted text, would be a simple and 

useful test routine of my own to apply.  I called it “Les”.  Since some months was to elapse 

before I was called out to deal with a Type X breakdown, of which later. It was perhaps 

fortunate for the 2
nd

 Tactical Air Force that I did this and that my first active service incident 

turned out to be nothing more serious than a blown fuse. 

  

My return to my unit at Chesham on the 9
th

 April 1944 was short-lived, for three weeks 

later I was detailed with four others to make our way to No.3 RAF Driving School in Pwllelli, 

North Wales, where we arrived on the 30
th

 for a two-week driving course, the first week under 

BSM civilian instructors.  Here the pre-war Butlin’s Holiday Camp had been taken over by 

the Royal Navy as an extensive training establishment.  This meant that, although well out-

numbered, the small contingent of two dozen RAF trainee drivers had a rarity value that was 

appreciated by the local female ‘talent’.  This had already established itself as a bone of 

contention in inter-service rivalry before our arrival.  We had the added advantage of being 

billeted in the middle of the town. We were accommodated in two commandeered hotels near 

the sea-front, the trainees occupying one and the permanent staff the other.  The adjacent 

Village Hall had been taken over as our Mess and Canteen.  It was also used as the venue for 

a weekly Saturday dance, with strict control to limit the number of matelots being allowed 

entrance. The roadway outside the hall was used as parking space for the eight Austin-Ten 

saloon cars that the civilian British School of Motoring driving instructors used for teaching 

trainees, three to a car, during the first week of the course.  A local school playground was 

used for parking the pre-war RAF 5-tonner Crossley  trucks that the RAF driving instructors 
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used for the second week of training.  These were something of museum pieces for they were 

devoid of conventional gearbox arrangements; the gear lever being located to the driver’s 

right hand, with a gated gear-shift mechanism instead of the modern ball arrangement.  There 

was therefore no door on the drivers side of the open driver cab.  Similarly the saloon cars had 

‘crash’ gear boxes instead of the modern synchro-mesh variety.  Consequently all gear 

changing involved double de-clutching.   

Although we were able to acquire a great deal of practice in the mechanics of driving and 

vehicle handling, the sparse amount of traffic encountered on the remote roads of North 

Wales didn’t really provide much opportunity of building up experience in ‘road sense’.  In 

those days cars and lorries were not fitted with brake lights or direction indicators.  This made 

it necessary to drive with the driver’s window open to enable him to indicate his intentions by 

use of arm signals for slowing down, turning right and left and in waving on following 

vehicles that wished to overtake.  Due to the naturally hilly terrain of North Wales emphasis 

was placed on both forward and reverse hill starting, and in the use of the hand brake and 

engagement of lower gears when negotiating the descent of steep hills. 

With the trainee intake being weekly, every Saturday saw the holding of a celebratory 

‘passing-out’ dance in our Mess hall. The two Sunday afternoons were spent walking up the 

hill that overlooked Pwllelli, followed by a trip by local bus to Cricieth for an early May 

evening of open air community Hymn-singing on the castle forecourt that overlooked the 

small sandy beach.  Access to this was prevented by the presence of barbed wire 

entanglements that were under the surveillance of a local Home Guard contingent who were 

headquartered in the castle.   

The driving course culminated in a 100-mile all-night return convoy of the RAF trucks to 

Llandudno, with driving shared between two trainee drivers per vehicle.  Apart from the red 

back lights, nationwide night-time blackout precautions required the driving lights of all 

vehicles to be restricted to just one headlamp, this being fitted with a louvered metal shield to 

prevent upward diffusion.  However, when travelling in convoy, the red rear lights of military 

vehicles were extinguished.  Instead, the crown wheel housing of the back axle was painted 

white, this being illuminated by a white ‘convoy’ light that was mounted beneath the vehicle, 

this being the sole means of guiding the following vehicle through the mountainous terrain.  

Two despatch riders patrolled the convoy to ensure that adequate spacing was observed, and a 

breakdown vehicle brought up the rear.  Completing the test signalled our return to our units.  

My driving prowess, or lack thereof, was soon to be put to the test when Jock, one of our 

fully qualified MT Drivers, came looking for me to say that he had been detailed to act as my 

co-driver on a trip to RAF Biggin Hill to pick up some Radio equipment, in one of the Unit’s 

3-ton Crossleys.  These were much bulkier and different from the pre-war 5-ton variety we 

had learnt on in Pwllelli.  Although the right hand ‘gate-change’ gear lever had been replaced 

by the conventional left hand ball arrangement the gearbox design hadn’t yet progressed to 

include synchro-mesh.  Hence, double-declutching and the careful matching of engine speed 

to gear box speed were essential when changing gear if an accompanying ear-splitting 

grinding of gears was to be avoided.  Knowing that I had never driven this type of vehicle 

during the whole fortnight of my total driving experience, Jock’s demeanour suggested that he 

had been the reluctant party in my being nominated on the RAF Form 650, as the named 

driver for the journey. 

Since our route was to take us through the most traffic-laden areas of Greater London, Jock 

‘suggested’ it might be a good idea if we displayed L-plates on the vehicle which, to his 

apparent great relief I eagerly to agree to.  Always being recognised by his peers as possessed 

of a characteristic Glaswegian short fuse, Jock’s forbearance during this unforgettable journey 

could only be described as stoical, bordering on the heroic.  Perhaps it was the four-feet of 

separation between us, imposed by the great, smelly and noisy engine that prevented his direct 
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intervention in the three or four, for me, near-crisis situations that occurred on the outward 

journey.   

Before starting out Jock pointed out the location of the unfamiliar controls and instruments, 

and thought it would be a good idea for me to familiarise myself with the beast by negotiating 

the quiet roads of the neighbouring housing estate, covering all of the manoeuvres of a self-

monitored driving test.  After a couple of engine stalls, through holding onto the handbrake 

too long, I swiftly realised that engine revs for gear engagement was to prove the greatest 

challenge, for I soon became accustomed to allowing for the great width of the vehicle.  

Backing around corners using the side mirrors, was no problem nor was hill starting.  So, with 

increased confidence we made for the A5 Edgware Road. 

Seeing my very first set of traffic lights in the distance I recalled that our instructor in 

Wales had emphasised that the pre-war brake linings of the trucks ‘intended to fade’, and to 

use the braking effect of the engine to slow down.  Thus, I stuck out my arm to signal that I 

was slowing down, declutched, moved the gear lever from fourth to neutral, revved the 

engine, declutched and (horror of horrors) found that, with the characteristic horrific grinding 

noise, I couldn’t get into third gear – declutch, more revs and try again, and again, Red traffic 

lights looming!!  “Wotcha playin’ at?  For Chissake BRAKE!”, reached my ears above the 

noise of the engine and the protesting gearbox.  Brake, I did.  “Wotcha pissin’ about with the 

gears for?  And waving your arms about?”  I mumbled something about brake fading and 

signalling my intentions.  “Sod all that lark,” came the reply, “just stand on the brakes and 

declutch before the engine stalls - and this one’s got stop lights, since you hadn’t noticed”.  

Loud honking from the back, as the lights had changed.  “Get on with it, then!”  Further loud 

grinding of gears as I was panicked into getting away, thanking God for the L-plates.  Finally, 

we’re away. 

Then, driving merrily with increasing confidence down the Edgware Road, through Maida 

Vale, benefiting from Jock’s novel method of negotiating the increasing number of traffic 

lights, we neared Marble Arch.  Here the traffic slowed so that I decided to risk a fourth-to-

second gear-change, but missed the revs at the first attempt.  Grind, rev, try again, more revs, 

try again – “What’re yer revving for? We’re almost bloody stopped!!  Stop trying to hammer 

the soddin’ gearbox.  Treat it gently, like a bloody woman – stroke it like a pussy!”  I braked, 

shifted into First and in my confusion stalled the engine, not noticing that I blocked a taxi 

from leaving a side street.  “Oi!! Fart-face! You can’t let the bugger park it there”, the taxi 

driver shouted at Jock, which drew a leisurely but firm two-fingered response.  Shakily, I 

stayed in third gear all along Park Lane, stopped at Hyde Park Corner and got into second 

gear, managing with brake and accelerator to keep up with the slower traffic past the 

Wellington Arch down Buckingham Palace Road towards Brixton.   

I was by then starting to get more used to not giving it too many revs in changing down, 

and survived without further comment from my mentor, out of London on the Eastbourne 

Road, except for taking a wrong turning (his fault) which required backing up and reversing 

round a corner.  We finally turned into the guarded entrance of RAF Biggin Hill and followed 

the RAFP’s directions to the Main Stores.  Here we negotiated for others to load the wagon 

whilst we retired to the NAAFI, on the basis that we couldn’t undertake the return journey 

without a meal break.  “It’s taken us three hours to get here,” said Jock, “you going to be OK 

for another three on the way back?”.  “A piece of cake, Jock, if you can stand the pain”, I 

replied confidently.  “OK! You seem to have got the hang of it now,” said Jock, “the start on a 

new vehicle is always a bit tricky, at first, but I’ll take over at any time if it gets too heavy for 

you.”  We made it back in under the three hours and Jock gave me a clean bill of health to the 

motor pool Corporal MT Fitter who was charged with matching drivers to vehicles.   

From then on I never looked back and was delighted to be given charge of one of the two 

large Austin Signals Workshop vehicles.  Although, since this was static and in constant use, I 
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wasn’t able to drive it in anger, until the Unit was destined to be on the move. A third such 

vehicle was used as the Radar Workshop. In the meantime I was responsible for carrying out 

the Daily Inspection routine that applied to all RAF vehicles.  This provided me with the 

opportunity to become totally familiar with its layout and to do ‘dry-runs’ in gear changing, 

etc.  My road-craft experience was built up mainly in driving the 15cwt Bedford boxed-van 

type of Servicing Workshop vehicles that were allocated to Sergeants or Corporals, with an 

accompanying Aircraftsman, to visit other mobile units in need of aid.  In my case this 

generally involved me in looking over the shoulder of the morose Corporal Payne (aptly 

named) on one of his Type X excursions.  Fortunately, he was rather lazy by nature, and was 

prepared to relax and leave me to do the driving.
 

Within a few days of our return there was a buzz of activity from the Motor Pool as they 

started to work their way through the Unit’s transport, with 

blue canvas and Bostik adhesive, to apply the first stage of 

waterproofing to the engines and to erect the air inlet and 

exhaust extensions on a selected range of vehicles.  The 

selection became clear on 21
st
 May 1944 when Flt Lt ‘Mac’ 

chose two-dozen of us, including our youngish Warrant 

Officer Signals to meet him in the Mess marquee.  He started by reminding us of our 

obligations under the Official Secrets Act and saying the information he was about to impart 

was given on a “Secret. Need-to-Know’ basis, any infringement of which would jeopardise 

our personal safety.  He went on to say that the unit initially was being divided into three 

sections the first of which, Echelon A, was to be under his command and would shortly be 

moving into a concentration area prior to embarkation for a destination yet to be revealed.
 

  Those whose families lived locally would be given half a day’s leave, as of that afternoon, 

the others would be expected to remain in camp to dismantle the requisite number of tents and 

to pack their colleagues’ equipment into those vehicles that had been identified as those we 

would be taking with us into the concentration area.   

Not taking any chances, I thus busied myself with packing up my kit and bedding, and 

dumping it in the Signals Workshop vehicle that was the only one, by then, to have been 

waterproofed.  I then collected my leave pass and travel warrant and caught the train from 

Chesham, arriving home just after lunch.  When I told them I was only there for half a day my 

parents, like the rest of the public, being aware that ‘Careless talk costs lives’ studiously 

avoided asking the obvious burning question.  That night, on arrival back at camp, I swiftly 

retrieved my bedroll from the workshop.  There being no other tented accommodation 

available, together with two other late arrivals, I got my head down in the Duty Watch/Guard 

tent.  The rest of Echelon A had already been spread through the remaining tents, 

accommodated eight to a tent instead of the customary six. 

The following day ‘Mac’ button-holed me to join him and the Warrant Officer Signals in 

my Workshop vehicle, the latter having apparently expressed the view that it was about time I 

was given the opportunity of taking my LAC board.  There followed the customary two-hour 

grilling by both of them and culminated in Mac asking the W/O (S) for his view.  “Well, I 

suppose we couldn’t do less than scrape him a Pass”, he responded.  To which Mac added, 

“Well, at least it will save us both from having to go through all that again.”  It was only when 

I applied for my Service Record many years later that I was to find that they had awarded me 

an 81.5% pass although, mysteriously, it is shown as taking place at RAF Manor Way.  I can 

only surmise that this was the address of the Chesham housing estate where we were located – 

or perhaps it was the location of our Group headquarters. 

On 25
th

 May 1944 “A” Echelon formed into convoy, headed by Mac’s Jeep driven by one 

of my Canadian tent bed-mates, supposedly leaving “B” and “C” Echelons to follow us some 

weeks later.  Our destination was not disclosed but our despatch rider, nicknamed ‘Trelawny’ 
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from his Cornish origins, together with another who had been temporarily seconded to us, 

were under orders to see that roads were blocked off where necessary to ensure that the 

convoy was able to proceed unbroken. 

As we travelled forever west-ward, our progress was slowed by the increasing presence of 

other military traffic until I recognised, even in the absence of signposts, that we in the 

vicinity of the New Forest for, when Dad had his Rover, the family had spent a couple of very 

uncomfortable nights there, sleeping in the car.  Now, nestling under the shelter of the trees 

were clusters of square American-style tents (of the M.A.S.H variety) cunningly concealed 

from air observation by camouflage netting.  Larger Mess-style marquees were set up as well 

as American-style cookhouses, together with the occasional line of hessian-screened multi-

bucketed latrines.  Some of these were marked “Crab Cases Only” and others with graffiti, 

such as “It’s no use standing on the seat, the crabs in this place can jump six-feet”.  It was 

thus that we became acquainted with the comparatively luxurious style of camping enjoyed by 

our trans-Atlantic compatriots and to their wonderfully white bread, compared with the 

greyish brown ‘utility’ variety we had become accustomed to consuming since the outbreak of 

war.  Tins of real butter, juicy steaks and tins of peaches also seemed to be staple fare that we 

had long ago forgotten. 

During briefing, in a now totally secure concentration area in the New Forest, Mac was able 

to reveal that the 2
nd

 Tactical Air Force had been assigned to cover the opening of the ‘Second 

Front’ and that ‘when the time came’ two Mobile Signals Units and one Radar Unit were to 

land with the second wave on D-day to set up a Radar surveillance and cross-channel 

communications facility, on high ground to the West of the landing point to communicate 

with SHAEF (Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force).  It was intended that “A” 

Echelon of 309MSSU would accompany them for technical back-up.  Apart from 

‘Trelawney” and our Corporal Cook, we were all either Wireless or Radar specialists, except 

for our Corporal Motor Transport Fitter who, at that time, was preparing to apply the finishing 

touches to the waterproofing of our transport.  We were only a couple of miles from the hards 

for embarkation but at that precise moment there was a shortage of Bostik, all supplies of 

which were being diverted to the American ‘Swimming’ Tank units that were stationed 

nearby.
 

After a few days of hanging around Trelawney was despatched to the Army Post Office to 

see if there was any incoming mail.  He returned empty handed but with the news that the 

MSU’s were located a mile or so away.  To relieve the boredom of hanging around kicking 

our heels, playing cards, reading, being assailed by US Army films on Venereal Diseases or 

listening to the American Forces Network on a newly acquired portable radio, one or two of 

us decided to walk over and pay them a visit.  We found that, miracle of miracles, they were 

fully waterproofed and ready to go at an hour/s state of readiness.
 

Two days later, after a disturbed night of ferocious activity, news came through of the D-

day landings that morning, with us still awaiting our Bostik!  Supplies of the adhesive then 

suddenly became available and enabled the final stage of our 

preparations to be completed.  The rumbling sound of Naval gunfire 

could be heard drifting on the wind as we made our cautious way in 

the late afternoon of D+2 towards the ‘hards’, at Gosport.  Here, 

before preparing to board, priority needed to be given to returning 

LCT’s who were landing wounded GI’s to load into waiting 

ambulances for ferrying to the two M.A.S.H Field Hospitals we had 

passed in the New Forest on our way to Gosport.  The three or four 

gruesome sights of casualties I had witnessed being rescued from 

bombed buildings in the London blitz during my Civil Defence days 

were as nothing to compare with the sight of those broken bodies, with the dumb shock still 

apparent on their faces.  In a flash this destroyed any illusion of short-term heroic glamour 
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some associate with war and brought home the reality of the damage wrought on human 

frailty by its barbaric savagery. Realising we needed to put these thoughts to one side we 

busied ourselves in preparing to board an LCT following the pattern 

of our Dundonald rehearsals.  The preparations for this in the buzz 

and confusion of three or four LCT’s loading simultaneously 

introduced a whole sequence of complications.  We not only needed 

to board by reversing up the ramp but the order of boarding was the 

total inverse of the sequence we had habitually adopted for travelling 

in a road convoy and required Mac’s jeep to be the last vehicle to 

board.  We also need to manhandle Trelawny’s motor cycle into the 

back of one of the Crossleys.  Where possible, where width 

restrictions within the LCT allowed, the smaller Bedford workshops were ‘parked’ aboard 

two abreast. This manoeuvre contributed to what was already a scene of ordered chaos, with 

troops being ferried by LCI’s (Landing 

Craft, Infantry) to board the LST’s 

(Landing Ship, Tanks) that were anchored 

just off-shore.  Prominently poking from the 

back-packs of the American troops were the 

long 200-packs (ten packages of twenty) of 

Lucky Strike cigarettes that, we also, had 

been issued with.  Meanwhile, all of the 

vessels were flying barrage balloons to 

deter low flying aircraft. 

 

 

OVER THERE 

The ‘captain’ of our LCT was a Royal Navy Able Seaman who had under his command an 

Ordinary-rated Stoker to deal with the engines.  But, in our case, engines was in the singular, 

as we were informed that one of them had ‘packed up’ on an horrendous return journey.  He 

called up to each of us, as we backed aboard, to be careful not to slip when we dismounted 

onto the newly hosed-down deck, which still bore some evidence of the saline drip bags, 

hypodermic needles, empty Morphine and Penicillin ampoules, and soiled dressings discarded 

by the recently landed stretcher cases, as well as the empty K-ration food containers, tins and 

cigarette ends dropped by the walking wounded. Later on, he said he was relieved to have a 

British cargo, this time, as he had been under strict orders of the American senior officers not 

to enter into discussion with their outward bound troops, for fear of affecting their morale.  A 

slight lessening of the strain, that showed clearly on his features, was evident when he was at 

last able to unburden himself of his knowledge of the carnage that had occurred on Omaha 

Beach, which was to be our own destination. He seemed anxious to tell us that the Allied 

(mostly US) troops had suffered in excess of an unbelievable two thousand casualties there on 

D-day alone.  It transpired that his first trip was as part of the third wave of landings, in the 

late afternoon of that fateful day, after the beach had been finally taken by troops of the US 

National Guard. We recalled that our MSU’s had been destined to join the earlier second 

wave. He had been horrified to witness shattered equipment, including corpses, being 

bulldozed aside to clear the beach of obstructions that were restricting the landing area.  It 

may have given him some relief, but it did nothing for our own morale, except for him adding 

“but it’s much quieter there now”.  

We were issued with a blow-up type of lifebelt and two green sea sickness tablets which, 

from our Scottish experiences, we gratefully accepted.  In the event, the only thing that I 

brought up during that long, cold, rough and violent night’s crossing to the Normandy coast, 

A last view of the Gosport Marshalling area 
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were the saliva and bile from the two green sea-sick pills, whose galling bitterness I can still 

taste.  Needless to say, nobody was hungry and we were careful not to consume too much of 

our water bottles’ contents, in spite of the dry mouth induced by the evil sea sickness tablets; 

for we had no clue when, or where, we would next be able to obtain a refill.  We returned 

apprehensively to the cabs of our wagons, in strict defiance of orders not to do so (for fear of 

being trapped there if we were sunk), doing our best to shelter from the wind and rain to pass 

a totally sleepless night.  

 

 A cheerless dawn gradually brought into focus the outline of the French coast that our 

armada slowly approached.  The clear image of the gaping windows of the roofless few 

houses that occupied the skyline above the foliage covered hills that abounded the sandy 

beach, festooned with the remnants of barbed wire and steel beach obstructions, remains 

etched in my memory. The accompanying background noise of gunfire from the battlefront, 

that we were soon to find was only two miles inland, completed the scene.  Under orders not 

to start our engine until the vehicle in front moved, and to be sure to follow the Beach 

Marshal’s signals, we waited for the ramp to drop.   

With the LCT’s engine still pushing us on, this occurred about thirty yards from the 

shoreline.  Suspecting correctly, that the ramp rested on a sand bank Mac yelled from the 

driving seat he had taken over from ‘Chuck’ the Canadian, “Can’t you get us any closer?”  To 

which came the reply that if we didn’t go right now he’d take us back to UK.  “Not a bad 

idea”, I thought.  The reason for our ‘captain’s’ terse response became clear as he called for 

full revs to force the bottom of the ramp into the sand with his single propeller, in an attempt 

to prevent the craft from drifting sideways in the westerly wind, to which the barrage balloon 

also made a contribution.  In response to frantic signals from the Beach Marshal, with a 

bulldozer advancing threateningly down the beach, and observing that the water level was 

only a foot or two above the end of the ramp, Mac put the Jeep in gear and, in four-wheel 

drive, edged his way down the ramp, having been 

directed to proceed straight ahead.  It said a great deal 

for the waterproofing that, as the water started to get 

progressively deeper until just their head and shoulders 

were visible travelling through the water, the Jeeps 

engine continued to operate; but with my Canadian tent 

buddy frantically gyrating in the co-driver’s seat to 

grab at the kitbags and other equipment that was trying 

to float away in the surf.  Suddenly realising that it was 

Our landing 
point on Omaha 

Beach 

Exit lane from beach Gun emplacements 

First stopping point 
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my turn I started the engine, engaged auxiliary gears, and made my way down the ramp, with 

my co-driver observing that the Beach Marshal directed me to fan out to the right.  On doing 

so the truck leaned dangerously to the left, but soon corrected itself as we progressed and then 

turned left to approach straight up the beach; but we barely got our feet wet.  We concluded 

that the ramp had dropped on the lip of partially filled shell hole, for the incline of the beach 

was reasonably shallow.  Mac and Chuck had just been unlucky in being the last on, first off.  

As the rest of the unit descended in rapid succession to form up behind the Jeep Chuck leapt 

out and waded in to retrieve the lost belongings.  The wide grin on the beach marshal’s face 

was echoed by the bulldozer driver, who had taken station in the surf in anticipation of being 

required to assist.  First aid activity was taking place to our left where a rare shell had landed. 

  Neighbouring landing craft were mainly disgorging GI’s, who waded ashore in full 

marching order through waist-deep water, with their packs of Lucky Strikes prominently 

jutting from the webbing that secured the entrenching tools with which we were to witness 

them being so adept at digging their ‘foxholes’ for 

self-preservation. Other American troops were lucky 

enough to be conveyed ashore aboard the large left-

hand-drive GMC camouflaged trucks, each with a 

circled white star prominently painted on the bonnet.  

The exit from that most westerly end of Omaha Beach, 

which stretched easterly for five kilometres, was via a 

lane rising through a narrow cutting at whose entry 

stood another marshal, with clip board, who was 

passing directions to our rather bedraggled CO. 

With Mac’s Jeep leading, we drove slowly up the narrow lane, passing the recently landed 

GI’s who were foot slogging in single file off the beach and up the hill in the same direction, 

passing the pill box gun emplacements that hemmed us in from both sides.   Within a half-

mile or so we reached a main road with the waterproofing enclosure of our engines and lack 

of a cooling fan already causing my own radiator to give off 

the characteristic smell that warned of over-heating.  A few 

badly war-torn buildings occupied the crossroads one of 

which was marked “Mairie”, which my limited schoolboy 

RSA French enabled me eventually to recall this as being 

something to do with a Town Hall.  The few surviving 

buildings were to turn out to be the remnants of the village 

of Vierville sur Mer.  A white-domed US Military 

policeman at the crossroads was windmilling his arms for our convoy to turn left here.  In 

doing so I caught a fleeting sight of an RAF Ensign dangling from a flagpole a short way up 

the road opposite. We turned left as directed and within just 

short of a mile turned right into an orchard, where we 

dispersed our trucks under the trees with my radiator boiling 

merrily.  Since we hadn’t eaten since leaving the New Forest 

the previous lunchtime, and with the sickening sea trip now 

behind us, I found myself to be feeling hungry.  Whilst our 

Scottish Corporal MT Fitter busied himself with the removal 

of the critical items of waterproofing and restoring fan-belts 

Mac made the rounds, wearing his just slightly damp 

greatcoat to ward off the wind from his still very wet uniform.  He told us that we wouldn’t be 

staying at this location so there was no point in settling in.  Chuck, with his ground sheet 

wrapped round him, had gratefully relinquished the Jeep’s co-driver seat to the W/O(S) to 

accompany Mac to the map reference the beach marshal had given him as the latest location 

of RAF 83 Group HQ, to whom Mac was to report for advice on a strategic location for us.   
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By now our Corporal Cook had delved into a box in his wagon and emerged to provide us 

each with a packet of hard biscuit and a self-heating tin of Green Pea Soup.  Seated on the 

damp grass beneath the Calvados apple trees, following the instructions, I pulled at the tab 

that was centred at the end of the cylindrical core of the ingenious self-heating soup tin, from 

which a firework-smell and crackling noise were soon being emitted.  After the prescribed 

three minutes the noise and smoke ceased.  I opened the tin-opening blade of my clasp knife 

and foolishly grabbed the tin with my bare hand to open it.  I immediately dropped it to sizzle 

in the wet grass whilst I fished for a burn dressing from my truck’s first aid kit.  The painful 

blister did nothing to quell my hunger so I donned my newly issued leather driving gauntlets 

before renewing my efforts to open the tin, whose contents proved to be excellent.  

Meanwhile the cook had been experimenting with one of the petrol-fuelled portable stoves he 

had scrounged from the U.S. cookhouse when we were in the New Forest.  He asked us each 

to empty half the contents of our water bottles into a Dixie, so that when he returned half an 

hour later Mac gratefully shared our hot tea and accepted the pan-heated soup that the cook 

had rustled up for him.  This brought about the awful realisation that, in spite of his careful 

planning, the only Water Bowser vehicle within “A” Echelon’s inventory of vehicles had 

failed to start and was merrily on the return trip to UK.  Having mentioned that he had noted a 

vast collection of a variety of vehicles within the precincts of Group HQ Mac ‘suggested’ to 

our Corporal Fitter that he might consider the idea of taking one of the MT Drivers to scout 

the area to see if he could spot something ‘useful’ in that respect that bore RAF markings, 

providing him with both Group HQ’s and our own destination map references.  

He added that the information he’d gleaned from Group HQ was a bit vague, as they’d only 

arrived themselves on D+1.  Luckily there was little danger from German air strikes as the 2
nd

 

TAF, who were providing air cover for Operation Overlord and at present operating from UK 

airfields, had command of the air.  But the ground situation was a bit fluid in this area, with 

the front being only about two miles inland.  As we were approaching the beach he had 

scanned to cliffs with his binoculars and had spotted two communications MSU’s and a 

Mobile Radar Unit on the cliffs to the west of our landing point, at a location called Point du 

Hoc.  However, it transpired later that these were not the intended units that had been sent in 

with the second wave of landings on D-day who, according to the plan, had expected the 

beach already to have been taken by US Rangers.  However, things had gone tragically wrong 

and only one Wireless Operator and none of the equipment had survived unscathed.  He had 

now been attached to one of the operational units.  A few weeks later, when the unit was 

relocated close to us I was able to have the opportunity of talking to him.  In the meantime 

Mac was saying that a suitable map location had been given to him near to Ste Marie du 

Mont, where we were to assist in installing Koomans directional aerial arrays for Group HQ’s 

H/F MSU’s, as its means of communicating with UK; although it was suggested that our 

despatch rider should precede us to reconnoitre the route. We therefore formed up and 

cautiously followed the narrow winding coastal road.  Eventually, by early evening, we found 

the suggested location to be two fields coastward from the narrow road one mile north of Ste 

Marie du Mont. 

  Negotiations for our future food and fuel supplies had been made from Group HQ, by field 

telephone, with an American (PX) Supplies unit that we would pass on the way.  Here, in 

passing, we left our cook to pick up supplies of K-rations, to catch up with us later. 

Unusually for France, the fields here were divided by rows of trees and ditches, much as 

encountered in England.  Passing through the first gate we hugged the right hand border of the 

field so as not to leave telltale vehicle tracks visible from the air, until we reached the gateway 

to the second field, and were thus also well screened from the road.  However, we erected the 

Duty Crew/Guard tent in the first field adjacent to the second gate, with our Generator wagon 

set up close by it and concealed beneath camouflage netting.  The field telephone was 

installed in the Duty Crew tent and a party was despatched to run a large reel of telephone 
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wire three miles back to the US Supplies unit that had already been shown to be in direct 

contact with 83 Group HQ.  We then erected the Cookhouse/Mess tent in the corner of the 

second field, together with our six accommodation tents, with my Workshop wagon 

positioned close to the hedge next to the cookhouse tent.  The Jeep and small Bedford mobile 

workshop vehicles were dispersed around the edges of the second field. All vehicles were 

covered with camouflage netting.  

When the cook finally arrived with darkness falling, bringing with him the telephone wiring 

party, he was met by an extremely hungry and thirsty group of exhausted airmen.  As we 

queued to receive our K-rations in the descending gloom the continuous noise of distant battle 

was supplemented by the noisy approach of an obviously heavily laden vehicle.  A water 

bowser, that bore a close resemblance to the one we were already familiar with, then hove 

into view through the gate.  Jock, who had gone with the Fitter, said that it hadn’t taken long 

to locate one next to the building that Group HQ were occupying.  In fact, there were three 

bowsers there.  They were parked within view of the glassless kitchen window, but were 

otherwise unsupervised.  By tapping on the sides they had determined that this one was 

empty.  “Just going to fill the bowser”, Jock had shouted through the window.  “OK”, came 

the reply.  Whereupon they had driven it off and had used the engine-driven pump with which 

it was equipped to fill it from a clear-looking stream, on the way to us.  This accounted for 

their late arrival.  “Everybody is to make sure that any water they use for drinking has been 

boiled first, then” said Mac, adding “We’ve already been warned that even the tap water in 

France is notoriously bad – that’s probably why they drink so much wine.”  He also instructed 

“Doc”, our Nursing Orderly, who had been a shop sign-writer in civvy street, to set about 

wiping the number plate clean and to mark it with the same registration number as the one in 

England, and to repaint the rear and the mudguards with our Unit’s insignia.  Although he was 

prepared to take a chance with the engine number, even this was taken care of later by 

spraying the driver’s door and engine cover with a burst from a Sten gun, ensuring that a well-

place single shot defaced the last two digits, for the MT Fitter had spotted that the rest of the 

serial number corresponded with the one on the unit’s original water bowser.  However, when 

we joined up with the other two Echelons a few months later, Mac had some explaining to do 

to the Commanding Officer on how 309MSSU now seemed to possess two identical water 

bowsers.  A week or so later we moved near to St Pierre du Mont, with the same set up. 

As far as cooking was concerned our Corporal Cook was very much under-employed for 

we were to survive on US Army K-Rations for a number of weeks.  These comprised a 

cardboard box containing two finger-sized packets of hard biscuits of the size and shape of 

Bourbon biscuits, but neither sweetened nor savoury; together with a similar sized block of 

hard dark chocolate and a matching block of compressed dried fruit which was too hard to 

chew.  Included also was a sachet of Maxwell House coffee and a twist of sugar.  Issued 

separately was a small circular one-portion tin of some form of meat product, similar to Spam.   

A favourite alternative to the Spam-type product was Chopped Ham and Egg Yolks. We did 

the frying of this ourselves using one half of our Mess-tins, using ‘Tommy-cookers’ as the 

source of heat.  These were tins about the size of a small Salmon tin this being full of 

solidified methylated spirits and above which a perforated tin sleeve was placed to support the 

mess-time above the flame, allowing air to enter to keep the flame alive.  For those who had 

lost their enamel mug the other half of the mess-tin was used for drinking the tea that was 

produced centrally, as the Cook’s only contribution to the meal.  No potatoes, vegetables, fruit 

or bread were available throughout this period of time.  Luckily the Cook had brought several 

cases of tinned evaporated milk, sugar and custard powder.  Shortly, to our great delight, he 

suggested we each contribute one packet of biscuits and our fruit bar, which was otherwise 

almost inedible anyway.  By soaking these in hot water, adding some powdered milk and 

stirring it a bit, he was able to produce a form of steamed plum duff which, with a thin hot 

custard, we found a very palatable addition to the otherwise monotonous diet. After five days 
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at our new location our Cook decided to go out on foot in search of a local farmer, armed with 

a couple of tins of corned beef he’d brought from England.   

As luck would have it he had asked our French-Canadian ‘bootlegger’ Corporal Étienne 

Lagrange, nicknamed “Grangey” (much to his annoyance), to go with him seeing that he 

hailed from Quebec and spoke (Canadian) French in addition to his broken English.  They had 

hopes of getting some eggs, or perhaps some potatoes for us.  Although we’d each been 

issued with some ‘Free French’ currency before leaving UK, marked with the Tricolour on the 

reverse side, (the “Free” referring of course to the French, not to the currency – for it was 

deducted from our pay) he thought that food would be a more negotiable currency.  Within 

minutes of their leaving we were shocked to hear a shout from the roadway and horrified 

when this was followed by two shots, a lot more shouting and then silence. 

Mac and the W/O(S) drew their revolvers and, followed by the three airmen on Guard 

duty, rushed out of the field towards the roadway to be met by our two-man foraging party, 

with their hands in the air heading a trigger-happy party of GI’s lead by a US Army 

Lieutenant menacing our two with a drawn pistol.  At the sight of our armed guard the GI’s 

hit the ground with rifles at the ready.   

“What the hell’s going on here, Lieutenant?”, shouted Mac.   

“Who are you?”, the Lieutenant shouted back.   

“Who are you SIR!”, Mac corrected him firmly.   

He continued authoritatively, “I’m the Commanding Officer of these men, so I ORDER 

you to release them IMMEDIATELY, and order your men to put their guns down”, which 

they did.  “Now explain yourself - and that’s an ORDER too.”   

“You really ARE British Royal Air force, then, .. .. .. SIR”, he replied hesitantly. 

“Yes, of course” replied Mac adding “and since you don’t seem to recognise my rank, I’m 

a Flight Lieutenant which is equivalent to Captain, in your Army.  And we’re not here as 

target practice for any bloody trigger-happy Yanks”. 

The Lieutenant apologised and said they had landed only yesterday, straight from the 

States.  Neither he nor his men had ever come across RAF people before and had mistaken 

our uniforms for the German field grey they had been warned to expect.  Our men had 

suddenly stepped out behind his party, carrying strange weapons (Sten guns), one of his men 

had loosed off a couple of rounds in their direction and they had dived into the ditch for cover.  

They were misled by the strange accent of the French-Canadian and (the Cockney) of the 

other one.  He went on to explain that his was an advance party of his Division and was 

tasked with locating a field to await the landing of the rest of them before they proceeded to 

the battle area.  Mac remarked that throughout training we had been wearing khaki 

battledress, but this had been withdrawn just before our departure and replaced by the regular 

RAF battledress.  The Lieutenant replied that this wouldn’t necessarily have changed the 

situation.    

He added that we may have noticed that his men were all wearing Orange scarves which 

was their Divisional colour.  To avoid any further such incident he offered to supply us with 

the same thing for us to wear.  He asked if we had a means of contacting the US Supplies Unit 

and, if so, whether Mac would object to his men occupying ‘our’ first field.  Mac said he had 

no objection, we did have a field telephone he could use and the sooner we got the scarves the 

safer we would feel.  Also he’d be obliged if the Lieutenant would see that the information 

was spread farther afield, together with the fact that all RAF vehicles could be easily 

recognised by the Red, White and Blue roundels with which they were prominently marked.  

Mac didn’t disclose our foraging party’s intentions as he didn’t want others to muscle in on 

any success they might have, but ensured they both had Orange scarves before setting out 
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again.  To our great joy the Corporal Cook returned an hour later bearing two-dozen eggs and 

a bagful of potatoes.  He issued us with an egg and two potatoes each and suggested we peel 

them and hand them back for him to boil the next evening.  When the time came I decided 

mash in one half of my mess-tin the two boiled potatoes I’d collected from the cook and to 

spread this with the egg that I’d already soft-boiled.  After being denied both for many weeks 

the flavour was delicious. 

Apart from the almost constant rumble of gunfire to which we were now accustomed the 

trigger-happy GI’s, who had now dug themselves foxholes around the adjacent field took 

delight in using any available firearm, even though it was well out of its range, to aim at a 

German reconnaissance aircraft that routinely over-flew the landing beaches at high altitude 

each evening.  On the basis that anything that goes up inevitably must land somewhere, I was 

glad at such times to be doing my stint tending the field telephone in the Duty Crew tent for it 

was customary to load the table with sandbags and to sleep safely beneath it.  Otherwise, I 

said my prayers and went to sleep just with my steel helmet covering my face and trusting to 

luck for, obviously, the canvas tent provided no protection.  The GI’s themselves were in no 

such danger for they filled sandbags with the earth they dug out and used them to cover their 

foxholes. 

The inevitable crisis occurred on the evening of 4
th

 July.  This being American 

Independence day the routine evening appearance of the German reconnaissance aircraft was 

not only taken as the usual excuse for our GI neighbours to let off steam but for this to 

continue all through the night and be taken up by every gun in the neighbourhood.  Curling up 

in the foetal position to minimise my exposure and with the addition of a sandbag at each side 

of my pillow I tried to sleep, with shrapnel raining down reminiscent of the London Blitz – 

except for the absence of an air raid shelter.  At around 2am there was suddenly a thud and a 

scream from my neighbouring bed-space “Oh! My FOOT!”  I lit my torch and yelled at the 

top of my voice “Doc, come quick!”.   

My neighbour, Jack, a Corporal Wireless Mechanic who’d served with the 8
th

 Army in the 

desert campaign and survived through the Sicily and Italy landings, had pulled back the 

blankets to reveal a badly mangled right foot that he was clutching tightly at the ankle to 

staunch the blood.  I grabbed my First Field dressing, that all of us carried, from the special 

pocket in my battledress trousers and with Steve, from my other neighbouring bed, supporting 

Jack by the light from the other occupants’ torches, I was binding the sterile dressing tightly 

around the wound when Doc’s head peered through the tent entrance.  “Bloody hell!” was his 

first reaction as he raced back for his medical kit.  By this time my bed-mate was sweating 

with pain and obviously badly shocked.  Doc arrived with a self-administer type single dose 

of Morphine that he jabbed into Jack’s thigh and squeezed.  This soon induced some pain 

relief.  The Morphine had been injected via a short hypodermic needle that was attached to 

what resembled a small toothpaste tube containing the drug, the needle being protected by a 

removable sealed cap.  

Doc now turned his attention to the field dressing that was becoming steadily soaked 

through.  He said he didn’t want to remove it but prepared a much bigger dressing to apply 

over the top, asking my how much damage I’d seen.  I said it looked as though the end of his 

foot had been put through a mincer affecting at least two, possibly three toes at the same time 

grimacing meaningfully towards Jack’s face to imply that I thought it was worse than I was 

letting on..  Mac’s head now appeared and, having assured himself that everything was under 

control, said he would get through to Group HQ to get a Field Ambulance despatched.  Doc 

then administered a shot of Penicillin, marked the Jack’s sweating forehead with “M” and “P” 

slipping a further sealed Morphine dose into Jack’s hand, for use if he was kept hanging 

around  when the effects of the first dose wore off. 
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An hour later the ambulance arrived and we stretchered my ex-bed-mate to it then returned 

to clear up the mess.  During this process we found the missile buried beneath Jack’s bed.  

This appeared to be a large fragment of an anti-aircraft shell, which Doc claimed as a 

gruesome souvenir of his first casualty.  We all returned shakily to our beds, as the barrage 

continued unabated.  An American Independence Day none of us would forget!   

Next morning W/O(S) came to pack up my comrade’s belongings, personally, and 

transported them to Group HQ to follow the casualty to his eventual UK destination.  The 

cold attitude we adopted towards our neighbouring GI’s resulted in them abandoning their 

nightly firing frenzy, much to everyone’s relief.  But when the US Lieutenant was overheard 

telling his men that there had been a “Friendly-fire” incident (our introduction to this totally 

inappropriate euphemism) international relations were by no means improved and we were 

glad to see the back of them when the rest of their Division arrived.  “So much for Orange 

scarves”, remarked Mac ruefully, “the trigger-happy bastards got us in the end!” 

A few days following their departure news came through that, since the bulk of 2
nd

 TAF’s 

MSU’s were now established in the theatre of operations, Group HQ would be moving away 

from the vicinity of the landing beaches.  The capture of Cherbourg to serve as a landing port 

was anticipated to occur within a few days and, when operational, beach landings would be 

considerably reduced.  The logical location for Group HQ was therefore farther up the 

Cherbourg peninsular, near to Barfleur, where our foremost Radar and Communications units 

were positioned.  Some of us were aware of their proximity to the US combat zone for we had 

been obliged to make the hazardous journey from our present site to assist in setting them up.  

Since the US Airborne who had taken Ste Mère Église on D-day had been relieved, the route 

to the North-east of the peninsular was now much safer so we were not too bothered by the 

order to up sticks and head for a map location close to St Pierre Église. 

Our destination turned out to be about two miles east of the village, in the grounds of a 

windowless unfurnished chateau that, many years later, I was to find was called Chateau de la 

Bréhoule, the front and sides of whose grounds were enclosed by a five-foot high stone wall.  

An impressive pair of gates provided access to a two-hundred yard sanded drive leading to the 

chateau forecourt, the drive being lined with the dense foliage of mature hydrangeas.  At the 

rear of the chateau was a large vegetable garden, with peach and nectarine plants trained 

against the ten-foot high rear wall.  A small square brick-built smoke-house was accessed 

from a gravel path at the corner where the end of this wall met the right hand boundary wall.  

This we would soon put to use for the disposal of rubbish.   

JULY  
AUG  
1944 
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The fact of its occupation as their HQ and their so recent evacuation by the Wehrmacht, 

was evident from the remnants of their last hastily interrupted meal remaining on the table in 

one of the barrack huts they had erected next to the chateau.  Here an ablutions hut, 

suspiciously, still had wash bowls and jerry-cans of 

water and disinfecting bleach intact.  Hence, the total 

absence of any furniture both in the chateau and the 

barrack huts, apart from the one table with an 

unfinished meal, was a mystery for solution later; as 

Mac decided that, for expediency, we would occupy 

neither the chateau nor the barrack huts.  Instead we 

would set up tented encampment in a large orchard to 

one side of which was a row of empty brick built farm 

buildings that would house our workshop vehicles.  

However, ‘Phippy’, a Sergeant Wireless Mechanic who had served in the North-African 

desert campaign, had built up a specialist knowledge of booby-trap devices which we all 

profited from when visiting new locations or entering sites previously under enemy 

occupation.  In fact, there were very few block houses, bunkers, etc that Phippy and whoever 

accompanied him, had not visited whenever the opportunity presented itself as most of us had 

become interested in the precision optical equipment, such as periscopes, binoculars, and 

sometimes cameras or firearms, that the Germans had discarded before surrendering – 

although the GI’s, who were consummate collectors of souvenirs, had had first pickings.
 

Phippy was therefore tasked with checking that the front right hand windowless room at the 

chateau’s first floor level was OK before it was allotted to the Corporal Cook to serve as a 

kitchen, also to check the main hall to serve as a mess hall.  A small portable Guard hut, 

abandoned by the previous occupants, stood on the forecourt at the end of the drive.  This was 

also checked over for use as our Duty Watch hut and proved particularly useful as a small 

telephone switchboard had been left there.  No time was lost in despatching Trelawny to the 

new relocated Group HQ on the road to Barfleur and to reconnoitre the existing overhead 

telephone lines on the way for our prospective use to connect with HQ, once isolated from 

other terminations.  Meanwhile we utilised the switchboard to set up internal communications 

between the Watch hut, the Workshop vehicle, Mac’s tent and the Cookhouse, all of which 

proved to be very worthwhile. 

Of course, we were much nearer to hostilities 

once again, so visiting our MSU’s didn’t involve 

too much driving but there was a bit more noise.  

Even so, we were in little danger from falling 

shrapnel as most of the artillery was pointing 

towards Cherbourg and, apart from tanks, the 

German operations were mainly in the defence of 

strong points using light armaments.  

Nevertheless, we had to be careful initially when 

driving around for, although the Yanks were 

concentrating on the prompt capture of Cherbourg for its Port facilities, other combat units 

were moving West and South taking towns, sometimes on a street by street basis, so the ‘front 

line’ was often not clearly defined.  However, they were not meeting anything like the 

resistance being experienced in the eastern sector where British and Canadian forces were 

facing fierce opposition in their efforts to capture Caen, some of whose population had been 

evacuated to the western rural areas both in anticipation of a determined resistance to its 

capture as well as attempting to impede our operations by the presence on the roads of 

refugees on the move. With Corporal Payne still in England it fell to my lot to deal with our 

first operational Type X call-out.  With some trepidation I made my way to the MSU that had 

The château, seen from the site of our Watch hut! The château, seen from the site of our Watch hut! 

Heading for a service visit to a Mobile Signals Unit 
with a transmitter breakdown, in July 1944

Heading for a service visit to a Mobile Signals Unit 
with a transmitter breakdown, in July 1944
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originated the call-out and headed for the Cipher cabin in a large Operations trailer attached to 

the Radar Unit.  Having cleared the cabin of onlookers (for security reasons, of course, not for 

fear of exposing my inadequacies) I set about mentally picturing “The Pain” going through 

his ‘strip and search’ routines with the equipment.  Before setting this in motion it occurred to 

me to first go through the ‘Les’ routine.  So I got out my Diary, in which I had noted the 

encrypted output I could expect to see when I had set all the drums to ‘0’, shorted out the plug 

panel, switched on at the wall socket and typed in Numerals, etc.  Having got to the typing 

stage there was no response whatsoever.  Brilliant idea, check the fuse.  Ah! It’s blown.  

Repair the fuse, apply the Les routine “…numerals…quick brown fox…..”, etc.  Check 

encryption, reset drums, enter encryption and decode to “….quick brown fox…”  Magic! 

Cracked it in seven minutes.  Have a smoke, remove a few bits, for appearances, and sit back 

for an hour.  A knock on the door and the Chief Cipher Officer enters.  “I don’t know how 

you chaps manage to sort all of this junk out.  How’s it all going?”.  “Just got to put it back 

together again, Sir” I said, “you seem to have had a generator surge.”  “You can tell that??” he 

asked, “All the lights went out, came on again and everything else seemed to be OK except 

for this.”  “Oh yes, it’s quite obvious, and these machines just don’t like it.  Played hell with 

this one”, I lied.  “Do you do transmitters, as well?  ‘Cos the MSU that called you has been 

having some intermittent problems.  Would you have a look when you’ve cleared up here?”   

I asked him if that was the MSU that was previously sited on the Pointe du Hoc, which he 

confirmed. 

As luck would have it the Wireless Operator on duty was the D-day survivor and quickly 

demonstrated the conditions that caused them the problem.  It soon became apparent that the 

output amplifier stage of the transmitter was going off-tune, coinciding with variations in the 

wind that indicated this was due to a changing load condition.  An inspection of the external 

aerial connections soon showed a loose connection at one of the aerial insulators, which when 

we reconnected it solved the problem.  This gave me time to ask what had happened on D-

day, if he felt like talking about it.  He said that they had arrived with the second wave and 

had expected the Rangers to have taken the beach but, instead, many of the unwounded GI’s 

had dug foxholes on the beach, which they had just about taken.  However, the landing LCT’s 

were still taking fire from the cliffs.  Group HQ were in another LCT but the appearance of 

the Radar vehicle, when his own LCT dropped its ramp presented an attractive target and in 

landing it had taken a direct hit, which turned it on his side.  An amour-plated bulldozer came 

down the beach and pushed it into the sea on one side of the LCT.  The other MSU vehicles 

were suffering a similar fate so he had leapt out into the surf just as the Chaplain’s jeep was 

coming ashore from the adjacent Group HQ LCT.  The Padre had turned his jeep to pick him 

up and drive ashore up the beach to the more sheltered part.  During this the Chaplain had part 

of his nose shot away and asked him to take over the wheel while they drove along the beach 

for him to administer the last rites to some of the dead and dying GI’s.  I’m not aware that the 

padre received any commendation for his bravery.  [In fact, I found out 60 years later that he 

had been awarded the Military Cross, the same award going to the Medical Officer and the 

Chief Technical Officer, an MBE to the LAC Medical Orderly and a Croix de Guerre to the 

Canadian Flight Sergeant.]   

I asked him who was driving the Radar vehicle.  He said he didn’t know him by name, but 

he was a Corporal Radar Mechanic.  My conclusion that it was my roommate in Bolton 

wasn’t finally confirmed until after the war when, in 1988, I returned to the Normandy 

Beaches with my wife and visited the American Cemetery at Colleville sur Mer.  I enquired of 

the French custodian what had happened to the RAF casualties from Omaha Beach and was 

told that they had been re-interred at the Commonwealth Cemetery, at Bayeux, when the 

Americans had decided that only US nationals would remain at Colleville.  I visited the 

Bayeux Cemetery and found my mate’s grave stone was there immediately near the entrance.  

It showed he had died on D-day. 
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    When I returned to base from the service visit, and relayed the D-day events that I had 

gleaned from the meeting with an eye witness, to my colleagues, the solemn news was 

received most sombrely, for a number of those who had lost their lives had probably served, 

or trained with those present. 

 

St. LȎ “NAIGRA’s” ARE ACE! 

With the taking of Cherbourg, Phippy and I decided to divert there late in July on our way 

to visiting one of our more far-flung MSU’s that was located North-east of St Lô.  Amazingly 

Cherbourg was comparatively undamaged except for the buildings that were pock-marked 

with bullet holes, or windowless from the street-by-street fighting that occurred following the 

earlier capture of the Port installations.     

These also had suffered from the week-long demolition operations that the defenders had 

carried out to prevent their immediate use by the Americans.  In one main boulevard we were 

mystified at the sight of a three-deep one-hundred yard queue of off-duty GI’s.  We stopped to 

enquire what was for sale and amazed to learn that a brothel was operating in full swing.  So 

much for their VD lectures!  In a square nearby a hospital-type marquee had been erected, 

with a Green Cross flag flying that we were to come to recognise as identifying it as a ‘PAC’ 

(Profilactic Aid Centre) where the wherewithal for prior prevention or post medication were 

available.  Provided the GI’s registered their attendance at a PAC their pay was not withheld, 

as ours would be, if they were subsequently confined to hospital for treatment of an ‘STD’. 

Needless to say during the rest of the St Lô trip, as with all of Phippy’s outings, every 

opportunity was taken to explore any concrete bunkers or pillboxes we passed en route. This 

resulted in my acquiring a precision heavy duty mirror that Phippy stripped from a periscope.  

I was to use this as a shaving mirror throughout the rest of my service. 

The journey to St Lô is memorable for the convoys of Red Cross field ambulances and 

coaches bearing wounded GI’s northwards.  We learned later on good authority that many 

were victims of the ‘friendly fire’ from unintentional bombing by the USAF.  As we neared 

the city with dusk approaching we were halted at an intersection by a “snowdrop” (a white-

helmeted US MP) who was directing traffic.  We enquired the whereabouts of a US Army 

unit large enough to spare us some gasoline.  He indicated there was a “Negra laborin’ unit 

constructing an airfield” half a mile down the left turn.   

We were stopped by a barrier at an extensive tented encampment where bulldozers and 

scrapers had cleared and levelled an extensive area in preparation for laying an air strip.  

Stacked nearby within the camp was a store of the requisite steel chequer-plating next to a 

great pile of green Jerry cans.  Shortly after we drew up at the barrier a huge Negro sentry 

emerged from the Guard tent and strolled over, inspecting the large RAF Roundels painted on 

the sides of our 15cwt.  “Hey! Yowse guys’re English?  What’re you-all doin’ roun’ here?”  

Phippy replied that we were heading for two RAF Signals units in that area and were looking 

for somewhere safe to park for the night; also we needed some ‘gas’.  “Hafter call the Cap’n”, 

came the reply.  Raising the barrier he added, “Come on through and wait in the Guard tent.”  

Here we were cheerfully greeted by three other occupants one of whom offered us coffee 

remarking, “Don’ see many white guys callin’ here!”  The Cap’n eventually appeared and 

said he’d heard there was an RAF unit about three miles farther on but it was way off the 

road.  Sure we could park there for the night.  If we would pull over and leave our truck at the 

fuel dump they would fill us up with gas.  Although chow-time finished an hour ago we 

would find a duty cook in the big mess tent beside the fuel dump.  He would come and call on 

us later. 

As we approached the fuel dump an even bigger Negro, who was unloading Jerry cans four 

at a time from the back of a truck, stopped and approached us.  Phippy explained our mission 
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and said we’d call back after we’d eaten, at which we made for the mess tent.  The duty cook 

apologised for chow having all been cleared away adding that all he could offer us was a 

steak, some bread and butter, and some fruit.  He then reappeared with two steaks each being 

one and a half inches thick and so large that they overlapped even his massive hand. Having 

tossed the steaks onto the hot stove, and sprinkled them with salt and black pepper, he asked, 

“D’yer take ’em medium rare?” adding “You-all ‘ll need yer mess tins and eatin’ irons!”  

When I returned from fetching these I found the steaks ready and accompanied by the white 

bread and butter, we were now accustomed to, and a large opened tin of peaches, all of which 

we soon demolished.  We left the mess tent after a warm hand-shake and returned to our van.  

In the dim glimmer from the internal light we were in process of unrolling our bedrolls, with 

me occupying the longer left-hand workbench and Phippy on the shorter right-hand one, when 

there was a knock on the rear door.  While Phippy shielded the light I opened the door and 

extended a hand not only to assist the Cap’n to join us, but also his Lieutenant Colonel CO. 

The Colonel seated himself on the fuel tank of the petrol-electric generator set that occupied 

the central aisle of our small workshop, with Phippy sprawled on the straw mattress of his 

bedroll and the Cap’n (who introduced himself as ‘Earl’) and myself crouching 

uncomfortably on my bedroll.  Earl produced a bottle of Kentucky Rye whiskey and four 

small glasses which he proceeded to fill.  Phippy apologised for the inhospitable 

accommodation to which the Colonel (“I’m Ephram – call me ‘F’”) replied, “No problem”. 

Before I had time to toss down the contents of the proffered glass in a suitably manly fashion, 

he said “That’s sippin’ whiskey”.  Grateful for the timely warning Phippy and I duly sipped 

the powerful spirit, after a “Cheers!”, resisting the urge to suggest diluting it with water.  ‘F’ 

opened the conversation by saying he and his unit, unlike most of the Infantry who came 

direct from the States, had spent a year around the Ipswich area and very much appreciated 

the non-racial hospitality they had received and was glad to return it in a small way.  He 

understood we had just come down from Cherbourg and we filled him in on what we had seen 

there.  Earl said the units we were to assist were intended as an approach beacon and for air 

traffic communications for the air strip they were constructing, hence their remote sighting in 

line with the runway.  I mentioned the fleets of ambulances we had seen on our journey from 

Cherbourg.  ‘F’ said that in spite of tank support the Infantry had taken heavy casualties in the 

five day battle for St Lo and they were evacuating wounded from the MASH units to make 

provision for the anticipated casualties in their progress West and South-westward in 

simultaneous attacks on Avranches and Coutances.  He intimated that the main thrust of their 

attack would then turn eastwards, towards the Seine, to combine with the British and 

Canadian forces from Caen.  Earl said he understood that the casualties we had seen were 

bound for a Hospital ship awaiting entry into Cherbourg, for direct return to the USA.  I asked 

‘F’ about the American chain of command to which he replied that he, himself, reported 

directly to Lt Gen George S Patten (Blood and Guts, himself!) who, in turn, reported to 

General Omar Bradley who liaised directly with Field Marshal Montgomery.  To finish off a 

convivial evening, with the whiskey well and truly sipped, I regaled them with my encounter 

with General Carl Spatz, at Chigwell.  Next morning we went in search of our MSU’s and 

assisted in setting them up before paying a visit to St Lo to see for ourselves the extent of the 

bombardment it had received.  That evening we decided that instead of getting out the Primus 

to cook our tinned rations we would divert to Earl’s unit to spend the night – taking care to 

arrive during chow time where we stood in line to be served (disappointingly) with Ham 

Hawaiian which led to Phippy enjoying my slice of fresh pineapple as well as his own. 

Our respect for the often maligned black troops was refreshed by the hospitality we 

received.  Needless to say we called in on one or two abandoned block houses on the way 

back to St Pierre Église, with another servicing sortie successfully completed. 

The late-July seasonal weather and the ever-receding combat zone enabled us to settle into 

a more comfortable daily routine in our Orchard in which delicious eating apples were now in 
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abundance.  Apart from the long distant MSU’s that we frequently visited there were two 

quite nearby to fulfil the communication needs of Group HQ. These MSU’s were only about 

half a mile down a lane beside the chateau and occupied an orchard within a largish farm, to 

which the farmer had recently returned. 

One day I was detailed to pay them a visit to investigate a generator problem, accompanied 

by my Geordie mate Steve who suggested we take with us some of our apples to swap as he 

had heard that the orchard they occupied was planted with a different much juicier variety 

from ours.  Their generator vehicle was of the same type as ours, i.e. a 100 kVA three-phase 

Diesel alternator set, mounted on a canvas covered 5-ton Thorneycroft chassis.  The two-foot 

long starting handle for the engine was mounted above a steel checker-plate platform at the 

rear of the vehicle for the two people required to turn it over to stand on, whilst a third stood 

by inside to kick in the engine de-compressors for it to start.  The power distribution board 

was mounted within.  With a wink to us the Corporal Wireless Operator in charge of the unit 

suggested we get their D.R., (Despatch Rider) to describe the ‘symptoms’ that needed our 

investigation. 

Apparently, that morning they’d shut down the equipment to refuel the engine.  On 

restarting, the D.R., and another, were detailed to turn the handle whilst the Corporal stood by 

to kick in the compressors.  With the job done the D.R., had decided to relieve himself whilst 

standing on the steel platform.  He received a nasty shock to his nether regions.  Suppressing 

our mirth, Steve and I scouted around the vehicle and spotted that the connection to the earth 

spike had come loose enabling the neutral of the alternator output, which was connected to the 

chassis, to float causing the DR’s urine to discharge the static built up.  Having swapped our 

apples and chatting a bit the Corporal said he was sure the farmer would wish to meet us.  We 

followed him to the farmhouse where, between Steve’s and my own schoolboy French we 

determined that the cloudy liquid he was pouring into four glasses was home-made cider, 

pressed from his own Calvados apples and the small glasses of clear greenish liquid was a 

home distilled spirit called Calvados.  We followed the farmer’s example of tossing back the 

spirit in one go.  With the kitchen and my head spinning and my throat on fire I grabbed for 

the cider to quench my burning throat.  It was very dry scrumpy, that had me glued to the 

toilet for the next day and a half. However, we felt it churlish not to accept the bottle of 

Calvados he pressed on us when we eventually left.   

Before this one of his two teen-aged daughters came in with a basket of laundry which she 

proceeded to sort into three piles according to three scraps of paper.  It was obvious that the 

laundry comprised RAF shirts, underwear, etc.  Our Corporal friend asked if we had already 

made local arrangements to get our laundry done, which we hadn’t.  A bit of sign language 

resulted in the daughters appearing at the boundary wall of our orchard the following day with 

a hand-written list, in French, together with prices reconciled to our Free French currency, for 

a two-day return service.  This soon enabled us to become accustomed with the French 

translation of underclothes.  Most of the unit took advantage of the service, the rest relying on 

hot water boiled on the primus stoves ‘borrowed’ as the sole cooking facility with which our 

small mobile workshops were equipped; for each vehicle was allocated basic tinned rations of 

corned beef, baked beans, tinned potatoes, tea, sugar, powdered milk and water,  etc., for use 

when we were sent on service visits.  On the rare occasions when we resorted to using these 

provisions the Calvados came in handy for lighting the primus, as we had no methylated 

spirits.  Nevertheless, we generally sought to time mealtimes to coincide with calling in on a 

convenient American Army camp to refill our petrol tanks as we found that the Yanks, 

especially the Negro Units, were always generous in their hospitality – although we thought it 

strange to eat a grilled steak covered with tinned peaches. 

These short encounters with the local populace encouraged Steve and I to seek to improve 

upon our lack of command of French for I found I could only recall the use of the Present 

tense, which was a bit restrictive for conversing.  Having left Corporal Payne and the Gaelic 
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poetry reader in UK, and lost one occupant to war injury, Steve and I now shared our tent 

with Chuck (the non-French Canadian Radar Mechanic who had driven Mac’s Jeep since our 

landing on Omaha Beach), a Corporal Wireless Mechanic who was a school-teacher in civvy 

street and Frank, who was a Motor Mechanic.  Chuck hoarded a supply of boiled sweets in a 

paper back on top of the tool box beside his bed.  He was rather displeased to find that the 

wasps, which dominated the orchard, had penetrated the paper wrapping around a number of 

his boiled sweets and had consumed the contents without disturbing the wrappings.  Having 

got into bed one night, to be stung twice on his backside by a wasp before he sat on it, he was 

stung again on the finger when reaching into his sweet bag.  He had noticed that if a wasp was 

swatted without being killed it tended to curl up and commit suicide by sting itself between 

the eyes.  Thereafter he took sadistic pleasure in half-killing them then using his clasp-knife 

blade as a shield to prevent them from self-execution, saying “I’ll teach you buggers what 

pain’s like!”  He’d eventually cut them in half.  When Steve pointed out that he wasn’t 

“teaching” the wasps anything but just being a “rotten sadistic sod”, he gave up the practice.  

Meanwhile, our ex-schoolteacher companion was reviving our interest in French conversation 

by taking us through the rudiments of forming the Past, Future and Conditional tenses of the 

four groups of French verbs. 

Our improved French gave us the confidence, after tea, to take a look at St Pierre Église in 

search of some sort of estaminet to sample the local beer.  Shortly after leaving camp on the 

mile and a half trek to the village our nostrils were assailed by a really unhealthy smell that 

we were glad soon to clear.  On the way back, it still being light, we again came across the 

rotting stench and decided to have a look in the high growth of maize.  Just two feet in we 

spotted an inert body face down in a German uniform. Beating a hasty retreat, we sought out 

Mac when we reached camp.  He immediately picked up the extension field telephone in his 

tent to report our find to Group HQ.  Next day we were sought out by a group of US Army 

representatives to point out the exact location of the unfortunate enemy combatant for them to 

undertake the unenviable task of photographing, identifying and reverentially removing the 

body. 

Meanwhile Trelawney returned from Group HQ with news that B and C Echelons of our 

unit had landed at Arromanche and were located East of Caen.  This was finally taken by the 

Canadians on 18
th

 July after seven weeks of hard fighting.  We were now relieved of coverage 

of the MSU’s that were situated in the British sector of operations.  Their field telephone line 

also was connected to Group HQ so it was now possible to establish direct contact with them. 

A week later Mac got the Unit together in the Mess and announced that since nobody had 

had an hour off for eight weeks he was granting each of us a mid-day to mid-day 24-hour 

leave which, if we had anywhere to go, could include an SOP (Sleeping Out Pass) for an 

overnight stay.  He hastened to add that, if venturing into Cherbourg, we would be well-

advised to steer clear of the brothels.  The leave passes would be granted three at a time over 

the next fortnight, provided we didn’t move in the meantime.  The cook would provide us 

with a day’s rations, if we asked him. 

The following day I was detailed to visit our B and C Echelons.  Mac had been informed 

that Corporal Payne had arrived from England bringing with him some latest information on 

modifications that needed to be made to the Type X machines, that I would be involved in 

carrying out. This visit was to occupy me for the next two days during which I found that the 

site our parent unit occupied was situated in the grounds of a Manor house near Gonneville in 

which an Outside Broadcast Unit from the BBC had established their base, with Winford 

Vaughan Thomas as their principal reporter.  His reports were engraved onto metal 

gramophone-type discs using an impressively complex semi-portable set of equipment.  

When news of my arrival reached him he expressed interest in up-to-date news of the 

situation in the American sector of operations, from an ‘established eye-witness’ (myself).  
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Needless to say I confined my remarks to what I had observed of the Cherbourg port 

installations and around the Saint Lo area, but needed to be aware of any restrictions that an 

American censor would have imposed.  I also gave a brief account of our living conditions 

and of what I had observed of the refugees from Caen but obviously avoided commenting on 

any personal interplay.  It was a change to catch up on news from the UK, especially since 

they had brought with them some back-mail for A Echelon.  My arrival back at base caused a 

bit of a stir since no mail had been received until that time.   

The portable radio we had acquired from the US PX, when we were in the New Forest 

concentration area, having suffered the effects of connecting a 2-volt accumulator to replace 

the 1.5-volt battery, we had been without news for a number of weeks.  The news I brought of 

the success of the expected push towards the Seine by the US forces and the closure of the 

Falaise Gap by their meeting up with the British and Canadians, from Caen, came as a 

welcome surprise, as did the liberation of Paris two weeks later on August 25
th

.   

Within a few days we heard that Group HQ was to relocate with immediate effect to 

Amiens, which had just been liberated, and where our parent unit was in process of moving to 

that day.  Everything seemed to occur without too much prior notice which, with the fluidity 

of movement necessary in a theatre of active operations, I supposed was only to be expected.  

We therefore bade a fond farewell to the rural environment of Normandy to become attuned 

to City living. 

Our 280-mile journey to Amiens took us two gruelling days, with stops for tea and 

sometimes for our K-ration meals beside the busy roads.  Our D.R., Trelawney, was kept busy 

scurrying like a clockwork mouse on his motor-bike from Mac’s Jeep, in the lead, to the 

Corporal Fitter’s breakdown truck that brought up the rear.  He was also sent ahead to try to 

locate a convenient field to accommodate us for our meal breaks to avoid the inevitable 

congestion this more prolonged stop would cause, for this would include the refuelling of 

most vehicles from the 4½-gallon Jerry cans we carried.  The journey first took us back 

towards our disembarkation point, where fields of white wooden crosses bore witness to the 

ongoing efforts of the burial parties to assemble the ever increasing numbers of the war-

damaged bodies of young men into orderly rows, with military precision.  

 Then via Bayeux through Caen, which was in almost total ruin from the seven weeks of 

aerial bombardment, as well as Naval gunfire that it had suffered, with massive civilian as 

well as many Canadian and British casualties.  After nine hours on the road our relatively 

small A Echelon convoy dispersed itself around a field, at Lisieux, just short of Rouen where 

history has it that Joan of Arc was burnt at the stake in the market place.  Those of us who had 

been actively engaged on service visits had become adapted to sleeping on the hard 

workbenches of our mobile workshops, with an engineers’ vice as a bed-mate.  The Officers, 

cooks and non-technical personnel who had not shared this hardship spent an uncomfortable 

night dossing-down in the back of the canvas-tilted three-tonners.  Nevertheless, a hot sweet 

brew of tea accompanied a loud rapping on the van doors at first light.  By late morning we 

passed through Rouen.  Damage here was not quite as extensive as we had seen at Caen, or 

perhaps we were becoming accustomed to the sight of ruined buildings for I cannot recall 

seeing any of the villages that we passed through having escaped without some degree of 

damage. 

As dusk was falling we had reached the outskirts of Amiens and drew up in close order 

whilst Mac, without a town map, skirted around in his Jeep to locate the British Town 

Marshal for the whereabouts of the school that he had hurriedly allotted to accommodate our 

combined unit in a city that, like Rouen, was in its infancy of liberation. 
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309 MSSU UNITED 

One unsavoury outcome of this radical change in their fortunes was witnessed by us on the 

evening following our arrival, when we made for the town square near which our school 

headquarters was situated.  Here we found an unruly crowd gathered wreaking vengeance on 

some frightened woe-begotten young women who were bound to chairs and in process of 

undergoing the humility of having their heads shorn, with black Swaztikas painted on the 

foreheads and placards bearing their names, followed by “collaborateuse”, hung from their 

necks.  They were then, still bound to the chairs, lifted onto the back of a truck and driven 

slowly through the town to be jeered at and pelted with unmentionable materials.  The sight 

was so reminiscent of the scenes one imagined taking place after the storming of the Bastille 

that it was hard not to believe that the French populace regarded it as a rite they had inherited 

from that period of their history. The real danger of this becoming a nightly ritual, condoned 

by the Gendarmerie, was only prevented by the intervention of the Military Police, under 

direct orders from the Town Marshal.  The feeling that, to some extent, these occasions were 

used as a means of settling old scores was reinforced when it emerged later that known 

prostitutes, who would certainly have consorted with the occupying Germans, had all escaped 

the process (perhaps revealing another quirk of the Gallic male psyche). 

The fact that we had sprung beds to sleep on in our new headquarters indicated that the 

school we now occupied had previously been fitted out by the Germans to serve as a barracks.  

The extensive enclosure provided ample space to accommodate our combined complement of 

vehicles.  Since we had last been together as an integrated unit a number of new faces, and 

trades, had joined the unit.  These included two Nigerians, one Palestinian and a New 

Zealander.  The trades had been extended to include a Corporal tinsmith, an LAC cobbler, an 

LAC carpenter, a Warrant Officer driver, two more electricians, one more motor mechanic, a 

new Adjutant and two more Sergeant Wireless Mechanics.  This brought our total strength up 

to eighty-nine personnel, including seven commissioned officers, three warrant officers, three 

flight sergeants and four sergeants.  Having spent three months as a small separate closely-

knit operational unit my comrades of A Echelon found the presence of the many new faces, 

and so many dimly-remembered more familiar faces, rather overwhelming.  This was 

especially so since we seemed to be being warily accepted as new, rather than as original 

longstanding members of the unit.   

As well as losing the relative luxury of American PX rations, to revert to the more mundane 

diet tolerated by the British troops, the more formal rank-based daily discipline of a large unit 

came as a shock compared with the relatively relaxed routine we had come to take for 

granted.  Departure for a service visit now required formal authorised documentation before 

setting out, and the submission of a written report on its completion, detailing the 

circumstances and action taken.  This formality seemed to neutralise the sense of urgency 

needed to maintain the operational readiness of the units in our care.  The sudden change of 

lifestyle reinforced an unconscious tendency for us ‘old stagers’ to preserve the camaraderie 

we had developed during the close calls most of us had experienced in early operations and in 

the mutual support we had shared in coming to terms with our own mortality on the 

occasionswhen the sky seemed to be falling in.
 

This comradeship was illustrated within a few days of our arrival in Amiens when, at the 

behest of others who had already been there, six of us were persuaded to visit a specific bar 

that was utilised by certain ladies in search of ‘customers’ who were then afforded the 

necessary accommodation by the ‘Madame’.  Numbered amongst the six was Trelawney, our 

Cornishman, whose attire included his usual despatch riders’ riding breeches, knee-high laced 

leather riding boots and peaked cap.  After the reinforcement of a couple of rounds of cognac, 

with beer chasers, he took a shine to one of the professional females and felt the urge to ‘try 

it’, for the first time.  He stomped boldly across to the Madame but returned rather crestfallen 

because he couldn’t raise the ante.  Someone then had the idea to pass his peaked cap around, 
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at which we all turned out our pockets and managed to scrape together the necessary number 

of Francs.  This exercise did not escape the notice of the Madame for no sooner had 

Trelawney stomped up the stairs but she beckoned for us to follow her through the rear door.  

Here she motioned us to mount the outside fire escape, pointing to a dimly lit window on the 

floor above.  We didn’t interrupt the proceedings but when he returned we couldn’t resist 

revealing what had occurred by expressing our surprise that he hadn’t even waited to remove 

his riding boots.  Luckily, Trelawney had a well developed sense of humour and, feigning 

outrage, made his way to the Madame to demand a 50% rebate for providing a demonstration.  

She smiled, pushed a screwed up five-Franc note down his breeches and gave him a fat 

slobbering kiss.  Since the exchange rate at that time was FF200 to the Pound we pointed out 

that she had rated his performance as worth not much above two-pence.  For a while 

thereafter he was nicknamed Tuppence Trelawney!  But to preserve his dignity, and to 

maintain the camaraderie of A Echelon, we agreed not to reveal the reason outside our 

immediate fraternity. 

With the battlefront progressing relentlessly north-eastwards we were thankful that we 

spent no more than a few days in the inhospitable surroundings of Amiens.  For, with the 

liberation of Brussels on the 3
rd

 September, we were deemed to be too far removed from our 

dependant units.  Taking great care to avoid the enclave surrounding Dunkirk that had been 

‘bypassed’ and remained under German occupation, we crossed the Belgian border and 

headed for the capital very well aware that fighting to secure Antwerp had then been going on 

for two days and was yet to end. 

 

HEADQUARTERED IN BRUSSELS 

Our Squadron Leader CO headed for the barracks that the Wehrmacht had recently vacated 

on the Chausée de Louvain in a suburb of Brussels called Schaerbeek, where Group HQ had 

relocated the previous day.  As a result we were directed to a large garage complex farther 

along the road in the direction of Place Roger.  We deduced that at the height of the 

occupation it had served as a Panzer HQ.  

Here double doors on the main road were 

opened to admit us to a large showroom 

area big enough to accommodate all of 

our vehicles.  Behind a small reception 

office, on the left of the main entrance, 

was a staircase that lead to an upper floor 

suite of rooms.  A wide passageway at 

the left rear corner gave access to an even 

larger engineering workshop area that 

extended to a road at the rear of the 

premises. Here partitioned individual 

workshops occupied the glazed rear wall 

in which another large folding door 

provided vehicle access to the road 

beyond.  Beneath this rear area was a basement comprising a large kitchen with an even larger 

mess hall whose walls were adorned with German military insignia and Gothic script 

extolling the virtues of Der Faderlandt. 

Having disposed of our vehicles Steve, Frank and I were swift to mount the stairs with our 

bedrolls and laid claim to a three-bedded room overlooking the main road.  A passageway 

lead to other rooms at that level and another staircase gave access to offices above the more 

lofty rear workshop area to which another staircase descended.  Beside this staircase at ground 

level was a door through which we found a large communal shower room.  When we had all 
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settled in the Officers disappeared to take residence in an Officers’ Mess that had been set up 

in the Group HQ barracks, where the Medical Officer was also in process of establishing a 

clinic.  Meanwhile our own Nursing Orderly ‘Doc’ had partitioned off an area in the back 

right hand corner of the showroom area to serve as an independent First Aid facility.  Since 

bedsteads, cupboards, tables and chairs had all been abandoned by the previous occupants we 

felt much more like human beings than we had for the many previous months. 

Having more or less become accustomed to seeing a few uniformed Gendarmes in Amiens, 

the sight of the helmeted Belgian Police directing traffic, including a busy active network of 

electric trams, emphasised the remarkable change that we were about to experience from our 

hitherto bucolic lifestyle.  For here, in the Belgian capital, were bars, restaurants, cinemas and 

shops with goods for sale, with no sign of the barbaric scenes we had witnessed in Amiens 

within the same timescale of their liberation.  Lying wearily on our beds, having settled in, 

Frank remarked that no instruction had yet been issued to restrict our movements, adding that 

it would not be too long before such instructions would be issued.  At this Steve remarked that 

he’d noticed two bars just as we were turning in to the garage below and suggested it would 

do no harm to explore.  We slipped quietly down the stairs and through the small wicket door 

that was set in the main front doors.  

 The café adjoining our HQ was 

deserted but for one individual.  So, 

dodging a noisy passing tram, we 

crossed the road and headed towards 

the next nearest one that had “Le 

Relais” sign-written on the double 

plate glass windows. A bar counter, 

mounted with three high brass taps, 

faced the entrance behind a small 

dance floor.  On either side of this 

and against the windows were tables 

and chairs occupied by two or three married couples and five or six young ladies.  Seated in 

the far right hand corner was a middle-aged lady who was quietly playing a lively Viennese 

waltz on the button keyboard of an accordian.  As we entered everyone stood and applauded, 

the men stepping forward to shake our hands, slapping us on the back and escorting us 

towards the bar.  With only French ‘liberation’ currency in our pockets it was fortunate that 

we were treated as guests of the house and offered a choice of draught dark stout-type or pale 

Pilsner-type beers from le pression.  This emerged foaming from the pointed-spout brass taps 

and built up a three-inch head in the glass tankards that were being filled for us.  The barmaid-

proprietor scooped this off with a spatula and topped up the glasses for our first taste of 

excellent Belgian beer.   

Before long I felt the urge to relieve the pressure on my bladder.  Having noticed a door 

marked COUR behind the accordianist, through which two-way traffic occasionally passed, I 

lost no further time to follow suit.  I was met with a deserted well-lit yard on the right hand 

wall of which a urinal was mounted, with a flush toilet installed just beyond it and the 

remaining space pile high with beer crates.  With my head bent, having just started to 

perform, I was amazed to hear the door open to admit two girls.  “Bon soir, monsieur”, said 

the first, in passing to squat on the WC.  “Bon soir mademoiselle”, I replied in some 

confusion trying to avert my eyes from observing the manner in which, for expediency,  she 

adjusted her underwear.  Meanwhile the other had sidled up to me with a “Comment ça va? Je 

m’appelle Silvie.”  “Ça va bien, merci Silvie”, I responded, trying to appear nonchalant but 

quickly buttoning up to bid an embarrassed hasty retreat; after my first experience of the 

Belgians’ convivial approach to these, hitherto, rather personal operations.  

309  MSSU Personnel at the rear door of HQ 1945 
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We eventually wound our way back to HQ only to be greeted with, “Where have you been?  

Everybody was confined to camp!” by a very irate and officious Sgt Phipps, who had been 

appointed Orderly Sergeant for the night and was seated in the Reception office, that was now 

to serve as our Guard Room.  “Sorry, Phippy” I replied, “nobody had said that our movements 

were restricted, so we went to have a look around locally.  We were only just over the road”.  

“It’s Sergeant Phipps, in future”, he replied stiffly, with emphasis, “and if you’d been five 

minutes later I would have already reported the three of you missing, so you’d better watch 

it!”  As we ascended the stairs Frank remarked that we’d certainly have to watch him, as he 

seemed always to be pulling his rank of late.  Next morning we found that a Notice board had 

already been erected, by the Chippy, on the wall at the exit door from the Guard Room.  

These bore Daily Routine Orders that showed off-duty personnel being required to book-out 

at the Guard Room when leaving and to return before Lights-out, which was set for 22.30 hrs.  

A separate Duty Roster nominated Frank as Guard, with Steve and myself appointed as Duty 

Crew for that same evening.  We couldn’t help thinking that Phippy had influenced the 

Adjutant in making his selection, just to emphasise his authority. 

Although Phippy had no way of influencing the duties allocated to Frank by the Scottish 

Corporal Fitter who ran the Motor Transport section; Steve and I found ourselves, for the 

following week, detailed to carry out the overdue periodic maintenance of the engines of the 

petrol/electric generator sets, that had been removed from our mobile workshops for that 

purpose.  Although this was a bit messy at the time, the experience of dismantling, decoking, 

and adjusting the timing and carburetion after re-assembly, was to prove invaluable in later 

years of married life for dealing with car engines.  

  Thereafter, the females who frequented the local cafes produced an ever increasing 

improvement in our command of the language.  Luckily for us the Schaerbeek area of 

Brussels, in which we resided, was a bit ‘upper-crust’ and thus principally French-speaking.  

The ‘working classes’ such as tram drivers and conductors, postmen, labourers, etc almost 

universally throughout Belgium spoke Flemish, some with no French at all.  I was soon lucky 

enough to make the acquaintance of a well-to-do Belgian family, headed by a retired Colonel 

in the Belgian army. As a former Professor of Ballistics at the Belgian Royal Military 

Academy and an acknowledged forensic fire arms expert, Colonel Nicholas Bingen, of whom 

later, was the CEO of a prominent manufacturing undertaking.  He was to have a great 

influence on the formative years of my life. 

Meanwhile, with our charges well spread from the Ardennes, in the southerly American 

theatre of operations, to the British and Canadian advance forces who were penetrating north 

and east from Belgium into Holland, service visits to these units often involved long journeys.  

These were often impeded by tank movements, in both directions, since Brussels had become 

a popular Rest and Rehabilitation destination for fighting units.  In early October 1944 we 

received notification of the breakdown of a Type X machine and of a transmitter failure at a 

specific map reference somewhere in Holland to which Steve and I were despatched, using 

“The Pain’s” workshop vehicle that contained the specialised spare parts.  The Pain was 

stricken with tonsillitis and was confined to the Sick Bay, at the barracks.  He would certainly 

otherwise have been eager to deal with this one.  Before setting out, Steve and I perused our 

large scale maps; from which the coordinates we were given seemed to place our objective in 

Holland, at the tip of the Island of Walcheren and marked as a lighthouse.   We had heard that 

on 1
st
 October, before venturing into this strategically important locality that commanded the 

estuary to the port of Antwerp, the Canadians had ordered the bombing of the 25kM-long 

dyke near to the lighthouse.  The resultant flooding of most of the Island was intended to 

disable the strong German defences.  We thus very cautiously made our way towards the  

quaint mediaeval capital of the island, Middelburg.  After a few diversions to avoid the hostile 

areas, that we able to identify en route through local enquiries, on the second evening of our 

journey we arrived unscathed before the distinctive Town Hall in the Town Square.   
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The Canadian sentry at the entrance to the building was a bit suspicious at the appearance 

of two Britishers with RAF caps and insignia, and left his post to escort us to the Town 

Marshal’s office, inside.  Having explained our mission to the Town Marshal he confirmed 

that there was an RAF Observation Unit installed in the lighthouse.  Unfortunately the only 

access to it was by DUKW that had to be timed at a critical point of low tide to avoid the 

danger of the amphibious vehicle being swept into the fields of landmines that bordered the 

stretch of road where the dyke had been breached, as well as at other points on the 8kM 

journey.  We would have to load whatever we needed into the DUKW when it was next 

scheduled to leave and, in the meantime, he was sorry there was no spare accommodation he 

could offer us, although we were welcome to use his staff mess for meals.  We could park our 

van in a secure compound off the entrance of the neighbouring ancient barracks that the 

survivors of the erstwhile undercover Netherlands Army had now taken over. 

Steve and I thus reverted to our customary style of workshop van sleeping and, next 

morning, set about assembling the minimum amount of tools and equipment that, together 

with our bedrolls, we would need to load into the DUKW, for we learnt that it was planned to 

leave to catch the afternoon low tide, to take us on another unforgettable journey.  Besides the 

Canadian driver the vehicle was crewed by a wet-suited lookout at the front with another 

standing at the rear each grasping a boat hook and provided with conveniently positioned 

grappling irons that were attached through cleats to the winches mounted at the front and rear.  

The gunwale of the massive DUKW was impressively well above head height and the huge 

sand tyres were about five feet in diameter, so loading all of our equipment was no mean task 

– especially as we also became involved in assisting loading food, diesel fuel and water 

supplies; the food including extra rations for Steve and myself to cover the possibility of a 

week’s stay. 

With everything eventually in place, Steve and I were helped apprehensively aboard to sit 

behind the driver; a co-driver having appeared at the last minute to occupy the adjacent seat.  

As we set off, making west of the town, the driver explained that the soft sand tyres didn’t 

much like the hard ground as they were prone to puncturing.  Our qualms were not much 

improved when he revealed that with such unusually light loading the vehicle would sit rather 

high in the water.  This may result in there being a critical depth where the wheels would no 

longer grip the bottom and with the propellers only partially immersed it may be difficult to 

maintain forward propulsion.  In beach landing operations this transition only occurred once 

and there was usually sufficient momentum to pass safely through this phase.  However, on 

this journey we would encounter ever-varying depths of shallow water, hence our fore and aft 

crew were there to use the grappling irons and boat hooks to counter any lateral drift either by 

current or wind that showed signs of carrying us towards the land-mined areas.   

His prediction was heart-stoppingly true on three occasions when trees bearing the skull and 

crossbones signs and marked “MINEN!” drew uncomfortably close as we made our way 

towards the dyke through the flooded countryside, where the only means of navigation were 

those same trees that marked the verges of the flooded roadway.  Eventually, with the engine 

revving and a great grinding of gears at each transition that caused, successively, the propeller 

to throw up a cascade of water alternating with the tyres racing to attain or sustain a grip, and 

with the forward winch dragging us towards the safety of a distant tree to which the grappling 

iron had been attached after the swimmers’ heroic success in the strong cross-current of the 

rising tide, we made the final hurdle across the breach in the dyke and gained the metalled 

road that topped the far undamaged section. 

On arrival at the strange-looking Westkappele lighthouse we unloaded the DUKW at 

lightning speed before the tide rose too high for its return journey.  Later, Steve and I 

regretted our decision to leave our combined toolbox at a lower level for, when we came to 

need it, we had to descend the fatiguing spiral staircase to retrieve it.   
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WW2 & RECENT VIEWS OF WESTKAPELLE LIGHTHOUSE

LOW TIDE VIEW FROM D.U.K.W.

 

I recalled how my legs had ached when I climbed those self-same stairs in 1938, when I had 

visited Middelburg on a Boy Scout exchange visit to a Dutch Scout troop.  On that occasion 

we bypassed the living quarters and headed straight for the lamp room at the summit.  This 

time, however, we were shown to a cabin like room, with bunk beds built into the curved 

walls that, with our bedrolls, promised a much more comfortable night’s sleep than we had on 

the preceding few nights. 

The wireless operator who had greeted us and assisted with the unloading said he was duty 

cook for the day.  If we went down two levels with our mess tins and eating irons half an hour 

later we could join the rest of the crew for the evening meal he had been preparing when we 

arrived.  He said that seeing that the Type X and transmitter had been out of service for three 

days a few more hours probably wouldn’t matter much, as the Radar was still working.  After 

we had unpacked our overnight small-kit Steve suggested that we retrieved our toolbox from 

down below so that we could make an early start next morning.  I agreed, but thought we’d 

better at least size up the situation that night, after we’d eaten, as we’d already taken three 

days to get there.  We found that there were seven levels to the lighthouse, with the lamp 

room being the uppermost.  Beneath this was an equipment/operations room below which we 

were accommodated.  The next level down was the kitchen and mess with the other crew 

accommodation beneath it.  Below this was a storage area, with a motor/generator room at the 

next level down.  Fuel and water storage was also at the lowest level, only just above the 

flood.  The biggest chore was carrying the water up to the accommodation levels for, 

normally, water had been supplied from the island’s main supply, which had been severed 

with the destruction of the dyke.  However, the peristaltic electric pump for elevating the 

supply to the higher levels was still intact so the problem could be temporarily overcome by 

installing a storage tank to feed the pump.   

By now, once again breathless from our exertions, Steve and I had seated ourselves in the 

mess room to await our meal.  When the door opened, to my great surprise and delight, who 

should appear there but my erstwhile room-mate from Birmingham, Froggy, wearing 

Corporal chevrons!  Rising to shake his hand, I asked, “What’s all this then, Froggy?”, 

pointing to his stripes.  He told me not to be too impressed, as they were only temporary, as 

somebody had to be in charge.  He was there on attachment from his 85 Group GCI to install 

some experimental surface surveillance Radar in anticipation of Antwerp becoming a fully 
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operational seaport.  He went on to explain that he had arrived with his equipment just nine 

days ago and the MSU people had arrived one day ahead of him.  He added that the Group 

Medical Officer had limited any stay at the lighthouse to two weeks maximum for health 

reasons. The Type X and communications transmitter were outside his expertise, so he had 

requested assistance from Group HQ when they couldn’t get them going and was now 

delighted he had done so.  When we were having a quiet chat, after Froggy had given us a 

conducted tour, he mentioned that Nethers had been stationed in UK until a few months ago, 

but was now somewhere in the Far East, which is where he thought I had ended up.  He said 

the last definite news he had heard about me was that I was suffering from tonsillitis, in 

Bolton.  From this I realised that he had known my Bolton room-mate, who had joined his 

Radar course.  He was very shaken when I told him that I had good reason to believe that he 

had ‘bought it’ during the D-day landings. 

The following morning Steve set about sorting out the transmitter problem whilst I got 

stuck into the Type X machine.  Steve finished before I did and became an interested 

spectator as he had only seen a Type X at a distance.  I said that, as he could see, there was 

nothing very mysterious about it all, it was just an over-complicated typewriter. Having soon 

got very tired of the monotony of life in a lighthouse we asked Froggy if he would wind the 

handle of his field telephone to ensure it was still connected to the Town Marshal’s office in 

Middelburg to arrange for our rescue.  Otherwise we’d use the VHF transmitter/receiver for a 

plain language ‘CQ’-call to see whether anyone who responded had a landline connection to 

Middelburg.  Since Froggy was not too impressed by this suggestion he lost no time in 

making the necessary arrangements, by field telephone, that he said had not failed in the ten 

days they had been there.  We eventually reclaimed our workshop van from the safe-keeping 

of the Netherlands Army barracks and collected some travelling rations from the Town 

Marshall’s cookhouse for our return to Brussels.  On the way back we decided to shun 

military establishments, except for refuelling, and called in on farms for friendly meals of 

fresh ingredients in exchange for the rations we were carrying.   

No longer being in a French-speaking locality the negotiations involved the customary sign 

language augmented by bits of French or Flemish extracted from the various guide-books that 

we had accumulated.  Needless to say our simple needs were easily fulfilled in the atmosphere 

of kindness and goodwill that we experienced everywhere. 

  We contrived to arrive at our HQ well after lights-out to ensure that we had a day free of 

other duties so that after a good lie-in we were able to spend the rest of the day writing up a 

good, if embellished, report. 

 It now being mid-October, on overcast days the temperature in our accommodation and in 

the individual stone-floored workshops was distinctively chilly in spite of our having long 

since been issued with leather jerkins. A chance conversation that Steve and I had one 

evening with an elderly local man, whom we encountered in the café next door, led to him 

mentioning that he was once employed as boiler-man in the premises we now occupied.  This 

encounter eventually led to the resolution of our discomfort.  

 We rarely patronised this café, except for a quick nightcap before turning in, so this was 

perhaps a fated meeting.  He mentioned that supplies of solid fuel had run out well before the 

German occupation, leaving him unemployed; as the Germans had resorted to either portable 

paraffin or electric heaters.  I said the situation hadn’t changed but for the worst, as we had no 

fuel to provide any form of heating whatsoever, but we hadn’t yet investigated the ancient 

central heating installation.  On leaving, it occurred to me to ask him where he lived. 

Next morning Steve and I decided to explore the boiler room, which was in the basement 

and accessed from the kitchens.  This attracted the attention of our ex-A Echelon Corporal 

cook who, when we explained our encounter of the night before, became interested enough to 

accompany us.  Before us was the typical grate of a coal-fired boiler and we seem 
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simultaneously to have had a vision of the orange flame roaring along our old oil and water-

fed field kitchen.  “If you’re both thinking the same as me,” I said, “we’ve still got just as 

much waste engine oil as ever, and a tinsmith on tap to produce the necessary hardware.”  The 

cook reminded us that boilers were dodgy things to deal with, especially one that had been 

lying idle for years and suggested we get W/O(S) involved since we had seen that his hobby 

was to use the lathe in the Signals Workshop to fabricate the components for making into 

model steam engines.  

“This looks like a deputation. What’s up?” said the young W/O(S) at our approach.  We 

explained our encounter with the ex-boiler-man and our idea for solving the heating problem.  

He said he needed a bit more convincing himself before approaching the Adjutant who, being 

non-technical, would rely upon his word if anything was to come from our proposal.  He had 

a good look around the boiler and the ancient pipe-work and said it would be a good idea to 

get the old boiler man to go over the system in detail but, before doing so he would need the 

Adjutant’s permission as there were no funds to pay him for his services.  Early that evening 

Steve and I knocked on the old man’s door and invited him for a drink.  We heard female 

voices from his front room and didn’t appreciate their significance until much later.  He said 

he had visitors, but would join us at the same café, if we would wait for him there.  When he 

finally turned up we explained the situation and, with W/O (Signals)’s sanction said he’d 

receive some food rations and cigarettes for his advice.  Although most commodities seemed 

to be available in Brussels, it appeared these were only available on the thriving ‘black 

market’ at exorbitant prices (thus anything we gave him would be of equally exchangeable 

monetary value).   

He said his name was Bertrand and although he usually used Flemish his inflected French 

was easily understandable as, with the aid of pencilled sketches, he described the system to us 

after he had spent an hour or so re-familiarising himself with the installation.  Apparently the 

pipe-work was of galvanised iron and the radiators were cast iron.  The system was originally 

intended to utilise pressurised steam but, due to an early leak under the concrete floor it was 

decided to convert it to a gravity-fed thermo-siphon hot water system.  This came as good 

news for we would now not be dealing with a pressurised boiler.  Bertrand added that when 

he had closed the system down he had drained it and had purged the each section of the 

system with oil, to minimise rusting, before finally draining it.  He asked, hopefully, whether 

we would need him to keep the furnace stoked with whatever solid fuel we intended using. 

When we tried to explain our engine oil/water drip proposal he really didn’t understand but he 

had given us sufficient assurance to seek out the header tank and to reconnect the water 

supply to it. Later, we decided that before any attempt was made to refill the system we 

should take the precaution of opening the drainage cock, at the lowest point.  Sure enough, 

when this eventually was done a couple of litres of oil was drained off into a container.  

However, before this stage W/O(S) got our Corporal tinsmith to join our team. Unfortunately, 

he hadn’t been serving with the unit during our period under canvas in the UK and needed the 

cook to assure him of the efficacy of the heating method that we proposed using, but he 

surprised us by revealing that he had been a plumber in civvy street and was very familiar 

with central heating systems.   

W/O(S) said he would draw some sketches of the structure that he thought would fit the 

requirements, for the tinsmith to fabricate, and drew the Corporal MT Fitter into the 

conspiracy to preserve the necessary supplies of used (and unused!) engine oil, with the 

necessary empty forty-gallon drums for use in the installation.  To ensure continuity of supply 

he also undertook to contact the motor pool at the barracks, offering them an easy means of 

disposing of their own used oil. 

From then on we left our ex-plumber to deal with filling and venting the system, including 

all radiators.  His face was a picture when the Corporal cook tossed a match to ignite the half-

gallon of petrol he had tipped onto the splash plate and was even more impressed by the 
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roaring orange flame that eventually extended the length of the boiler grate. We thought it 

only fair also to invite Bertrand to witness the christening of his beloved system, and he was 

amazed to see such a powerful flame being generated from such a crude set-up. Although the 

rest of us had anticipated the customary initial petrol explosion we were quite unprepared for 

the violence of this occurring within the close confines of an enclosed boiler room, which was 

vastly different from our experience of it happening in an open field. We agreed later that it 

was preferable to keep the boiler running continually rather than to risk the danger of 

repeating the initial ignition process on a regular basis. 

The Adjutant had kept his own counsel on our activities, presumably in case of failure.  It 

therefore came as a surprise to the whole unit, including the CO when he arrived in his office, 

to be greeted by a pleasantly warm atmosphere, as well as hot water emerging from the hot 

taps of their washbasins.  This innovation brought with it the prospect of communal hot 

showers instead of the Spartan variety we had been enduring.  Our Nigerian Wireless 

Mechanic comrades were overjoyed at this prospect and were soon making no attempt to hide 

the very adequate endowments that nature had provided them with.  This was especially so 

with Mobu, the less friendly one who, as well as being less than accomplished at his job 

seemed to bear a grudge against the whole world.  His life was not made easier by the 

limitations that his thick accent imposed on his communication skills.
 

Mobu’s compatriot LAC Prince Olu Sholanki was entirely different, being refined, well 

spoken and a good mixer.  He shared a room with the Corporal ex-schoolmaster who had 

shared our tent at St Pierre Église.  Their room was annexed to ours via a communicating 

door.  We learnt from Olu that he and Mobu had served with a Nigerian Squadron that was 

based at RAF Tangmere and, whilst he himself had volunteered for the posting to our unit, 

Mobu had been detailed to be sent here by their Nigerian W/O (Signals) who wanted to get rid 

of him as being a useless trouble-maker.  Olu had been sent to UK by his parent tribal Chief 

to read Law and Latin at Oxford University.  Although he still had a year to go before 

graduation he had volunteered for the RAF and had trained at No.1 Radio School.  He spoke 

good French and was prepared to spend some hours teaching me the rudiments of Latin 

grammar, although these lessons were short-lived when I was to find other pursuits that were 

more attractive. 

Within a week or so the weather had turned really icy and I was sent on a service visit to 

two units to carry out equipment modifications.  One of them was back just over the French 

border near to Cassel, the other unit being situated on the Belgian coast near to La Panne, 

where the coastal defences had taken a real battering.  With other Wireless Mechanics all 

committed to setting up an influx of airborne HF Transmitter/Receivers my old pal Jock was 

assigned to share the driving of my workshop vehicle.  Jock regarded this as a rare chance to 

be relieved of the boredom of only routine local journeys for rations.  After a 5am start I 

managed to complete the work at Cassel by late afternoon, aiming to reach La Panne before 

darkness, as we had been told that the unit there occupied a comfortable house.  In view of the 

early start I agreed to take over the wheel, leaving Jock to navigate.  Taking the main road to 

the north Jock asked me to keep my eyes open for a minor road to the right that should take us 

straight to our map reference.  Having passed several, all of which he rejected, he finally 

agreed on one.  After a mile or so we found ourselves surrounded by a group of grim-looking 

GI’s with guns trained menacingly on us and, having convinced them that we were on their 

side and on a legitimate journey to La Panne (about six miles away) they revealed that we had 

just passed straight through the German enclave that surrounded Dunkirk, on a road that 

routinely came under US shellfire as darkness fell.  This was the time when the German 

garrison generally emerged from their underground bunkers and were at their most 

vulnerable.  We pressed on quickly and were glad to get our heads down after the host unit 

had given us a meal.  Next morning the engine of the workshop vehicle wouldn’t start.  Jock 

lifted the bonnet and found that the carburettor was covered with pink snow, were the petrol 
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vapour had frozen in the freezing night air.  After pouring some boiling water over it we were 

on our way back to Brussels. 

Returning to Brussels after the ten days I had spent avoiding the enemy occupied enclave 

in Dunkirk I found that whilst I away the whole unit had been engaged in modifying airborne 

VHF transmitter/receivers for installation in tanks to provide direct Air/Ground 

communications.  This would enable the tank squadron commanders to call down air strikes 

in the heavy fighting that was expected to take place for the planned crossing of the Rhine that 

was likely to occur within a few weeks.  The installation and commissioning of the equipment 

would be carried out by two LAC Wireless Mechanics, under the supervision of a Corporal, 

with a Sergeant being in overall charge.  If the operation went according to plan we were 

likely to achieve six installations a day, covering a total of eighteen tanks.  We were to meet 

up with the Commanders of the forward Tank units of the 51
st
 Highland Division who were 

located just over the German border, north of Aachen that had just been taken by US forces.  

Steel helmets would be worn at all times.  A three-tonner would carry the communications 

equipment and we would take one 15cwt Workshop vehicle for the tools and accommodation.  

One of our forward surface surveillance Radar units was close to the tank location and would 

provide us with radio contact back to Group HQ. 

When passing through Liege we found that the bridge over the River Meuse had been 

taken out and we needed to cross by means of a pontoon bridge.  This was my first experience 

of negotiating this type of bridge, which consisted 

basically of a number of anchored barge-like vessels 

linked by a pair of trestle tracks that tilted somewhat under 

the weight of the vehicles that traversed spaced out, or one 

at a time.  Our mobile radar chaps directed us forward to 

the Highland Division’s current location.  When we 

arrived there we found that both sides were exchanging 

sporadic artillery as well as close range tank fire across a 

small tributary that separated them.   We had quite 

forgotten the unsettling effect that such a noise has on the 

ability to concentrate on the matter in hand, and this was 

certainly going to be a noisy operation.  The Jocks offered 

us cover in the tanks, for sleeping.  But, since these 

appeared to be prime targets, we declined their kind offer 

and retired at night to the hidden shelter of a copse that 

was within sight of the Radar unit, gratefully accepting a 

layer of sandbags that we laid across the roof of our 

vehicles.  In fact, we felt this was a safer option than we 

had experienced previously, in Normandy.  This was to 

prove to be a wise decision for we were to witness the mind numbing effect of the 

ammunition storage magazine of one of the tanks erupting in a cascade of explosions after 

being struck by an armour-piercing round.  The resulting devastation and fire that engulfed it 

left little for the medics to recover of the unfortunate commander who was the sole occupant, 

his crew having decided to sleep in an armoured personnel carrier that belonged to a company 

of infantry who were there for close support.  Dave humourlessly remarked that we could 

cross that one off our list of jobs.  Nevertheless, although safe from anything less than a direct 

hit, such as we had witnessed, we found working within the confines of a tank was rather 

claustrophobic, but had no complaints about the friendly treatment we received from the tank 

crews who, in spite of this recent loss, made sure we were well supplied with regular brews of 

tea.  When all was done and dusted we were each given the privilege of firing one tank round, 

in anger, before beating a hasty retreat to the safety of Brussels. At the end of hostilities, when 

View of deserted 

Belgium/Germany border post 
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the gongs were being dished out, the Sergeant was awarded the British Empire Medal, on 

behalf of the squad, with the Corporal being Mentioned in Despatches for his contribution. 

 

REST AND RECOUPERATION? 

Our return to the tranquillity of Brussels was rewarded by our being granted five days off, 

with the option of sleeping out, provided we left an address at the Guard room.  I thoroughly 

enjoyed sharing my friendly Belgian Colonel’s cognac during our now customary brief chat 

after each evening’s family meal.  

 He claimed this was said to steady the nerves.  The fact that I was courting his youngest 

daughter was an added attraction.  When I mentioned that I wasn’t restricted to returning to 

camp at lights-out he said, in that case, we didn’t need to hurry our conversation.  Not 

realising the significance of this, I gladly accepted the successive replenishment of our 

glasses, with him continuing to recount his experiences when he was incarcerated as a POW.  

During this discourse he produced the well-worn pack of home-made playing cards that he 

had painstakingly hand-drawn during his confinement and subsequently used to pass the time.  

Feeling distinctly wobbly when we eventually finished the bottle I readily accepted his wife’s 

invitation to stay the night.  When called next morning for breakfast I found I had been 

occupying a bedroom adjoining that of his youngest daughter.  This seeping arrangement 

became the norm for all future occasions when I slept there.  I concluded that I had 

successfully passed the test of gentlemanly conduct when, having imbibed a considerable 

quantity of cognac, I hadn’t behaved in an unseemly manner. 

As an R&R centre, Brussels attracted touring dance bands at the Stage-door-Canteen that 

ENSA and their American equivalent had set up in the Brussels Opera house. On our second 

visit there I was amazed by the unusually high level of security then in operation and found 

this to be due to the imminent arrival of Field Marshal Montgomery, who was there to boost 

the morale of the troops returning for a period of rest and recreation (R & R).  In addition the 

cinemas generally showed English language films with French subtitles but, to the troops’ 

dismay, smoking was strictly forbidden.  However, some compensation was provided by the 

availability of luxuriously wide double seats, at the sides, that were wide enough to 

accommodate couples. 

With heavy snow falling, nine days before Christmas 1944, we were surprised by the 

arrival, in a panic, of a Direction Finding/Eavesdropping ‘Q’ MSU that had been located 

behind one of the American forward tank detachments in the Ardennes forest.  This was a 

five-man unit, equipped with the Wireless Direction Finding vehicle, a ration wagon and a 

despatch rider.  They relied on the forward US Army unit for mail and supplies and sent the 

DR each morning to collect these.  The previous morning he had gone forward as usual, only 

to find that the tanks had pulled out during the night and he was faced with a German Panzer 

unit, eating breakfast.  He did a U-turn and made it at breakneck speed back to the unit where, 

in desperation, they all crowded into the wireless vehicle leaving everything else behind.  

They decided to make for the only large unit whose location they were certain of, this being 

309MSSU.  On the way they passed the US tanks in full retreat.   

As luck would have it, next day I was despatched as part of a three-man repair party to 

attend to a badly damaged unit that was located near to Venlo.  On the way we were impeded 

by tanks of the 51
st
 Highland Division coming towards us.  We were hailed by a party of 

Jocks from three tanks who had stopped for a brew.  They had recognised the RAF roundels 

painted on our Workshop vehicle; and I was delighted at being recognised as one of those 

who had installed the VHF communications equipment some weeks earlier.  Whilst we shared 

their brew I recounted the arrival of our Q unit from the Ardennes.  They said that this was 

their destination with orders to support the Yanks.  In fact, they said they had orders to open 
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fire on them if they continued to retreat!  Before we left they said they had been tied up with 

the Venlo pocket since the beginning of December to which I replied that, by coincidence, 

this was our destination.   

With so much snow and ice the road conditions were hazardous, for the wet sand upon 

which the high cambered Belgian cobbled roads were laid had frozen hard causing the 

cobbles to lift to form a dangerous ridge along the middle of the carriageway.  When we left 

the roadway to reach the field where our destination unit was located we had to fit skid chains 

to the rear wheels to maintain a grip, after digging away about a foot of snow.  We didn’t 

envy the wireless operators, who were living under canvas, but fared no better ourselves with 

the three of us sharing the cramped conditions within our small workshop vehicle.  Luckily, 

on this occasion we had been able to remove the petrol/electric generator set, without danger 

of it being stolen, to provide an extra sleeping space on the floor between the benches.  

Having restored the unit to a fully operational condition the journey back to Brussels was 

equally as hazardous as the journey out had been and we were glad once again to enjoy the 

luxury of the sump-oil-fired heating system, now working at full blast.
 

With the news of the approaching German troops in the Ardennes, the Christmas period in 

Brussels was passed a little nervously.  Nevertheless the Christmas dinner of roast turkey with 

all the usual trimmings that, in accordance with the long-standing traditions of the Royal Air 

Force, was served to us Other Ranks by our Commissioned Officers, was well received.  For 

this, the front garage that normally housed our servicing vehicles was an unfortunate choice of 

venue, for it was normally devoid of any form of heating and the makeshift use of some 

‘flame thrower’ heaters provided some warmth although this meagre benefit was at the 

expense of the noisy roar of their flames and the accompanying fumes of burning paraffin.  

The portable Sick Bay screens had been utilised in the construction of a stage.  This served 

the dual purpose of obscuring the tightly parked vehicles from view and for mounting some 

after-dinner ad hoc entertainment.  In demonstrating that his ‘civvy’ occupation didn’t stop at 

sign-writing, Doc had painted the screens with some very creditable pastoral scenes to act as 

background scenery. 

 

With the meal over the sketches performed by the members of the scratch concert party, 

adorned in makeshift costumes, drew worthy applause.  Two would-be stand-up comics drew 

a great many laughs with their risqué jokes which, in turn, drew impromptu supporting 

responses from some of the audience although some credit for the jollity, that left us all with 

aching sides, must go to the lubrication of the audience by the barrel of beer that was 

produced by a local Belgian brewery, from ingredients supplied by the NAAFI.  The highlight 

of the entertainment was the professionalism demonstrated by Pop Hindle in his performance 

on a piano borrowed from the café next door.  He started with some of the excerpts of classics 

that had been used in contemporary wartime films, such as the Warsaw Concerto from 

‘Dangerous Moonlight’ and Tchaikowski’s Piano Concerto.  Pop’s performance ended with a 

medley of popular Service songs that we joined in with great gusto. 

Shortly after Christmas two new Radar Mechanics, an LAC and a Sergeant,  joined the unit 

straight from UK.  Neither of them was qualified to drive. Following in the footsteps of 

Winston Churchill in crossing both the Weser and the Rhine, but in our case by pontoon 

bridges, with the newly-attached Sergeant (Radar) taking his turn to be seated on the battery 

box in the canvas-topped driver cab of the 15cwt workshop vehicle, the equally newly 

attached LAC, and I, found ourselves making our way along the badly potholed riverside road 

on the Rhine’s north bank towards the horrendously devastated city of Cologne.  We were 

seven hours into our journey to assist the Sergeant in contriving an improvised repair of 

reported damage to the rotating aerial array of a mobile Radar unit that the map reference 

seemed to place a few miles northwest of the city.  Apparently the W/O Radar couldn’t spare 
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three of his own for the job and asked W/O Signals if he could spare a ‘versatile’ W/Mech, 

with plenty of field and navigational experience, to drive them there and provide assistance.  

 

With darkness approaching and hunger already setting in I suggested we hole up for the 

night, rather than venture further into unknown territory, with our masked single headlight.  In 

seeking a quiet suitably isolated safe haven to spend the night I announced that this needed to 

be under some form of shelter, since one of us would need to sleep outside on the roof of the 

vehicle.  We were lucky to find shelter under a road bridge that turned out to be the north 

approach road to the totally shattered remains of a road bridge that once spanned the Rhine. 

 

As the driver, in total darkness except for a torch held between my teeth, I busied myself 

with topping up the petrol tank from one of the 4½ gallon Jerry cans we carried, in readiness 

for an early start.  When I opened the rear door of the workshop section I found the LAC and 

the Sergeant each propped up on the work benches, leaving me to seat myself on the bedrolls 

placed on top of the petrol/electric generator set that occupied the only floor space between 

the benches.   

 

Having mixed, and devoured, two tins of M&V (meat and vegetables) with one of baked 

beans, heated in mess tins over our Primus stove, by the glimmer of light provided by the 8-

watt bulb in the ceiling, we tossed to decide who was to sleep on the roof.  Needless to say, I 

lost, but wasn’t too nonplussed as, with three smokers and a primus on the go, the atmosphere 

inside was rather oppressive.  Before settling in my bedroll I decided to top up the Rhine and 

shed my battledress top and trousers in the cab, feeling rather chilly. In the early hours I 

awoke feeling decidedly chillier, through the rain-sodden state of my blankets!      

 

 

COLOGNE CATHEDRAL SHARES DEVASTATION

PARKED FOR NIGHT UNDER
DAMAGED ROADWAY OF
SLIPWAY APPROACH
TO (COLLASED)
COLGNE BRIDGE

  
 

Looking up I was surprised to see a starry sky above me.  I had been rained on through a 

gaping shell-hole in the roadway above, that I hadn’t noticed when we stopped.  My reception 

was distinctly hostile when I opened the rear door to spend the rest of the night seated on the 
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generator set, having lit the primus to make a warming brew of tea.  At first light, we made a 

quick breakfast of porridge, from oatmeal, dried milk, sugar and water, that each of us cooked 

in our mess tins over the primus, preceded by a strong brew of sweet tea and a couple of 

cigarettes. Gathering a hand-bowl of river water for a face wash, I noticed the ruined 

Cathedral, which stood badly damaged but still magnificent, amid an ocean of scarcely 

believable devastation, even by London blitz standards.   

 

In the morning light we were astounded also to see isolated narrow wreaths of smoke 

rising here and there from the ruined buildings, bearing witness to human habitation surviving 

amongst the hardly imaginable piles of rubble and debris, before we set course for our target 

MRU to complete our mission.  I still reflect upon how these, our enemies, were managing to 

feed themselves!    

 

With three of us in the drivers cab, I was still lucky to enjoy the relative luxury of the 

driving seat, the two newly joined non-drivers taking turns for the makeshift seat on the 

centrally located battery box during our slow return to Brussels. I felt this was recompense for 

having been obliged to endure two further nights encased in a decidedly still damp bedroll. 

 

      
The Same Bridge But A Bit Further Up The Road April 1945 

 

We remained in Brussels until the end of hostilities in 1945, carrying out what had become 

almost routine service visits well into Germany, observing the devastating results of USAF 

and Bomber Command’s activities in cities, ostensibly targeted for their involvement in 

industrial manufacturing, or by deliberate direction by high command.  Although we had no 

direct contact with the German civilian population the sight of families trying to eke out a 

pitiable existence in huge piles of rubble provoked heartfelt sympathy.   

 

The contrast was stark by comparison with the lifestyle that I now continually returned to in 

Brussels, where I had become increasingly involved in the domestic and social activities of 

my adopted Belgian family; that of (the newly promoted Brigadier) Professor  Bingen, whom 

I called Papa, as he treated me as a surrogate son. As briefly implied earlier, our first meeting 

had occurred shortly after the liberation of Brussels, from his daughter’s acquaintance with 

our boiler-man, whom her father had employed until the German occupation.  Unknown to 

me, Jacqueline and her sister chanced to be with him when Steve and I first called at his 

house.  It was their voices we had heard at that time, when they ostensibly regarded me as the 
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useful military contact that her father was then seeking.  Jacqueline contrived to call when I 

was on guard, to ask if I could help her father with information on the performance of a 

British rifle.  Flattered by the notion that this was an excuse to attract my attention, I decided 

to play along with the idea of meeting him, when she explained who he was.  

 

Impressed by both the Belgian and French Croix de Guerre and their Legion d’Honneur 

insignia, that were framed in his study, I found that his enquiry was genuine; but the photo he 

showed me was of a Canadian rifle that had been on general issue to the Home Guard during 

my service with them.  From memory, I was able to quote its characteristics and agreed to ask 

my Adjutant if he would be prepared to meet him, with a view to exploring the likelihood of 

facilities being made available at Group HQ for to him to conduct test firing of the weapon 

the Belgian police were holding in evidence for forensic examination.  All of this was duly 

arranged to take place within the facilities of Group HQ’s extensive barracks compound. 

 

I saw “Papa” for the last time in August 1947 when I returned to Brussels to spend a week’s 

continental leave there to celebrate the 21
st
 birthday of Joan, the gorgeous LACW who was 

serving with me in Germany and was destined to become my wife,  now so sadly departed.  

Joan had agreed to accompany me to pay him a farewell visit. He and his wife “Maman” were 

overwhelmed with delight that we should call on them.  But with both in failing health, and 

Jacqueline (whom I had “courted” three years earlier) and her sister now married and living 

elsewhere, they seemed rather lonely and depressed.  After a couple of hours reminiscing; and 

with Joan and me joining him in his enjoyment of his unsurpassed Fine Champagne Cognac, 

he pressed me, as a keepsake, to accept his WW1 French Croix de Guerre and Legion 

d’Honeur insignia. He seemed hurt at my initial refusal and hurried to explain that, with no 

son of his own, he had bequeathed his Belgian honours to the Royal Military Academy; but 

regarded his French military awards as being dishonoured when, as Marshall of France, Pétain 

had betrayed his country by his collaboration with the Germans in setting up the Vichy 

government.  I still treasure this parting gift, in his memory, as my erstwhile “fiancée” was 

kind enough to convey the sad news of his death soon after Joan and I married a year later. 

 

Returning to my wartime service in Brussels; shortly after celebrating VE day there, the Unit 

moved to a warehouse in Ghent, where Steve met and subsequently married, a young Belgian 

lady whom the Adjutant employed then to fulfil secretarial duties which, with the end of the 

war, had become permissible. The Latin and Flemish of the two ceremonies was beyond us!    

 

Quite soon thereafter we shipped all our trucks by train to an airfield at Stade, about 20kM 

northwest of Hamburg, where we soon joined them.  The abandoned Luftwaffe base there was 

now the huge parking ground for the totality of technical vehicles that were released from 

active service with the disbanding of the mobile signals units of  2
nd

 TAF and those of the 

USAAF.  Their concentration there was for their refurbishment and maintenance with a view 

to their sale to equip the newly reinstituted French and other allied Air Forces, the 

refurbishment being the responsibility of No. 6 BSRU, whose strength had been augmented 

by the Trade Technicians who became available with the disbanding of 309MSSU and other 

mobile units. 

 

The existing barrack blocks, messes, dental surgery, sick bay, workshops and administration 

buildings were sufficiently refurnished for us to occupy and, with the abandonment of the 

non-fraternisation ban that until then had prevented social contact with the German 

population, the very meagre social life available locally outside the camp improved to the 

extent of a weekly dance.  But beyond this, enthusiasm for social contact with the local 

populace was not very evident.  Second TAF had changed its title to BAFO, British Air 

Forces of Occupation, as the Air arm of BAOR, British Army on the Rhine, and British civil 
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servants were seconded to organise and oversee the civil administration of the British Zone of 

a Germany that had been divided into four international zones of occupation. 

 

NAAFI and charitable organisations for British troops had set up recreational facilities in the 

unspoilt parts of Hamburg; but vast swathes of Hamburg were devastated ruins.  In some 

places these were occupied by diehard individuals who were taken to occasional sniping at 

Allied personnel, who frequented the areas when off duty in search of commodities for 

trading.  The snipers became known as Werewolves.  Such shops as there were had no 

produce; the black market was rife, with cigarettes and coffee being the main currency for the 

purchase of German family heirlooms; watches and cameras being amongst the most sought 

after.   

 

There was initially no reason to draw pay, for the only places to spend it were in the NAAFI, 

Salvation Army, Church Army and Malcolm Clubs or in other charitable outlets.  These soon 

became overloaded with Deutschmarks, that were almost valueless at the official exchange 

rate.  The German currency was readily obtainable from the sale of just one packet of 

cigarettes to the civilian black market, from our weekly entitlement of 200 cigarettes.   

 

The fiscal problem was soon resolved by the introduction of the BASV – British Armed 

Forces Special Vouchers.  This was the only currency to be accepted by these outlets, for the 

purchase of cigarettes, photographic supplies, refreshments etc., and obliged Forces personnel 

to draw pay in the new currency.  But this did nothing to stem the ongoing trade in bartered 

goods, with personnel returning from UK leave bankrolled with packets of ground coffee. 

 

After a month or so at Stade I was selected for individual posting to Command Signals, at Air 

Headquarters (Operations), located at Bad Eilsen, near to Hanover.  Here I found myself 

replacing a Corporal Wireless Mechanic, as being the only non-commissioned rank in 

Command Signals.  The next superior was a Flight Lieutenant, then four Squadron Leaders, 

two Wing Commanders, a Group Captain, with an Air Commodore as Chief Air Signals 

Officer.  I also had a comprehensively stocked and kitted wireless workshop at my sole 

disposal.   

 

I was officially responsible for maintaining the records of every vehicle held at Stade and, 

accompanied by a Squadron Leader (Signals), who was my immediate boss, I was responsible 

for selecting appropriate vehicles for transfer to the selected continental Air Forces.  This 

involved frequent short duration visits to Stade to accompany and entertain French, Belgian 

and Dutch military envoys in the acceptance of the selected vehicles, instructing them in the 

operation and maintenance of the equipment, and later, to visit their home Units for their 

further instruction.  It seems my linguistic skills as well as my technical experience had not 

gone un-noticed by higher command, especially with my promotion to Corporal! 

 

Between these excursions I enjoyed visits to Hanover Opera House, and had joined the BAFO 

Gliding Club, as well as pursuing various Maths, English and Foreign language classes 

available through the active Education and Vocational Training department, in preparation for 

sitting London Matriculation, with the prospect of a career in civilian life.  However, the 

continued shortage of qualified and experienced technical personnel presented a significant 

hurdle in the timing of my demobilisation which, for others, was related just to length of 

service. 

 

The arrival of Officers’ families, to take up residence in the commandeered local civilian 

accommodation, coincided with the setting up, in Hamburg of the British Forces Radio 

Network, together with the foundation of an officially organised amateur radio licensing 
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scheme.  My Flight Lieutenant superior, having been a Ham Radio enthusiast pre-war, was 

immediately eager to set up a radio shack in his newly acquired married quarters, as was my 

Squadron Leader boss. Since I had also expressed sufficient interest to apply for a licensed 

call sign myself (D2CC), it fell to me to organise the acquisition of their specified (American) 

transmitting and receiving equipment.  In both cases this involved engaging with the resident 

Colonel in the US Air Force, who was attached to Command as their liaison officer, to trade a 

mysteriously suddenly available quantity of radio supplies that were of interest to him, in 

return for the requisite American communications equipment. 

 

The next few weeks thus saw me actively engaged in setting up three radio shacks and 

transmitting aerial arrays; my own being more modestly equipped in an empty room adjacent 

to my workshop on the top floor of the Bade Hotel where Command Headquarters was 

established.  I spent many evenings establishing contact with Hams as far afield as USSR, 

South Africa, USA, as well as in Italy, within Germany and another in London just a few 

streets away from my home.   

 

The weekend and midweek dances in the excellent ballroom, to music provided by a German 

quintet who also played at lunchtime in the mixed Other Ranks Mess, led to my meeting my 

sadly missed wife-to-be, Joan.  Joan was already the 

WAAF secretary to a Wing Commander at Air HQ 

(Ops) when I was posted there.  She shared her office 

with a German interpreter, Fraü von Schenck, pictured 

with her here, whose aristocratic husband had been a 

WW1 career Colonel in the Prussian Infantry, a direct 

descendant of Friedrick, Prinz von Württemberg. He 

had been Infantry Liaison Officer at the Luftwaffe HQ 

and dispersed the armed guards with the approach of 

the RAF Regiment, resulting in its surrender to the 

RAF without a shot being fired.  Joan and I were demobilized together, and married in 1948. 

 
END OF ACTIVE SERVICE 

 

Thereafter, I joined Marconi’s Wireless Telegraph Company, in Chelmsford, as a Technical Assistant 

for the Final Testing of VHF FM equipment for Police Squad cars, whilst attending part-time day and 

evening courses for Ordinary and Higher National Certificates in Electrical Engineering and Radio 

Communications Engineering; followed by training at Marconi College for transfer to the Radar 

Installations drawing office to design the recently replaced London Air Traffic Control Centre at West 

Drayton. The subsequent seven years of part-time and evening class studies were in pursuit of post-

National higher qualifications in Mechanical and Advanced Electronics Engineering, whilst raising a 

young family, culminating in my corporate membership of the appropriate chartered professional 

engineering institutions.  This coincided with my being headhunted by English Electric to head up the 

Electronics Design department of Nelson Research Laboratories to commence a life-long varied career 

in the engineering design of a wide variety of scientific, industrial and military electronic equipment 

and control systems. The twenty-seven years I then spent managing similar engineering design 

departments within the Thorn EMI Group enabled me to conduct seven years of research to advance 

the state of the art of received theory, in Power Electronics, for presentation at International 

Conferences at the Savoy Place HQ of the IEE, culminating in my Doctorate in Applied Sciences. 

 

In retrospect, the premature curtailment of my full time education at fourteen years of age, with the 

closure of my day school at the outbreak of WW2, represented a serious setback in my education; but 

demonstrates that triumph against all odds is achievable if fate is on your side, as it was thankfully on 

mine, on several crucial occasions during WW2.  But I still live with the memory of our German 

civilian employees sifting through their fingers the scrapings from our plates, from the Mess swill 

bins, for scraps of meat to feed their families – for me, a lasting confirmation of the folly of war! 

http://thepeerage.com/p10174.htm#i101733
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ADDENDUM 

 
EXTRACTS FROM CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN ARCHIE RATCLIFFE AND STAN MALLETT  
  
I watched Padre Harding moving from corpse to corpse collecting dog tags and giving the last rites to 
severely wounded, using with a stubby pencil to jot down the details on a tattered note pad.  I’m not 
religious, but I felt that I was watching God at work.  Cpl Middleton lost his life by driving ‘up and down’ 
the beach until he was shot up by heavy machine gun fire, he and Jock the Medical Orderly were using 
the jeep to get the wounded back to what little shelter there was, and saw so many of the lads and the 
yanks killed and wounded, all of our four B.D.S. lads were killed, later that evening while getting off the 
beach Stan Mallett, another lad took two Jerries, but Stan said that they threw down their rifles, as 
obviously they had had enough.  Found out that Sgt Humble had been blinded and that Flt Lt. “Hoppy” 
Highfields was killed as he landed.   
  
God knows where we went after leaving the beach area, I can remember crawling up a lane with a 
machine gun pinning us down.  Luckily a yank with a bazooka did the job in getting rid of him, we 
eventually got up to the top of the cliffs and assembled with the yanks on top of the cliffs where the 
Military Cemetery is now at St Laurent. 
  
The one surprise is what I call the mental distress that surges back when I recall those harrowing days, 
it would be reasonable to suppose that after 60 years my attitude of mind of those times would be so 
deeply buried into my sub conscience, but they do surface occasionally but not as intense as they once 
were, these feelings of regret and sadness are with me still, there are not many days go by without 
some reflection of those brutal times. 
 
Stan has unfortunately since left us; but never forgotten. He’s the one pictured on the Unit’s bicycle 
when he “liberated” Paris whilst “A.W.O.L.(?)” on 25th August 1944. 
 
 

TESTIMONY OF A CANADIAN CORPORAL RADAR MECHANIC 
 
At the end of D-Day, 47 of the 120 men from our Unit were casualties, including our Commanding 

Officer, Wing Commander Trollope.   It would be a couple of days before our destroyed convoy vehicles 
would be replaced from England. 

 
The move inland from Normandy to Paris provided some interesting moments. As I was the only person in the 
unit who could speak and understand some French, our new Commanding Officer and I rode in the lead vehicle with 
the driver. The other 35 or so vehicles were to follow as we headed out, this time for Paris.   We were "briefed" 
by two American Liaison Colonels, being told where to go when the front broke, in order to get to Paris. 
Unfortunately these two gentlemen were killed by a  land mine a  few days before our scheduled move. 

 
We made our way around the east side of the Falaise Gap, aiming for Paris as instructed.  As all road signs had 
been removed or obliterated by black paint, we often stopped to ask the local people for advice as to which road 
to take to get to Paris. They needed the unit operating as soon as possible in order to provide air cover.  This 
necessitated several stops and directions from the local people, who became more co-operative as we neared 
Paris. 

 
Our instructions were to go to the Bois de Boulogne and set up the radar and communication equipment, make it 
functional, and contact London. However we were unable to reach the Bois de Boulogne, as each route we tried 
was blocked by upturned trucks piled up with paving stones taken from the roads. 
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Finally we stopped at one of these barricaded roads which we had hoped to use and it was agreed with our C.O. 
that I would go through the barricade and seek some advice, while the convoy awaited my return.  There was 
quite a bit of sporadic gunfire but nothing apparently organized. The distance from the first to the second 
roadblock was one city block. As I ran past the stores taking evasive action and dodging into store fronts, 
"someone" was firing inconsistently towards the first roadblock. About halfway along the street I dodged into 
another doorway, where I met, much to my surprise, a well-dressed French gentleman of about 50 years of 
age. He was drunk and was holding two champagne glasses with the stems between his fingers.   He smiled 
happily to see me and extolled the glories of Liberation, peace and good fellowship, as drunks are wont to do -  
in French. He then said " boire messieurs à la Liberation." A drink of alcohol was something I did not want! As 
somebody was still firing down the road, I hesitated going up the road long enough for my "new friend" to produce 
a b o t  t  l   e    of champagne, half fill the glasses, and present one to me. As the firing had stopped, I drank the 
champagne, thanked him while refusing any more, congratulated him on the peace and ran up the street to the 
other roadblock. 
 
There was a sign on one of the buildings which said F.F.I Headquarters (Free French Forces), Communist 
Section.  The proceedings there were apparently being run by a young woman about twenty five years of age, 
who wore a navy blue tailored jacket, navy blue skirt and matching tam hat. She looked like a model. When she 
finished giving orders to her troops she turned to me and in English asked what I wanted. Before I could 
answer she unbuttoned her jacket and produced a 45 calibre revolver and called a man's name.  When he 
turned his head she said in French, "I knew it was you" and pointing the revolver at him, gave orders to her 
minions to take him behind a billboard and shoot him -   which I believe they did. 

 
She put away the revolver, which you would never guess she was carrying,  turned to me and asked again what I 
wanted. I told her that our RAF convoy was on the other side of the second barricade and that we were trying to 
get to the Bois de Boulogne.   She had someone in her command go into their headquarters and bring a large 
detailed map. There was no available route for us so she suggested Longchamps Racetrack as an alternative 
and sent me on my way with a head full of instruction like "tout " droit -tout " gauche, etc."   Somehow we 
reached the racetrack and I went into the building, just inside the gates. There was no one in any of the 
rooms, but there were indications that they had recently left: cigarette butts, warm coffee cups and a smell of 
cigarette smoke. 
On returning to the gate, I found all the people laughing hilariously. It is always sad to miss a good joke so I asked 
what was so funny, and was a bit amazed at the answer.  They told me that this was the Gestapo Headquarters 
and that the Gestapo had gone out the back windows of the building when I went in the front door. Members 
of the joyous crowd hoisted me on their shoulders and started moving through the crowded street. Suddenly a 
small German tank, which I could see from my vantage point, began firing, and knocking chunks off the 
buildings, columns, etc..  The lads lowered me and the crowd evaporated in seconds by running into all buildings 
with unlocked doors. I don't know who else in our unit got the short V.I.P. treatment. 

 
Our equipment was moved to the middle of the race track, but due to the buildings and trees we could get no 
satisfactory results. That evening two twin-engine German bombers came over the convoy and accidentally 
bombed the four five-storey tenements nearby. 

 
On the second day we left the racetrack to move to a site which had a higher elevation located down the road to 
Fontainebleau.  On the outskirts of Paris we met some American Sherman tanks coming in our direction and 
pulled over to the side of the road to allow them to pass. To my surprise the lead tank started to elevate its 
cannon. I told our driver to turn our "lorry" across the road so they could see the huge RAF roundel painted on 
the side. In a few minutes two very large six foot six military policemen on motorcycles rode to meet us, and 
asked in a brusque manner what we were doing. In a fit of sarcasm I told them we were in Paris for a couple of 
days and that it would be now safe for them to enter.  We pulled our vehicle over to the side and they passed us 
without further incident. 

 
The equipment was set up in a farmer's field, and operated very well in this new location. In due course an 
American Radar Unit arrived to take over and we were returned to Cherbourg for repatriation to England.
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Even this Official Record makes no mention of the existence of the “hush-hush” Radar Units 

that made such a significant contribution to WW2 but cost the lives of my friends! 
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In view of this, and to set the record straight, I’ve taken the liberty of adding the following 

insertion into the previous Organisation Chart to reveal what appears to be a serious omission. 

150 (Tempest) Wing
15082GCI
309MSSU

n 

 

The absence of official recognition of the role played by 15082GCI, its seemingly last minute 

technical strengthening by the addition of relatively high ranking technical resources, its 

disbandment early in the Battle of Normandy with the liberation of Paris (coinciding with the 

coming on stream of an American mobile radar unit) and the initial detachment of a small 

advanced echelon of 309MSSU for technical support of the numerous RAF MSU’s that were 

widely spread throughout the American Sector, all lead me to the opinion that the immediate 

lack of any equivalent American radar and signals units was an embarrassing deficiency that 

was beyond the resources of 83 Group to fulfil.  The fact that our reporting structure lay 

outside the American chain of command accounts for there being no record of our presence 

there within the American military archives (or perhaps this was by deliberate intent!).  

 

Although in some particulars at variance with the 2
nd

 TAF Location Statement, on Page 704 

of Volume 4 of Shores’ and Thomas’ excellent Second Tactical Air Force publication, it 

appears from the SHAEF Order of Battle on D-day, depicted on   

http://niehorster.orbat.com/500_eto/44-06-06_allies.htm that “No.85 Group was to provide air 

cover for the bases to be occupied on the continent”, by implication not intended to participate 

in the initial assault phase, this being the role of 83 Group.  

 

Having journeyed extensively from the beaches of Normandy and throughout the American 

Sector;  then through Belgium and Holland into Germany, visiting the widespread operational 

MSU’s and Radar units as they performed their various roles until the cessation of hostilities, 

and thereafter; it wasn’t until 309MSSU was disbanded that I came across any American 

mobile signals vehicles and became responsible for them.  This was when I was posted to join 

6BSRU at Stade, close to Hamburg, where all of the signals vehicles from disbanded MSU’s 

were parked for refurbishment; some of which were selected to equip re-formed French, 

Dutch and Belgian air forces.   

15081GCI,  etc. 
307MSSU 

http://niehorster.orbat.com/500_eto/44-06-06_allies.htm
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RESUME, FINAL RECOGNITION AND DETAILS OF 2nd TAF MEMORIAL 6.6.2012 
 

Some people will be familiar with the fact that during the whole of WW2 a total of 10,386 Military Crosses were 
awarded.  Few people will know that, of these, just 69 were awarded to Officers of the Royal Air Force. But just a 
privileged few are aware that four of those 69 Military Crosses, together with two Military Medals, a BEM and a Croix 
de Guerre were awarded for the bravery of our Chaplain, our Medical Officer, the Commanding Officer, the Chief 
Technical Officer and others of the 120, or thereabouts, Radio/Radar technicians of the RAF, who were serving with 
the RAF Radar Unit that disembarked from Tank Landing Craft onto Omaha Beach on D-day, at 17.00 hours, with their 
27 specialised vehicles that were fitted with Radar and Radio Communications equipment.  They were met with heavy 
fire from German 88mm artillery and heavy machine guns. From then, for many hours, our Medical Officer and 
Chaplain, both wounded, continually toured the beach under fire to bring aid and comfort to the American wounded, 
and the last rites to those nearing death. 
 
This RAF Unit is identified as 15082GCI.  Its function was to protect the American Beachhead, and American assault 
troops, from air attack by using its Radar equipment to locate the position and altitude of enemy aircraft and, by means 
of direct radio contact with RAF fighter aircraft, to direct them to intercept and engage the enemy aircraft.  This was a 
facility that the US Military were unable to provide themselves at that time. An attempt to land this non-combatant unit 
at its planned 11.30 hrs was aborted for lack of space on the beach. 
 
The damage to the RAF vehicles during the landing was such that only six of the 27 that disembarked were sufficiently 
serviceable to be driven off the beach when, many hours later, an exit had been cleared by a bulldozer that, still under 
fire, had managed to negotiate a passage between the hundreds of dead and wounded American troops and damaged 
vehicles. 
 
The brave RAF technicians of this Mobile Radar Unit, and its supporting Mobile Signals Units, having themselves 
sustained 47 casualties, including one Officer and nine Other Ranks killed and one missing, spent the night still under 
fire attending to their own casualties, as well as many of the wounded GI’s, and burying their dead comrades on the 
beach.  
 
Having also survived a bombing raid by Junkers 88 during the night, with the approach of dawn attempts were made to 
salvage damaged equipment from the beach and the sea, sufficient for the Unit to become operational on D+2 from a 
temporary site hastily chosen by U.S. General Timberlake; the planned designated site being still in enemy hands. 
 
With the element of secrecy that surrounded Mobile Radar and Signals Units at that time, and their close proximity to 
the front line, documented records of individual active service units are minimal and such information as exists 
depends largely upon the individual testimony of surviving veterans.  However, “official” confirmation of 15082GCI’s 
presence on Omaha Beach, together with the RAF’s own Beach Unit (21 Base Defence Sector), can be found on Page 
18 of the PDF file that is downloadable from  The Assault Landings in Normandy, Order of Battle — Defence Academy 
of the United Kingdom. 
 
The eye-witness testimonies of those who survived that day reinforce my memory of the discussions I had with some 
of them a few days after the events.  A copy of the testimonies, on CD in English, has been lodged with the French 
“Deep Respect” Association for translation; they also are discussed on the following website 
http://www.ww2talk.com/forum/allied-units-general/18407-r-f-units-d-day-landings-omaha-beach.html 
 
As for me, I served as one of a dozen Radio/Radar Technicians who formed the advance echelon of a Mobile Signals 
Servicing Unit (MSSU).  This was a centrally located unit to provide specialised support for the wide range of mobile 
communications and surveillance units in event of equipment failure. It was always planned for my Echelon to come 
ashore with 15082CGI, then to deploy near to Cherbourg to serve the many mobile signals and radar units that would 
occupy isolated sites throughout the American Sector.  Meanwhile, 15082GCI were to make their way towards Paris to 
contribute towards the air defence of the American liberation troops. The remainder of our MSSU was planned to arrive 
from England some weeks later to serve in the British and Canadian Sectors as the battlefront broadened and many 
more Mobile GCI and Signals units became operational throughout France. 
 
It seems that my Canadian friend, Muir Adair, is now the only living veteran of 15082GCI. He was the Technical Flight 
Sergeant of the unit, and now advanced in years, lives in retirement in Vancouver.  He, and the son of the then 
Squadron Leader Best, MC, were of great assistance in providing the bulk of the information, that I have archived on 
the ww2talk website. I decided to do this after receiving presidential invitations to attend the 60th and 65th D-day 
Anniversary ceremonies, in 2004 and 2009 respectively, at the Normandy American Cemetery, where I was horrified to 
discover that no-one from military or political circles, neither British nor American, was aware of the service that the 

http://www.da.mod.uk/colleges/jscsc/jscsc-library/archives/operation-overlord/CONF4171_AssaultLandNormandy.pdf/view
http://www.da.mod.uk/colleges/jscsc/jscsc-library/archives/operation-overlord/CONF4171_AssaultLandNormandy.pdf/view
http://www.ww2talk.com/forum/allied-units-general/18407-r-f-units-d-day-landings-omaha-beach.html
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RAF had rendered here on D-day, nor that some of our comrades lost their lives here and many more were gravely 
wounded. This was a situation that I vowed to remedy. 
 
Thus, as possibly the last British veteran of this operation, it is left for me to see that the vital role that the mobile radar 
and signals units of the RAF played in the air defence of the Omaha beachhead, and thence throughout the battle of 
Normandy, through Belgium and Holland, into Germany, receives just and proper recognition.  This objective is now 
achieved by today’s joint unveiling by the retiring Mayor, Monsieur Jean-Marie Oxeant and the British Defence Attaché, 
Air Commodore J Maas, of a substantial memorial plaque at Vierville-sur-Mer (Omaha Beach), so that those of my 
comrades who rest forever in the Bayeux cemetery, and the others whose remains are yet to be recovered, are always 
remembered.   
 
The memorial is donated by the French “Deep Respect” Association its consecration has been performed by the Staff 
Chaplain of the RAF on behalf of the Chaplain in Chief.  Its erection marks the conclusion of the many projects 
sponsored by the retiring Mayor to recognise the sacrifice by individual units of the liberating forces, with the recent 
support of Monsieur Tenno Dogger and Madame Carole Duval of Deep Respect. Its installation is brought to a 
conclusion thanks to Deep Respect Association, to the retiring Mayor, the Mayor, his Council, and the citizens of 
Vierville sur Mer. I offer many thanks to them all on behalf of these old comrades. 

Leslie G Dobinson  6th June 2012 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

LOCATION OF MEMORIAL ADJACENT TO ACCESS STEPS TO 
OMAHA BEACH FROM U.S. NATIONAL GUARD CAR PARK 

VIERVILLE-SUR-MER  
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THE FINISHED MEMORIAL 
UNVEILED BY THE BRITISH DEFENCE ATTACHÉ AIR COMMODORE J MAAS 

AND DEPUTY MAYOR OF VIERVILLE SUR MER M. JEAN-MARIE OXÉANT 6th JUNE 2012 


